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O'Neill Collection Part of
Centennial Celebration

N

ever a fast reader, Harley
Hammerman, M.D. '75,
found it easier to read plays than
novels. In a high-school English
class, he recalls a teacher reading
aloud Eugene O'Neill's Emperor
jones while beating on her desk
as if on a tom-tom, just as O'Neill
had envisioned the play being read.
Hammerman was hooked. Now
married with three children, the
St. Louis native and radiologist in
private practice has amassed what
is probably the largest private
collection of books, manuscripts,
letters, and other material relating
to O'NeilL

Harley Hammerman
Acollector from an early age,
Hammerman augmented his
boyhood coin, stamp, and rock
collections with a first edition of
Ah, Wilderness! plucked from
the annual St. Louis Book Fair. By
the late-1960s, book dealers'
allalogues became his staple reading
diet. Gradually, he became known
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nationally, then internationaU)\ as
an O'Neill collector.
His collection reached a tuming
point in 1984 when Hammerman,
after negotiations lasting more
than two years, bought most of a
private collection that belonged to
Robert Sisk, publicity director for
the New York Theatre Guild. That
collection included inscribed first
editions, photographs, letters, and
inscribed galley proofs. Also
included was a first edition of
O'Neill's sea plays that contained
a pencil drawing by O'Neill of the
set for In The Zone.
The Hammerman collection at
present contains about 300 pieces,
and includes, in addition to
various first and inscribed edi
tions, approximately 30 letters
and manuscripts by O'Neill, 50
letters written by O'Neill's wife,
Carlotta, 40 photographs, and
other ephemera such as theater
programs and video tapes of
productions. Among the curios
ities in the collection is a brick
Hammerman scavenged from the
demolition of the Morosco Theater
in New York, site of Beyond tbe
Horizon, the first Broadway pro
duction of an O'Neill play.
Sixty-five pieces of the Ham
merman collection, including
many Significant "firsts," have been
put on display from November 3 to
December 29 in the Special
Collections department of Olin
Library. O'Neill's first published
work (a poem), his first (and only
pubUshed) short story, and his initial
correspondence with Argentinian
essayist and playwright Leon Mirlas
can be seen along with many limited
and first editions of the plays. The
display also includes photographs
and a revealing autobiographical
sketch Hammerman suggests was
written as a prelude to a never
completed series of plays to have
been titled The Sea-Mother's Son.
In addition to the Hammerman

Prize-winning eye: Each year, the Council for the Advancement and
SUppOl1 of Education (CASE) assesses the quality of publications at colleges
and universities throughout the country with an awards program.
This year, a special honor has been paid to Herb Weitman, B.S.B.A. '50,
University photographer and associate editor of this magazine; for the
second time in his career, Weitman has been named CASE Photographer
of the Decade, based on a portfolio of 25 photographs, many of which
appeared in these pages.
Ah<We, Sir Francis Crick, co-discoverer (with James Watson) of the double
helLx structure of DNA, demonstrating his discovery for a class at the medical
school during a February 1980 visit to campus.

collection, the University's O'Neill
celebration consisted of the showing
of film adaptations of O'Neill's work,
a production of Desire Under Tbe
Elms presented in Edison Theatre,
and a conference held November 10

and 11 focusing on the autobio
graphical element in O'Neill's
work and featuring the presenta
tion of original papers by noted
O'Neill scholars.
- Virginia Slachman 0

Shelley vs. Kraemer Ruling
Landmark/or Fair Housing
hen theJ.D. Shelleys, a black
W couple
from Mississippi,
bought the two-family flat at
4600 Labadie in an all-white St. Louis
neighborhood in August 1945,
they had no idea they'd soon be
making history The lawsuit that
arose from their purchase, Shelley
\'S. Kraemer, was successfully argued
before the Supreme Court in 1948
and became known as "the grand
father" of fair housing laws. In that
decision, the Supreme Court ruled
that a lower court's decision to
enforce a private individual's
racially discriminatory contract
was unconstitutional.
As part of its commemoration of
the bicentennial ofthe United States
Constitution, the law school this
fall presented a two-day conference,
co-directed by Professors Jules
Genlfd and Bl1Ice La Pierre, entitled
"Individual Freedom and Govern
mental Power: The State-Action
Doctrine of Shelley v. Kraemer."
In 1911, the Labadie neighbor
hood association had voted to attach
a covenant to each deed in the
subdivision restricting ownership,
transfer, or rental to Caucasians.
On the basis of this restrictive

covenant, neighbors Louis and Fern
Kraemer sued the Shelleys, alleging
that the Shelleys' presence would
cause the Kraemers to "suffer
irreparable injury and irremediable
damage to their propert}("
Alower court ruled in favor of
the Shelleys, hut the Missouri
Supreme Court subsequently
reversed the decision, directing
that the terms of the racial covenant
be enforced. The Shelleys appealed
to the United Sk'ltes Supreme Court.
On May 4, 1948, the Supreme
Court, with only six justices
Sitting - three haVing disqualified
themselves - ruled unanimously
that the courts could not be used
to enforce restrictive housing
agreements, since this would, in
fact, constitute state action in
violation of the 14th Amendment.
The successful conclusion of
Shelley vs. Kraemer marked not
only the first decisive blow in the
long battle to achieve fair housing
but also a significant expansion of
the state-action doctrine.
Conferees assessed the enduring
significance of the decision's
state-action doctrine of the 14th
Amendment, explored subsequent

. J.D. Shelley and great-granddaughter
development of the doctrine, and
considered the tension bei\veen
individual liberty and governmental
power that is posed by it. Among
those speaking at the conference
were the Honorable A. Leon
Higginbotham, Jr., Chiefjudge,
United States Court of Appeals, who
addressed the implications of Shelley
vs. Kraemer in the light of race and
legal process in both the United

Depression May Increase
Chances oLHeart Disease
clinical case of depression
A
may be as big a risk-factor as
cigarette-smoking, elevated
cholesterol, or high blood pressure
in developing coronary artery
disease (CAD) , says a psychologist
at the Washington University School
of Medicine. According to a recent
study by Robert Carney, associate
professor of psychology at the
School, nearly one out of five
patients with CAD were clinically
depressed before their diagnosis.
And, in the year after diagnosis,
depressed patients were twice as
likely to have a major coronary

event - heart attack, surgery, or
death - than nondepressed patienl~.
"Our study underscores the fact
that depression is an important,
independent risk-factor for the
occurrence of major heart prob
lems," says Carne~~ "If early diag
nosis and treatment of depression
in patients with CAD is initiated,
we may be able to save lives."
Carney's study on the prevalence
of depression in CAD patients was
published last December in the
AmericanJournal ofCardiology.
lntenriewing 50 IYJtients recently
diagnosed as halring CAD, Carney

Robert Carney
found that nine of them-18
percent - suffered from a major
depressive disorder, a much higher

States and South Africa; and
Professor Francis A. Allen, dean
emeritus ofthe University of Michigan
Law School, who was Chief./ustice
Fred M. Vinson law clerk at the
time of the decision. Excerpts of
the conference proceedings will be
published in the Washington
University Law QUaJ1erly.
-M.M. Cost.al1tin 0

incidence of depression thaJl the
4 percent found in the general
population. The study also showed
that depression in CAD patients is
not related to the severity of CAD,
medical problems caused by CAD,
age of the patient, or use of
medication. In most cases, the
depressive symptoms preceded
symptoms that could be attributed
to heal1 disease, such as chest pain
and breathlessness.
"We'd like to see increased
attention to the psychological side
of illness," Carney says. "It's im
portant to recognize that a patient's
psychological state may have an
effect on the disease and on the
outcon1e of the disease."
-Ibn)' DiMartino 0
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Microwaves: We Should Learn
to Live with Low-Risk Hazards
ccording to WHliam Pickard,
an electrical engineer at
A
Washington University who has
F.

studied the effects of microwave
radiation for 15 years, the time has
come for scientists to consider
establishing gUidelines to end
research on risks associated with
low-level microwave radiation
the kind millions of Americans are
exposed to each day with their
microwave ovens.
But, the researcher stresses,
novel, beneficial uses of microwaves
and suspected risks at recognized

William F. Pickard
high levels of radiation should
continue to be explored.
"After 50 years of research,
scientists have not been able to
come up with conclusive evidence
that low-level microwave radiation
is indeed harmful to humans," he
says, noting that of thousands of
studies in that span, only a handful
have produced significantly con
clusive effects that have been
replicated consistently. "Thus we
ask ourselves now whether to keep
the bell around the cat's neck or
take it off. To go on as we have,
at great expense of money and
time, could be fruitless and would
certainly divert funds from the
study of less well-explored environ
mental agents."
The Federal Government has
supPOIted microwave risk research
with several millions of dollars per
year during the decade, the scientist
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says, adding that the cost of a typi
cal study ranges between $150,000
to $200,000.
In an article published last winter
in Nature magazine, Pickard and
University of PelUlsylvania Professor
of Bioengineering Kenneth R. Foster
state: "".There can be no end to
controversy save by exhaustion or
taking the conscious deciSion to
leave some questions unanswered.
". Such searches for hazards can
go on too long, and guidelines for
ending them must be established,"
Their commentary has created a
furor among researchers in bio
electromagnetics (the studyof the
biological effects of electromagnetic
sources) , some of them believing
that it is ethically "inappropriate"
to end scientific research. Others
feared that the commentary will
diminish funding in this field .
"What we tried to do in the
Nature artide is set forth the
problems that have beset hazard~
research in microwave systems
and present that as a model for
hazards research in general,"
Pickard says.
Foster, who has written exten
sively on microwave radiation and
research, including pieces in
Scientific American andAmel'ican
Scientist, is one of the few
scientists who have described a real
effect of low-level microwaves on
humans. Called the microwave
auditory effect, the phenomenon is
a clicking noise heard when the
head is bombarded with microwave
pulses. It is a Significant find
because the effect can occur at
average power densities that are
below the guidelines set by the
American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), a private organi
zation that has recommended un
official safety standards to many
different industries. Foster's expla
nation, later proven by other sci
entists, is that a person merely
hears sound waves generated in
the head by the microwaves. This
effect, first explained in 1974, is

not now considered a hazard.
Presently, there is no national
safety standard for exposure to
microwave radiation , although the
United States Environmental Pro
tection Agency is working on guide
lines. For more than two decades,
researchers have relied on the ANSI
guidelines. But nationwide, safety
standards can vary from state to
state, let alone from county to
county and among municipalities
within counties.
The problems that have bedeviled
microwave researchers for half a
century are seen in other areas of
low-level risk research , the
scientists say. The possible risks
from groundwater contamination

from pesticides, pesticide residues
on fruit and vegetables, electric
fields near power transmission
lines, mdiation from nuclear power
plants, and long-term effects of
consuming substances such as
sacharrine and food dyes are of
high interest to today's environ
mentally aware consumers.
"As a researcher, I can't gu;u'alltee
anything about safety," Pickard
cautions. "But after 15 years of
work, I've concluded that if there
is an}1hing there, it's prettydarn
subtle. If there are hazards in low
level exposure to microwaves, I don't
know what they are."
- Ton)! Fitzpatrick
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Study Reveals Stress Disorder
Prevalent among Civilians
Psychiatric survey of the gen

eral population confirms that
A
combat-wounded Vietnam veterans
are more likely than anyone else
to suffer from post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), the official name
for "post-Vietnam syndrome." But
in a twist that the study'S prinCipal
investigator termed "the biggest
surprise," the disorder was found
as often among civilians exposed to
attacks as it was among non
wounded Vietnam veterans. In bOtil
these groups, its frequency was 3.5
percent, while among wounded
veterans the frequency shot up to
20 percent.
The 2,500-pel'son study, con
ducted by researchers at Washington
University School of Medicine, also
suggests that people with a history
of childhood behavioral problems
are more likely to be exposed to
traumatic events that might lead to
the stress disorder, and are more
likely to develop its symptoms after
being exposed to trauma. According
to the survey, people with the dis
order are also likely to have a variety
of other psychiatric disorders.
"The biggest surprise was that
in non-wounded combat vets, the
risk for PTSD was no greater than

the risk for people who'd been
exposed to trauma in the United
States," says John E. Helzer, M.D.,
professor of p~)'chiatry and director
of the study.
Post-traumatic stress disorder
was offiCially recognized by the
American Psychiatric Association in
1980 after veterans' groups and
mental health persorulel worked for
recognition of a "post-Vietnam
syndrome." Acompromise between
these groups and the association
was reached that recognized a new
disorder affecting not onlyveterans
but anyone subjected to severe and
sudden psychological stress due to
"an event that is generally outside
tile f'Jl16'C of usual human experience."
People exposed to trauma are
diagnosed as having PTSD if they
re-experience the trauma in dreanls,
flashbacks, or thoughts, and if they
feel emotionally detached or numb.
Before a diagnosis of PTSD is
made, they must also show at
least two of these symptoms:
hyperalel1ness (jumpiness) , sleep
disturbance, guilt, impaired
concentration, or avoidance of
situations that stir memories of the
traumatic event.
- Tony DiMa1'tino
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FRONTRUNNERS

Mexican Volcano Poisedfor
Disaster Within Two Decades
ames Luhr, assistant professor
of eal1h and planetary sciences,
has studied more than 400 years of
written history and 170 years of
geological evidence on the Colima
Volcano, one of the most active in
the world, located in the western
Mexican volcanic belt, near the
Pacific Ocean. He foresees the end
of the volcano's current cycle in
the next 10 to 20 years, an event
to be marked with a series of violent
eruptions. But more importantly,
he has found a disturbing geological
formation - a legacy of the 1980
MOllnt St. Helens eruption-that
could prove far more hazardous to
the 200,000 people living under
the volcano.
On one of the dozen field trips
to Colima Luhr has made since the
mid-1970s, he detected a large,
partly buried crater on Colima's
south flank similar to one that
formed at Mount 51. Helens.
Geologists call such a crater, a
remnant of a previous avalanche of
the volcanic cone, a caldera
("cauldron"). Colima's caldera,
which measures three miles
across, is, like Mount SI. Helens',
a horseshoe-shaped wall slicing
down through the volcano.
The Mount 51. Helens caldera
formed when the upper volcanic
cone slid away during a moderate
earthquake that triggered the
avalanche of the volcano's summit

J

and the first major eruption of
May 18, 1980
Before the eruption of Mount
SI. Helens, scientists did not under
stand how avalanche-calderas
were formed, but since studying
the Americtll volcano that erupted
with the force of a IO-megaton
hydrogen bomb, geologists have
identified nearly 100 calderas
of the Mount SI. Helens type,
including Colima. Luhr pOints out
that the volcano is flanked on the
uorth by the older, extinct volcano ,
Nevado; the elevation drops off
rapidly to the south, a natmal
invitation for an avalanche.
Unlike most of the earth's
volcanoes, Colima has a written
history dating back to 1560, shortly
after the Spanish, under the
leadership of Cortez, conquered
Mexico. The history has evolved
through four distinct and similar
eruptive cycles since then. While
Luhr hedges on exactly when
Colima will erupt, he is certain of
one thing: the cycle eventuaIJy will
end with one or more powerful
eruptions that may rival the
"strongly explosive eruption that
ended the last cycle in 1913'.'
His scenario: continuing
intermittent explosive activity that
wiII end with one or more powerful
eruptions. The past three cycle
ending eruptions occurred early in
the year, between January and

Exercise Rebuilds Bone Mass
Affected by Osteoporosis
trict adherence to a program
of simple exercises-walk
ing, jogging, climbing stairs
increased bone mass in IS of 17
post-menopausal women partici
pating in a studyat Washington
Unhersity School of Medicine. This
new evidence, though preliminary,
is the first substantial indication
that exercise may be a treatment for
low bone mass, a condition that
is characteristic of osteoporosis,

S

often referred to as "brittle bone
disease."
Now with the University of
Connecticut medical school,
principal investigator Gail Dalsky,
who published her results in the
June issue of the Annals of
Internal Medicine, conducted the
study as a research instructor in the
applied physiology section of the
intemal medicine department at
Washington University. Her study

James Luhr
April. Ash (miniscule bits of hot
volcanic gases and dust) will flow
down the southern sides of the
volcano with simultaneous ash fall
in nearby cities. The last eruption
will clear out the crater with a new
dome of lava gradually ascending
throughout the follOWing dormancy
period of about 50 years. The dome
rises within the crater like a piston
within a cylinder, Luhr explains.
Above all, ill the earth scientist's

mind, is the spectre of the caldera
and the lesson of Mount SI. Helens.
"The volcano is now nearing
the same height as when it
collapsed 4,300 years ago and
carried deposits more than
40 miles away from its base;' Luhr
cautions. "A repetition of this event
is clearly possible; the active cone
of Colima is unstable, vel)' ripe for
collapse'.' -7bIlY Fitzpatrick D

shows not only that women who
exercise can increase bone mass
in the spine, but equall)' important,
that if they stop exercising they lose
the benefits-bone mass returns
to iL~ original levels.
"We've found that lumbar bone
mineral content increased signifi
cant]y after just nine months of
weight-bearing exercise," says
Dalsky, an exercise physiologist.
"The exercise must be consistent,
though - if it's sporadic or seasonal,
you're unlikely to see an increase.
With continued training, you main-

tain bone mass, but with inactivity,
you lose the training effect."
Osteoporosis is a progreSSive
disease, mainly affecting older
women. where substantial bone
loss may result in painful and
crippling fractures. Physiologists
have determined that, at the point
of fracture, women with osteoporosis
have a bone mass that is 30 percent
below the average of a young,
normal woman. Bone loss may
begin as early as 25.
-Debra Bernardo 0
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This Fall's Freshman Class
Strongest Ever Academically
he class of 1992 is a "wondeJfl~
group of very bright and
talented students," says A. Van L.
Bro~l\\\ associate vice provost for
enrollment management, who calls
this the strongest freshman class in
the University's histOlY He says a
record 8,920 students sought
admission to Washington this fall ,
and the academic standing of the
applicants rose significantly.
Because of the huge increase in
applications, "We were able to be
more selective," he says.
According to statistics compiled
in September by the admissions
office, of the 1,216 freshmen who
have enrolled at Washington Uni
versity this fall , 6[6, or 5[ percent,
are males, and 600, or 49 percent,
are females.
For the entire freshman class, 46
percent were ranked in the top five
percent of their high school class,
compared to the 35 percent a year
ago; 69 percent were ranked in
the top 10 percent vs. 54 percent
last year; and 91 percent were
ranked in the top 20 percent, a
significant increase over 78 per
cent a year ago.
Othcr interesting facts about
the 1988 freshman class:
• The number of black freshmen

for fall 1988 is 72 , which is approx
imatelysix percent of the total
freshman class. For fall 1987, the
number of black freshmcn was 70,
about five percent of the freshman
class. Of this year's 72 black fresh
men , 50 are females and 22 are
males.
• The most popular academic
interests of the 72 5 freshmen
enrolled in arts and sciences, as
indicated on their application forms,
are biology and pre-med studies,
English, psychology, political
science, and mathematics.
• Among the class are 13
Student Council presidents, 49
yearbook editors, 53 newspaper
editors, nine senior class presidents,
21 basketball captains, nine football
captains, and 21 soccer captains.
• Those with pre-college activ
ities include one U. S. Open ball
boy, 10 model United Nations
members, 39 camp counselors, one
American Field Service president,
one assistant to the consular officer
at the U.S. Consulate in Casablanca,
one graphic designer for the
Hispanic Yellow Pages, and five
who own and run their own busi
nesses (three in lawn care, one in
mail order, :md one racket stringer).

In Memoriam

and major gifts committees when
the University successfully completed
a $[20 million fund-raising pro
gram in 1976, two years a1lead of
schedule.
For his outstanding service to
the Universit); he received an alumni
citation and the University's presti
gious William Greenleaf Eliot
Society's "Search" Award.Chancellor
Danforth said of Capps, "Aman
of mature judgment, he has dem
onstrated almost unbelievable devo
tion and dedication to Washington
University. No one has worked
harder for the institution."
Capps is survived by his wife,
Helen Capps; four sons and three
daughters; a brother and a sister;
and 20 grandchildren. 0

T

eorge H. Capps, a Life Trustee
of Washington Universit}; (tied
Thursday, Sept. I. He was 72. A
1939 graduate of Washington Uni
versity and the University's law
school, Capps kept a close and
active association with his alma
mater.
Amember of the University's
Board of Trustees since 1966, Capps
served as chairman of the hoard
from 1980 until 1983, when he was
named chairman of the ALI.iru'lCE FOR

G

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY.

In addition to his leadership of
the AlLIANCE campaign, Capps also
chaired Wasllington's development

6
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JiII Pasteris

Up-to-Date Prospector
Pans Underground Streams
or the past five years, JiII
F
Pasteris, associate professor of
earth and planetary sciences, and
Brigitte Wopenka, senior research
scientist, have been staffing the
first (and one of only two) geology
lab of its type in the United States.
An economic geolOgist, Pasteris is
seeking more thorough methods
for locating valuable underground
substances like gold, platinum,
diamonds, and oil. Her lab is
equipped with a rare Raman
microprobe, a device that uses a
laser to identify minute amounts of
solid or liqUid material in larger
samples, which she has been using
to study geological fluids.
"There are small amounts of

fluid moving very slowly within the
Eal1h 's crust," Pasteris explains.
While this liquid is moving along,
it is dissolving minerals much like
sea water corrodes away metal.
Pasteris hopes that by studying
geological fluids she will better
understand how they move and
oper<lte and where to find the
mineral deposits they leave. The
odds for successful drilling are
increased by using the techniques
she has developed.
"The days of the easy-to-find
deposits are over," Pasteris says.
"The old prospector with the mule
has gone, and now we'll have to
get a lot smarter to find ore
deposits." 0
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Playing Straight

Q.: You once wrote a poem ahollt a turkey

Man to a Poet

Nemerov: ... circling over an old folks home,

Laureate

Q.: That buzzard seemed like such a perfect

oward \lemerov, Edward Mallinckrodt
Distinguished University Professsor of
English, rarely offers a response you expect.
Recently named the country's third Poet Laureate,
Nemerov has a way of throwing a comic twist in
the way of most anyone's conversational intent.
That, in part, is why he is so well-respected
in speech, as in his poetl)l, Nemerov's surprising
humor confounds logic and diverts it to a more
satisfying conclusion.
As illustration, we reprint here parts of an
interview conducted shortly after Nemerov received
the Laureate's crown. An enterprising local writer,
Keith Klamer, working for St. Louis Week~J',
hurried over to get the first pronouncement from
the new Laureate's mouth. "It didn't go the way
I planned:' Klamer says. "About halfway through,
I saw this was going to be off the wall, and my
best shot was just to go with it."
(Some questions and answers have been
deleted from the interview, but none has been
shortened or changed.)

buzzard ...
just a COli pIe of blocks from here.

H

Q.: Were your mother or father particularly

artistic?
Nemerov: My father always had a yen to paint,

and when he retired, he did - with considerable
success. I have two or three of them today. He
was so ambitious, he wanted to do everything well.
Q.: What kind of person was your father?
Nemerov: He was rather stern, dedicated.
Tremendously energetic- as if bol'll to command.
Children puzzled him a bit, as my children
puzzle me a bit.
Q.: And your mother?
Nemerov: Mom is still alive, but going a bit
blind at 88. Still got her marbles. She lives in
Albuquerque with my sister.
Q.: You were very close to your other Sister, the
photographer Diane Arbus, weren't you? Her
reputation seems to be growing much larger
after her death.
Nemerov: Yes, especially after her death. The
death connoisseurs love that sort of thing. That's
immortality for 1'011- come by the hard way.
Q.: I imagine that was a particularly rough time
for YOIl.
Nemerov: It wasn't for me. I was just sony she
took that way out. I'm a coarse and insensitive
person really.
Q.: I think people would be surprised to hear that.
Nemerov: Well, let 'em be surprised. I certainly
don't spend a lot of time thinking about my
feelings. Which, after all, is sort of a negative

Howard Nemerov
way of saying you're happy. MiselY is thinking
about yourself. When the body is in a condition
of health, it just does things. It's only when you're
sick that you stal1 thinking about what you're
going to do about things like your liver.
Q.: Was there a PaJ1icuiar experience, or teacher,
which started you down the path toward a
literary career?
Nemerov: I had a wonderful teacher in my
senior year in high school. He's in his 90s and
has a mistress. I see him when I'm in New York.
Q.: SO you decided to get into teaching. Is it
still a pleasurable experience for you'l
NemerOlJ: Yes, it isn't always, of course; it can
be very rough at times. But by and large, I've
been able to endure and even like it.
Q.:.,. teaching all those eager, fresh-scrubbed
young faces ...
Nemerov: Eager sometimes. Sometimes nol.
Q.: One of your early books - Tile Homecoming
Game - was turned into a movie called Trill StOlJI
starring Jane Fonda and Tony Perkins. Did you
like what Hollywood did to your story?
Nemel'Ov: It was really none of my business,
except to cash the checks. They were pretty
reasonable for those days. I guess the family
cleared about $40,000 after taxes, which, of
COIII'5e, is nothing compared to today, but it did
give us a nice start.
Q.: WOllld YOIl say you're a happy person?
Nemel'Ov: I just don't know.
Q.: What depresses you?
Nemerov: Being unable to write. It doesn't
bother me in a dramatic way - I just get a little
more sullen and withdrawn than usual, and feel
a little more biodegradable.

symbol for death , but you refused to make a
big deal out of it, other than to note what you
had seen. Is it a very human tendency to give
meaning to what was probably a random event?
Nemerov: It is necessary for us to behave as if
the universe meant something. It's remarkable
physicists have no trouble making it mean quite
a lot of things.
Q.: Have you fathomed the universe yet?
Nemel'Ov: (chuckling) Oh sure. But I'm not
telling anybody yet.
Q.: I would imagine you like to be alone a lot.
Nemerov: Like most people, I think. After all,
we are alone. But that shouldn't interfere with a
decent amount of social life.
Q.: Do you exercise regularly, other than walk
ing to and from work e"elY day?
Nemerov: No. Nothing faster than a walk nor
stronger than gin.
Q.: Many people have criticized your work in the
past by saying it contains too much humor, isn't
that right'
Nemerov: People have said it with considerable
regularity about my work over the years.
Q.: Why is that?
Nemerov: I guess if there were one answer it
would be Romanticism and its sequels. After
that movement came along nothing was funny
anymore, or if it was, it Ivas separated off and
called light verse.
Q.: YOII won the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Book Award in the same year, correct'
NemerOlI: In the same week. I did say when
asked by the Nell' lbrk Times that it was about
time. But I didn't think I was missing an}1hing
those long years when there were no prizes
or awards. I was reasonably happy about it. My low
profile had become a bump instead of a dent.
Q.: But your profile these days is getting pretty
mountainous.
Nemerov: But remember-it's in a very small
business.
Q.: You once said that "being honored by your
country is a wonderful thing, especially in a
country where poets are for the most part a
harmless impertinence, like birds at an airport."
Do you still stand by that?
Nemel'Ov: (chuckling) There's nothing to stand by
But be slIre to get a comma after "impeltinence"
Q.: Is there anything left for you to do, now that
YOII've won evel)' major award and honor in
your chosen field?
Ne1llerov: Nothing for it, but die in poverty
and disgrace. That's the usual formula for a poet,
isn't it? D
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Sondra Stang attempts
to set the record straight
on Ford Madox For~
the "most unacknowl
edged)) literary figure
ofthe 20th century.
by Roger Hahn

8

n a recent issue of the Sunday New
York Times Book Review, critic

Edmund White noted a similarity between
the new novel by Alison Lur ie and two
works from the first part of this century,
\'<Ihat Maisie Knew, by Henry James (p ub
lished in 1897), and The Good Soldier,
by Ford Madox Fo rd (publi shed in 1915).
The comparison may have puzzled a good
manv Times readers. J\tlost would have
good reason to have heard o fJames, an
almost-sainted figure in the history of
20th-century literature, But Ford Mad ox
Fo rd ) If the name conjures anv image at
all , it is likely a fuzzv one,
Those for who m Ford's name rings
no be ll whatsoever may be surprised to
know that only two yea rs ago the Wash
ington Post Book World said of him
"With the possible exception of Ezra
Po un d, no modern man of letters has
do ne mo re for literature than Fo rd
Maclox Ford ," Even those familiar with
pass ing refere nces to Ford may be in
terested to learn tbat the writer Graham
Greene bas become his greatest cbam
pion in tbe United Kingdom: "There is
no nove list o f this century more likely to
live than Ford Madox Ford, " Greene has
writte n. "No o ne in our century except
James has been more attentive to the
craft of letters."
Those who can p lace h im or have read
The Good Soldier, his best-kn own work,
may be aware that Ford, around the turn
o f the ce ntury, en te red into a lO-year
collabormion w ith Joseph Conrad , author
of LordJim ancl Heart ofDmfmess,
among others, a co llaboratio n that pro 
duced three novels and an unending
amount o f controversy. But even profes 
sional scholars fam iliar to some degree
with Ford's work rnav be at pains to recall
that his ca reer spanlled tbree generations
of writers and that he helped pro mote

Balancing accounts: Controversial
writer and editor, Ford Madox Ford
anchored the art of the novel in an
awareness of world events. He had,
says one critic, "a kind of personal
obligation to history, whether of a
literary movement or an age on the
edge of apocalypse."
At left, co-editors Sondra Stang
and Associate Professor of History
Solon Beinfeld with their volume of
Ford's previously unpublished history,
written 50 years ago and issued this
month by the Indiana University Press.
The book becomes the latest addi
tion to the more than 80 books Ford
pubUshed in his lifetime, many of which
can be found in the Ford holdings in
Special Collections at Olin Library In
the foreground are selected volumes
from those in Olin, one of the most
complete Ford coUections in the world.
Photograph by Herb Weitman.
Photograph of Ford Madox Ford
on opposite page courtesy Cornell
University Library.

the careers of, among others, writers as
diverse as Thomas Hardy, D.H. Lawrence,
Ezra Pouncl,Jean Stafforci, e. e. cummings,
Katherine Anne Porter, Ernest Hem ingwav,
Gertrude Stein,JamesJoyce, Eudora Welty,
William Carlos Williams, and Robert LowelL
The author of more than 80 boo ks,
twice founding editor of prominent
literal\l journals, participant in the literal'\'
fervor of Paris in the 19205, a colorful ,
ga rrulous lover of life known in literar,\,
circles as "everybody 's Uncle," Ford 's
esteem after the Second World War had
fallen so low that of all his prodigious
o utput only The Good Soldier remained
in print and in the 1950s a major literal)'
historv relegated him to a four-lin e foot
note, and thar uncomplim entary.
How is it possible thar amidst the
churn ing machinery of diSSertations,
articles, critical studies, co ll ege survey

courses, biographies, and publishing
house reissues , a ce ntral participant in
th e develop ment of literature in this
century had been overlooked, a sign ifiGU)t
career neglected? I3y what conditi o ns
cou ld such an oversight come to pass?
And if such an oversight had occurred ,
by what means could it be recti fied?
These are the questions w ith which
Sondra Stal1g has been occupied for the
better part of the past 20 yea rs.

A

n adjunct professor of Eng lish
whose husband, Richard, has
taught 19th- and 20th-century literature
at Washington University for 27 years ,
Sond ra Stang stul11bled on the mvsterious
case of the missing man of letters wh ile
teaching a course on the modern novel
in the mid-1960s in UniverSity College.
One of her texts wa.s The Good Soldier,
:1I1d her readi ng of it diffe red intense lv

from that of th e volume's introducti o n.
So intenselv that, in her words , "The
ad renaline started flowing . I was burned
up. The critic who wrote that introduction
had n't understood something verv
centra l in the book. 1 felt 1 had to set the
reco rd straight."
Her efforts have sustained her for
more than 20 vears and have led her in
the past 11 years to oversee the publ ica
tion of five new volumes on ford, in th e
course of which she has become what
her Bri tish and American publishers
describe as "the world authority" on the
intriguing and elusive literarv figure.
She has read all his published work and
most of the unpublished , which she says
add up to a "mountai n" of manuscripts.
She has rallied writers and critics to
the cause of a JUSt and sensiti ve reinte r
pretation of ford's work and his place in
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In His Own Words
"This is the saddest story Ihave
ever heard. We had known the Ashbumhams
for nine seasons of the town of Nauheim
with an extreme intimacy-or, rather,
with an acquaintanceship as loose and
easy and yet as close as agood glove's
with your hand. My wife and I knew
Captain and Mrs. Ashburnham as well as
it was possible to know anybody, and yet,
in another sense, we knew nothing at all
about them. This is, I believe, astate of
things only possible with English people
of whom, till today, when I sit down to
puzzle out what I know of this sad affair,
I knew nothing whatever. Six months ago
I had never been to England, and, certainly
I had never sounded the depths of an
English heart. I had known the shallows."
-Opening paragraph,
The Good Soldier, 1915

"I don't think it is boastful to say
that I have always been acitizen of the
world with hardly any settled home,
speaking the ~ of Gennany, France,
England and the United States almost
equally well and being almost as at home
in any of the four countries. But if I have
no political doctrines I have from my
childhood taken a keen interest in the
public affairs of the countries I knew
including in the phrase 'public affairs'
intemal and international politics, manners
and the Arts and, in one way or another
I have managed to be mixed up in quite
a number of political and cultural move
ments of the last half centurv."
-A History ojOuroWn Times, 1929

the history of mudern literature, a cause
greatly advanced by the reissue programs
currently taking place o n either side uf
the Atlan tic of Ford's lesser-knuwn novels
and uther buoks - in England by Carcanet
Press and in the u.s. by Th e Eccu Press.
In both cases, she has served an advisory
role, going so far as to lend her own
editions of Ford 's bouks otherwise
impossible to finc!.
This fall she will present the world
with a long-lost clue to Ford's vis ion of
life 3nelletters, A History afOUl' Own
Times, the un publis hed, 350-page vol
ume written in the laSt clecade ofFord's
life and inrended as the first of three
volumes to depict the shift ofvalLJes and
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power between 1870 and 1930 Sra ng
ancl Associate Professor o f History Solo n
Beinfeld, whose srec ialty is modern
European history, spen t five vears
"crawling all over" the manu script,
wh ich covers 1870 to 1895, resturing
what Stang describes as "pages and pages
ufgouging " - deletiuns Furd made in an
unsuccessful attempt to see the book
published in his li fetime.
Their completed versiun of the work,
published by Indiana University Press in
December, along with an excerpt uf
Stang's introeluction sched uled to
appear in the Sunday New York Times
Book Review, will add conSiderably to
what Stang sees as the slowly building
momentum of a Ford Madox Ford revival.
, , V ord Madox Ford is a specia l
1-' case. There is probabl y nu
u ther majo r figure in 20th-century letters
whose achievement is su genera ll y un
acknowledged as his," writes Stang in
her The Presence ofFord J1!ladox Ford,
a mem or ial volume of essays and rem
iniscences published by the University
of Pennsylvania Press in 1981. Much
abo ut Ford has confo unded critics (nut
the least ufwhich was his decisiun to
change his name, sho rtly afte r World
\Xfar I, from Ford Madox H ueffer, tu the
circular name by which we knuw him
tuday).
Born in 1873 into a prominent London
family of art ists and wr iters, he distin
gu ished himself early, publishing his first
work wh ile st ill in his tee ns. By the turn
of the ce ntury, he cou ld be cou nted
among a very select grou p of wr iters
living wi thin calling distance of each
other in the countryside suuth of London.
That group included himse lf, H.G. Wells,
H enryJames, Stephen Crane, and Joseph
Cunrad, with whom Ford spe nt 10 years
steadily turning out manuscrip ts and
wurk ing ou t a theory of writing buth
referred to as literary Impressiunism.
A generous suppo rter of young writers
throughout his life (a trait criti cs would
later huld against him), Ford, as ed itor
of a literary journal in London in 1908,
not un lv discove red and first pub li shed
the 27-year-old D. H. Lawre nce, but
helped convince the young and brood
ing schoolteacher, un the basis of a
manuscript submitted to Ford by a third
party, to give his whule commitment to
a career in literature. In Pari s in the
1920s, again as editOr of a prominent
journa l, Ford hired Hemingway as an
edi tur, before the younger man hac!
published a novel. It was in the same
magaZine that Fitzgerald first read the

work of Hemingway and probab ly in the
magazine's offices that the two first met.
While Ford 's work as editor, writer,
and supporter o f young writers bruught
him a high degree uf prominence among
his contemporaries, it was a pro minenCe
that for Ford w oulel pruve treacherou s.
Having been raised with in a circle of
Victorian and Pre-Raphae lite artists and
writers at the end of the 19th ce nturv,
Ford later in life nut on ly carried the
traces o f two centuries b ut bore them, as
we ll as his own ach ievemen t, wi th a dis
parag ing se lfirony that put some people
off. He is quuted, affect ionatel y, by a
cluse friend as refUSing to talk about
certain matters by sayi ng, "I am tau o lel
and distinguished to think abo ut it." It is

David May Distinguished University
Professor in the Humanities William
Gass pays tribute to Stang 's even
handedness combined witb thorough
investigation. "Sondra Stang, "
he says, "is tbe best Sberlock Holmes
in tbe business. ,.
not difficult to imagine huw a remark
like that might be taken the wrong way.
In a simi lar fashion, he was o ften
cri ticized for his clealings wi th women .
When he left his wife to l ive with an
older woman and his wife instituted
legal proceed ings , acq uain tances, like
Hem,,' James, found their sense of
decorum insulted and wi thdrew their
friendship. In part to escape perso nal
difficulties that also included fin anc ial
losses from a magazine he founded, an d in
part to test his conviction that the o ld
and not the young should be' fighting
wars , he evenrua llv enli sted as a secolld
I ieutenant in the armed forces at the age
uf 42. Later in life, luckilv, his li aisons
with painters Stella Bowen and Janice
Biala would prove happier.
Ford's incredible energy al luwecl him
throughou t his life to maintain a secund
c~ reer as gardener, clearing and planting
plots wh erever h is peripatetiC wa\'s
landed him "H e cu Iti vated twO gardens,"
Sundra Stang writes in Ford J1!ladox Ford,
a thorough and sympathetic summary of
Ford's life and work pub lished in 1977
by the Frederick Ungar Publishing
Company as part of its Modern Literature
iv[o nographs series, "letters and vege
tables were his 'double occupation.' "
He was ~ l nonsto[) talker, and in acld l
tiol1 to the more th all 80 books he pub 
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Continental contributor: While his larger reputation has suffered misfortune, Ford generally has
been acknowledged for his two best-known novels, The Good Soldier, written before World War J,
and Parade's End, reflecting the dislocations caused by the war. Novetist Graham Greene, an ardent
supporter, says of the two books: "They are almost our only reply to Flaubert."
Above, a photograph of, left to right ,James Joyce, Ezra Pound, and Ford Madox Ford, in Pound 's
PariS studio in 1923.
lished and the pile of unpublished
manuscripts he left, Ford wrote more
than 400 uncollected articles and essays.
But that extraordinary energy and the
terrific joy he seemed to take in writing
(in later years he described himself as
"a n old man mad about writing") led
critics to distrust the qualiry of suc h
literary quantiry. Similarly, his generosiry
and interest in young writers allowed
him a socia biliry indulged in by few
literary figures . "By carefully going
through the Alphabet, and my calling
book," he wrote in 1923, "I have found
that I know at the present moment 1,642
men and women." But reviewers, un
certain whether to take such exaggera
ti ons as ironic, took them literally,

doubting many of his sta tements and
failing to recogni ze his real motives.
Always poor, he insisted on his love
for luxury, but not comfort. Will iam Gass,
David May Distinguished University
Professor in the Humanities and an early
supporter o f Sondra Stang's scholarly
reclamation ofFord, in an essay on Ford's
historical trilogy The Fifth Queen (con
tributed to The Presence ofFord Madox
Ford and later used as an introduction
to a reissue by Ecc~ Press), catches the
view man y must have taken of him as a
sometimes forlorn and disreputable
character: "He got by on small change.
He bragged by disparaging himself. He
hated scenes and then arranged his
life like a procession of them"

P

erhaps most controversial was
his theory of literary Impres
sionism and the style he developed in
support of it. In both painting and litera
ture, Impressionism calls into question
the nature of human perception, drawing
attention to the surface of a work,
emphasizing the fact of the work of art
itself. In Ford's case, it led him to a sryle
that mimics human memory and speech,
as if the novel were in fac t on ly a story
being told in person by the novel's
narrator. The clearest expression of this
theory can be found in a passage early
in The Good Soldier where the novel 's
narrator,John Dowell, creates a setting
in which he places both himself and the
reader:
So I shall just imagine myself for a
fortnight or so at one side of a fire
place of a country cottage, with a
sympathetic soul oppOsite me. And I
shall go on talking, in a low voice
while the sea sou nds in the distance
and overhead the g reat black flood
of wind polishes the stars.
In his novels, Ford was more intent
on rendering the psycho logica l expe
rience of time than observing the chron
o logical conventions of narrative. In a
memoir of Conrad, Ford explained the
basis of his method:
Life does not say to you: in 1914 my
nex1:-door neighbor, Mr. Slack, erected
a greenhouse and painted it with Cox's
green aluminium paint. Rather, and if
you think about the matter. .. you will
remember, in various unordered piC
tures, how one day Me Slack appeared
in his garden and contemplated the
wall of his house. You will then try to
remember the year of that occurrence
... You will remember Me Slack-then
much thinner because it was before
he found out where to buy that cheap
Burgundy of which he has drunk an
ino rdinate quantity, though whiskey
you think would be much better for
him' Mr. Slack again ca me into his
garden, this time with a pale-weasely
faced fellow, who touched his cap
from time to time ... At this point you
will remember that you were then the
manager of the fresh-fish branch of
Messrs. Catlin and CloviS in Fenchurch
Street. .. What a change since then!
Millicent had not yet put her hair up.
In his essays and books of reminis
cences, this blending of the objective
and subjective led to charges of Ford's
falsifying, charges he answered by insist
ing, "The accuracies I deal in are the
accuracies of my impressions." And, in
11

More Meaningful

Questions

''Why Ford has been considered a
peripheral rather than a central figure in
the canon of 20th-century writers is a
perplexing question, one that probably has
more to do with accident and the way
in which reputations are made than with
the substance or nature of the work itself.
They are really two separate matters, and
if ever criticism had a job to do it is to
see them as separate. Whether Conrad
learned more from Ford than Ford learned
from Conrad; whether or not a man should
conduct his private life monogamously
and stick to one woman of his own age;
whether or not Ford can be 'exonerated'
from the charge of lying about real events
and real people (including himseIO in his
written reminiscences and his conversa
tion - these questions have aroused high
passion and partisan feeling and the sense
that it is necessary to cast a vote. But
they are all false issues for criticism to
concern itself with, when they are seen by
themselves apart from matters of sensibility
and temperament- and when more
meaningful questions about Ford's powers
as a novelist have not yet been sufficiently
considered."
-Sondra Stang, The Presence of
FordMadox Ford, UnMrsity of
Pennsylvania Press, 1981

fact, he could be an astoundingly accurate
and perceptive o bserver. His method
also led him to cultivate the appearance
of cas ualness, anorher quality that might
exasperate critics. As he was fond of
saying, "I like a month or so to fiddle
away at things and make them look
really careless."
But Ford 's weaknesses could also be
his greatest strengths. His voice is not
o nly unmistakab le but entrancing. His
sense of irony feels more modern as the
years go by As Conrad observed, "There
is a good deal of force in his quiet phras
ing." And no matter how one feels about
the flavor of Ford 's style, there is no
denying his achievements or influence in
literature nor any way to avoid acknowl
edging the injustice done by a busy
world to his prevailing reputation.
Admirers like Robert Lowell, as in this
line from a memorial poem, are perhaps
in the best position to render compas
sionate judgment on Ford: "Ford, you
were a kind man and you died in want."
12
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hOOSing a person to reclaim the
rightful place for Ford Madox
Ford in th e history of letters, o ne could
hardly have done better than Sondra
Stang The task, obViously, requires some
one who can appreciate Ford 's strengths
while making his defense with a clear
head and strong wilL Moreover, it needs
someone who can share his enthusiasms
for formal complexity as well as moral
and psychological insight. Such a person
must have, besides, a strong com mit
ment to the craft of writing and the value
of literature along with a firm grounding
in the tenets of scholarship, to carry out
her task wisely and unimpeachably.
A grad uate o f Hunter College and
married at 18 to a returning veteran of
World War II resuming his studies at
Columbia Univers ity, by 22 Stang had
comple ted three years of gradu ate work
at Col umbia that included a master's
degree in 17th-century literature. It was
then, as she puts it happily, "motherhood
overtook me." Her three children, David,
Elizabeth, and Samuel , were born within
4Y2 years of each other. When the youngest
was ready for kindergarten, she returned
her attention more fuJiy to matters of
literature and scholarship, teaching as
her schedu le permitted and assigning
herself an ambitious reading list in 19th
and 20th-century literature. When she
came across what she perceived as the
arbitrary treatment of a major literary
figure, her reading project became a
Ford Madox Ford list, which she took on
with typical thoroughness, setting out to
read all his published work in chrono
logi cal order.
Much of the success of the match
between Sondra Stang and Ford Madox
Ford seems, in retrospect, founded on
happy accidents. Perhaps the happiest of
all is that the Rare Book Room at Olin
Library has one of the few nearly com
plete collections of Ford 's work in the
world. This fortunate coincidence
allowed Stang to proceed in her work
without hindrance. During her husband 's
sabbat ica l year spent at Cambridge
University in England, Stang found the
library there, for example, much less
well-equ ipped to provide her with
necessary materials.
In her campaign to rev ive Ford's
reputation , Stang has gotten cons ider
able help from the cOl11munity of writers
and scholars gathered in St. Louis with
Washingto n University as its focus. Sim
ilarly, the Ford coJiection at Olin is the
result of suggestions proviclecl by mem
bers of the English department in the
early 1960s when the library's director

of specia l collectio ns William lvlatheson,
until recently curator of rare books at
the Library of Congress, set out to gather
collections of 20th-century writers whose
reputations had been undervalued.
Chief among the authors enthusiastically
nominated by the writers and scholars
at Washington Un iversity was Ford
Madox Ford.
Based on a thorough reading of the
whole of Ford 's work, the first product
to iss ue from Stang's scholarly endeav

Ford's weaknesses could also be his
greatest strengths, His voice is not only
unmistakable but entrancing. His sense
ofironyfeels more modern as the years
go by. As Conrad observed, "There is a
good deal offorce in his quietphrasing. "
o rs was an article on The Good Soldier
that laid out what she saw as the lines of
a more accurate reading of Ford. While
in the process of putting together the
idea for a book-length work, she was
then contacted by Ungar Publishing to
write a bri ef but complete monograph
that would cover Ford's life and work,
into which the earl ier essay was inco r
porated. That effort required a fuller
reading of the cr iticism and biographi
cal material on Ford, which in turn led
Stang to the idea behind The Presence of
Ford Madox Ford, a volume of memo
rial essays and reminiscences publ ished
in 1981 and intended to amplify the
existing record.
''I'd become feci up with all the rea
sons out there for denying Ford the
place he clearly deserved," she recalls.
"And I thought it was important to draw
o n other critiCS, many of whom were
pr imarily novelists. I queried writers
who, I had a hunch on the basis of their
work, would be sympathetic. Then there
were those who'd written on Ford but
hadn't covered the territory I thought
they might." She also knew she didn't
want to take on a biography or full-scale
work of criticism. "At that pOint, there
had been more dissertations written on
Ford than there were books of his in
print. How pointless to write another
critical book when readers had no books
to read for themselves."
The scholar became editor and mailed
"a few hund red" letters. Her requests
elicitecl submissions from well-known
writers and critiCS, besicles novelists like
Graham Greene and Alison Lurie. She
also got contributions from Washington'S

the kind of carefu l attention that also
sets her teaching apart. Her model,
she says, is piano teacher Leah Brown ,
who "taught me how to teach. She
. insisted on a very high leve l of concen
tration, and listened to me very analyti
cally and patiently. She questioned me
very closely on sma ll details and related
the choices I'd made to my concep
~
tion of the whole piece. I would have
to rethink what I'd done until it really
made sense to me. When it did, r felt
exhilarated ."
The musician's instinct for collab
oration and a musician's sensitive ear
clearly inspire the literary scholar. In
her introduction to The Presence of
Ford Madox Ford, Stang quotes m usi
cian Claudio Arrau in support of one
of her guiding principles, that each
work ought to be read in the context
of the whole:
"To understand a composer's
musical language, you have to know
most of his outp ut. If you come
Valuab.le lessons: Stang's childhood piano teacher served as a model in her teaching and
upon enigmas in a certa in piece,
scholarship, Stang says. "She questioned me very closely on small details and related the choices
they may be unrave led by ana logy
I'd made to my conception of the whole piece. I would have to rethink what I'd done until it really
to a composer's other works. Even
made sense to me. When it did , I felt exhilarated."
if you compare piano sonatas to
string quartets or symphonies, you
can understand and dispel many
William Gass and Howard Nemerov. An
~e Ford Reader and Antaeus were
puzzles."
introduction by Stang and sign ificant
published together in 1986, just
biographical material added to the vol
months after the appearance of The
Brown served a-5 a model of another
Three-Ingredient Cookbook (pub lished
ume's impact; one scholarly jo urnal
sort of well. "I saw in her a real passion
in 1985 by New American Library), a
described it as "a model for what such
for the work itself," Stang says, "an abso
collection of reCipes Stang had devel
books can be." Combined with the
lute dedication. Her approach to music
oped over the years based on a very
Ungar monograph, it established Stang
and to teaching was both passionate and
manageable but surprisingly adaptable
as a substantia l scholar interested in
disinterested at the same time, in the
culinary method. The book became a
reviving interest in Ford.
best sense of both those words."
loca l bestseller in University City. It also
Before long Carcanet and Ecco Press
When novelist Mary Gordon says,
points out the felicity of Sondra Stang's
were in touch with her about their reis
'There's nothing detached about Sondra
sue programs. She agreed to edit nJe
commi tment to Ford Madox Ford,
Stang's work on Ford, " she is referring
Ford Madox Ford Reader, a selection
whose alarming reCipe for a three
to Stang's involvement in Ford's work.
from Ford's lesser-known writing and
to-four pound roasting chicken and
But that advocacy is never compromised
some unpublished work, including 60
two pounds of garlic she included.
by an absence of careful scrutiny, a prime
letters and a manuscript account of
Like Ford, the pleasure she finds in
reason why her work has been so gener
life is not restricted to a life in letters.
World War I combat she had earlier
ally admired. Of the Ford Reader,
published in Esquire in 1980. Ecco, espe
Where Ford had his gardening,
Graham Greene has said, "Sondra Stang
cially, was interested in her advice and
Stang has her music, the prime evi
has undertaken the enormous task of
asked her to guest-edit an issue of the
dence of which is a large and old
choosing pages from the whole ground
quarterly Antaeus devoted entirely to
Bechstein grand occupying the better
of Ford 's work, and no o ne could have
Ford . For that she drew again on noted
part of the Stang dining room in their
done it better." William Pritchard, writing
critics as well as contri butions from
house in the Parkview neighborhood.
in the Hudson Review, said "One
Washington University scholars, includ
A recent bout of chronic illness has
imagines how pleased [Ford ] would
ing a lo ng essay by Gass, articles by
curtai led her playing somewhat, but
have been by thi s Reade1'. "William
Associate Professor Wayne Fields, Assis
for many years she accompanied
Gass pays tribute to the quality of
tant Professor Benjamin Taylor, and a
St. Louis tenor Willard Cobb weekly at
even-handedness Stang combines with
new bibliography by graduate student
the keyboard. She remains in touch
thorough investigation when he says of
Rita Malenczyk. Novelist Mary Gordon
with her piano teacher from ch ild
her achievement, "Sondra Stang is the
(Final Payments, The Company of
hood and visits on return trips to
best Sherlock Holmes in the business."
Manhattan.
Women ) was also included, writing on
The lessons Stang learned as a girl at the
What has mainly distinguished Stang's keyboard obviously have served her well.
the appeal o f Ford, who in his lifetime
actively supported the political cause of
work o n Ford is a quality of careful
As valuable in her appreciation of
women, to women readers.
attent ion she brings to all her endeavors, Ford is Stang's devotion to the craft of

1
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writing, a devotio n mirroring Ford's
faith in the aesthetic value of pattern and
form. Best known in the English depart
ment as the proprietor of the nine a.m.
section of English Composition 311, she
has, in the course of 20 yea rs, tutored
students in the advanced principles of
good writing, relying heavily on individ
ual attention and personal conferences
to convey her lessons. Many of her stu
dents, she says, have been majors in
other disCiplines, often, in their final
semesters, troubled about entering the
larger world with no firm grasp of writ
ten expression. She prefers her sryle of
teaching even though it may expand the
time required to teach one class to nearly
that of a whole semester'S workload,
because, she says, students rarely respond
as well to symbols and comments writ
ten along the margins of their papers.
Although illness has restricted her
teaching schedule, Stang's commitment
has not flagged. LaSt year, she and Assis
tant Professor Robert Wiltenburg, direc
tor of the English department 's compo-

The author ofmore than 80 books, twice
founding editor ofprominent literary
journals, participant in the literary
fervor ofParis in the 1920s, Pord's esteem
after the Second World War hadfallen
so low that only The Gcxxi Soldier remained
in print and a major literary history
relegated him to afour-line footnote.
sition program, published (with Random
House) a collection of composition les
sons gathered from writing teachers
around the country called Collective
Wisdom (the title suggested by husband
Richard). Next year, they are scheduled
to produce a companion volume for
teachers and students based on reading
aSSignments for the collected lessons.
Finally, she shares with Ford an inter
est in the ways things tie together, in the
connective patterns of histo ry and cul
ture, an inclination displayed in the inspi
ration the literary scholar takes fro m her
love of music. Two yea rs ago, for instance,
she joined collaborator Solon Beinfeld
in teaching a course in turn-of-the-century
literature and history Last year, she
taught a COurse for medical students
with Wallace Renard Professor o f Psychi
atry Eli Robins o n works of literature
concerned with the practice of medicine.
And when she first took a look at the
unpublished manuscript of A HistOIY of
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Our Own Times, which she had known
about but had given little thought to
until she'd read it for herself, Stang says
she knew instantly and instinctively that
she wanted to publish the work which
blends history, literature, and reminis
cence in a manner idiosyncratically Ford.
"Five minutes into it, I saw how vivid
and brilliant it was."
But first, she sought the corrobora
ti o n of a profeSSional historian. Beinfeld
not o nly offered his apl'roval of the man
uscript, but consented to collaborate on
its resto ration. Twice a week for nearly
five years, Stang carried her copy of the
manuscript to Beinfeld's office in Busch
Hall as the two carefully edited , anno
tated, and reconstructed the work into
what Stang knew Ford wo uld have wanted,
a "reader's version" of his sweeping his
tory. Sensi ng the care with which she
approached her wo rk, a colleague in
the history department recalls seeing
Stang regularly carrying her manuscript
in a carton "like someone carrying a
box of baby chicks."

A

s she awaits whatever reviews
will attend the book's publi
cation, Stang expresses understandable
concern. Of all her effortS to bring Ford
to the attention of a wider audience of
readers, thiS, she says, is the "most peril
ous. It's a very vulnerable manuscript.
Ford was not a professional historian,
and he's suffered before from the charge
of being an unreliable narrator I cringe
at the thought of someone dusting off
that old complaint."
Fortunately, she has plenry to keep
her mind occupied. She has nearly com
pleted an edition of the manusc ript of
Ford's French translatio n of a part of The
Good Soldier (Le bon so/all, which Ford,
who was fluent in both French and Ger
man , wrote entirely from memory), done
with Maryann Dejulio, now at Kent State.
Stang's introduction is scheduled to be
published next yea r in a special Fo rd
issue of ContemporCllY Literature,
published by the Universiry ofWiscon
sin , along with an essay, co-authored by
composer Carl Smith and contributed
to by University Composer-in-Residence
Robert Wykes, on a long piece of music
Ford wrote and left in manuscript. In
addition, she is finishing an afterwo rd
fo r a volume of two o f Ford's reissued
novels. And, with husband Richard, she
has agreed to collect the best of Ford'S
essays and reviews. These last two are
scheduled to be published by Carcanet
in 1989, the 50th anniversary of Fo rd 's
death. She also bas been invited by two

British publishers to prepare new edi
tions of Ford 's collected letters and his
collected poems.
Meanwhile, Sondra Stang takes plea'>
ure in the increasing activiry around the
wo rld on Ford 's behalf. The number of
critical books and dissertations on Ford
is growing constantly. (Anew arrival to
the English department this year, Assis
tant Professor Miriam Bailin , has, for
instance, written o n Fo rd. ) Two biogra
phies have recently been commissioned
in England, and both projects are mov
ing steadily forward. Following tile
announcement of the publicatio n of the
HistOIY, Stang herself received two more
offers of book COntracts. (She turned
them down, she says, feeling already
overextended) Most impo rtantly, she
observes with the savvy of a seasoned
scholar, the prices being paid fo r Fo rd 's
books and manu sc ripts have been climb
ing undeniably upward.
And, there is the annual birthday party
o n December 17 held in the Rare Book
Room at Olin Library to think about.
Every year since the early 1970s (except
last year, when illness intruded), Sondra
Stang has baked treats for the library
swff to thank them fo r their hel p and to
celebrate Ford 's memo ry. With next year
marking the 50th anniVerSal)' of Ford's
death , she would very much like to see
an event held in his honor. Her British
publisher is planning an event at Wigmore
Hall in London, which she hopes to
attend. But it may be the birthday party
in Olin will be the major celebration o n
this side of the Atlantic.
Even so, Stang has bro ught Ford to
the attention of a wider audience o f
readers. She has stimulated discussion
and contributed to the critical discu ss io n
of the protean author. Most importantly,
she has cleared the way fo r readers
directly to experie nce a major literary
figure of the 20th century who had pre
viously stood in grave danger of being
lost. "So many books," says Stang, "are
not appreciated or understood when
they are first reviewed or even later in a
writer's lifetime. Many are misunder
stood by critics for decades. What mat
ters most is that there are other readers
out there who will read Ford 's books for
the first time , and they can see fo r them
selves what they contain." 0
Roge r Hahn is editor of Washington
Universiry Magazine.
Helen Power, adjunct assistant pro
fessor of Women s Studies and lecturer
in English, prOVided research assistance
for this article.

The

Unseen
Campus
la luring

the

weeks surrounding the
summer solstice,
in the silent moments
just after dawn ,
University Photographer
David Kilper
finds the Hilltop Campus
bathed in rare light.
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ne of the most striking
qualities of a great universiry
such as o urs is its CJpac iry to
grow and adapt, while
retaining its essential character. The
periodi c shifts in what we do here and
how we do it are all part of the
dynamic; of an enduring inst itution like
Washington Un iversiry.
Growth is possible because the
people who are drawn to the life and
purposes of the Universi ty b r ing new
ideas and attract new resources. These
peop le inside and outside the
Univers iry-individuaJs , g ro ups, and
famili es-also ass ure its continuiry.
They transform the challenges of the
past into opportuni ties for the future,
and from such transformations new
challenges arise. That is the record of
the ALLlANCE FOR WASHINGTON
UN fYEJ{S ITY, the development campaign
wh ich concl uded Decem ber 31, 1987,
with more than $630.'5 million in gifts
and pledges. Great prog ress for the
Un iversity has been made poss ible by
the ca mpaign, but with this growth
come still greater responsibilities.
The Board o f Trustees played a
pivotal role in the process of p lanning
and developme nt that led to the
ca mpaign, but the success of the
AlliANCE was ac hieved through th e
gene rosiry and in vo lveme nt of more
than 60,000 donors and '5,'500
volunteers, represen ting o ur alumni,
parenb of students, other individual
friends, as we ll as corporations,
foundations, an d many groups and
organizations. Of the total 233,11'5 gifts
and pledges, more than 16,000 were
made during the last six months of the
campaig n, capped by major
commitments from the Jo hn M. Olin
Foundation of New York and the Lucille
P. Markey Charitabl e Trust of Miami ,
Florida
To sustain the progress made dur ing
the campaign an d to ensure ongoing
growth will require an equ al
commitment by the University
commu n iry now and in the years ahead .
The Board of Trustees w ill rely heavily
on the advi ce and recommendations o f
the National Councils of the Schools
and major units of tlle Univers iry in
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making plans for the future. Our
alumni and friends will always be the
foundatio n upon which the Washington
Univers iry of tomorrow will be built.
Change and contin uiry al so
characterize the membership of the
Board of Tru stees OnJuly 1, 1988, Lee
M. Liberman succeeded me as
chairman of the Board. Cha irman ,
preSident, and chief execu ti ve ofhcer o f
Laclede Gas Company of St. Louis, Mr
Liberman, who was first elected to the
Board in J 97'5 , was re-elected at the
March meeti ng. Trustee William M. Van
Cleve, chairman of Bryan , Cave,
McPheeters , and McRo berts, becam e
vice cha irman , succeeding Geo rge H.
Capps, w ho so masterfull y g uided the
volunteer leaders hip of the AI.I.IANCE
FOI~ WASIIINGTON UNIVEI{S ITY. Both Mr.
Capps and I w iJl continue to serve as
life trustees.
New trustees elected thi s year
include: Henrietta W. Freedman, vice
preSident, SEMCOR, St. Louis, elected
in March ;John H. Biggs, chairman,
preSident, and chief executive ofticer,
Centerre Trust Company; and Roger W.
Schipke, senior vice preSide nt, GE
Appli ances , General Electr ic Com pany,
Louisvi ll e, Kentu cky. Me Biggs, a
fo rm er vice chanceUo r of the
Un iversity, and Mr. Sch ipke were
elected at the May m eet ing. Mrs.
Freedman was the Alumni Board of
Governors' representative to th e Boa rd
for two years.
Al so at the May meeting, five trustees
were re -elected: William E. Cornelius,
cha irm an and chief execLltive officer,
Un ion El ectric Company, St. Lo uis;
Robert]. Glaser, MD. , director for
medical science, Lucille P. Markey
Charitable Trust, Menlo Park, Californ ia;
Richa rd]. Mahoney, chairman and chi ef
executive office r, Monsanto Company,
St. Lo uis; William E. Maritz, chair man of
the board, preS ident, and chief
execu tive ofticer, Marit:.~, Inc., Fenton ,
Missou ri ; and Roma Bro id a Witcoff,
St. Louis.
Du r ing the past yea r , the fo llowing
trustees left tbe Board: Zane E. Barnes,
chairman and chief execu tive office r,
Southwestern Bell Corporation,
St. Louis;John F. McDonnell, chai rma n

W L Hadley

Crt/fin

and chi ef executive offi cer , McDonnell
Douglas Corporation , St. Louis; Mary
Dell Pritzlaff, Phoenix, Ari zona; an d
Wi lliam H. Webster, Director of Cen tral
Intelligence, Washington , D .C. We
than k them for their loyal serv ice and
many valuable contrib utiuns to the
Universiry.
The Board w ill miss the counsel of
Trustee Emeritus Stanl ey R Miller,
limited partn er, Goldman , Sac hs, and
Company, New York, who diedJuly 28,
1987, and Trustee Emeritus Hubert C.
Moog, chairman emer itus, Moog
Auto motive, Inc., who died Jul y 13,
1988.
1 have been most fortunate to be
associated with the Univers iry during
one of the most important and exciting
periods in its history. I am espeCiall y
proud o f o ur prem ier facul ry and
outstanding student body. [ shall be
watching w ith interest as our scho larly
communiry continues to build o n its
worldwide rep utation of excellence.

w. L. Hadley Griffin
Chairman
Board of Trustees

Commentsb the Chancellor

T

he 1987-88 aca demic year was
marked by a number of
happenings of long-range
significance. The AJ.I.lANCE FOI(
WASHINGTON UNlVEI(SlTY, which came
to a close on December 31,1987, was a
success beyond anyone's expectations
and eve n beyond my dreams. Over
60,000 donors and S,SOO volunteers
joined in the AU.LANCE to accomplish
something of national and international
significance, that is the building of a
great university. The resu It was the
most successful campaign yet
conducted by an American university.
am deeply grateful to all those alumni,
friends, vol unteers and staff, deans and
faculty, and even students whose
contributions of time, talent and
treasure created this success. Without
those many individuals, there could
have been no A1J .IANCE 1"01(
WASHINGTON UNlVEHSIlY.
One might ask, "What is the
significance of the successful A1.l.lA.J'lcr::?"
The gifts and the associated increase in
endowment, which now ranks seventh
in the nation, mean th at our institution
has flex ibil ity to develop excellence.
The added resources mean more
opportunities and with these
opportunities, added responsibility to
see that our new advantages are used as
wisely as possible for the benefit of
society.
These new resources have not made
life easier, but rather more challenging.
They in no way relieve us from our
obligations to strive for excellence, to
set priorities, to practice thrift and
frugality. In fact, these virtues are m ade
more important, for without them even
the All.IANCE could not guarantee
progress. Washington University now
has an annual operating budget of
more than $400 million . Income from
endowment and from gifts covers only
about 15 percent of the expenditures.
The rest must COme from tuition, from
federal resea rch granL~, from patient
fees and from a variety of smaller
sources. Even such a successful
campaign cannot spare uS from making
difficult choices or from the constant
searching for the suppOrt needed to
make the most of our opportunities.

I am convinced that our academ ic
community and our larger community
of alumni and friends are up to the
challenge of excellence.
Also of major Significance is th e more
than 60 percent increase in
undergraduate applications over the
last two yea rs. Those of us close to
Washington University have recogni zed
for a long time the quality of our
educational programs. Now that quality
is recognized nationally. This
recognition and the desire of students
to join us is the best guarantee we
could have for our future success.
* *

Washington University is a physical
place with land and buildings. It is an
institution With endowment and
budgets. Primarily, however,
Washington University is people,
individuals with aspirations and talent.
While the institutio n endures, the
people turn over. Hadley Griffin has
completed his five -year term as
chairman of the Board of Trustees after
presiding over some of the most
significant successes of Washington
University's history. His leadership has
been an essential ingredient of recent
progress. George Capps, Mr. Griffin's
predecessor as chairman of the Board,
is now stepping clown as vice chairman
and chairman of the Development
Committee. George Capps is, in my
opinion, the greatest fund-raiser ever to
serve on the 130ard of Washington
University. The A1J.IANCE is a lasting
legacy from these two men. The new
leadership of Lee M. Liberm an,
chairman and William M. Van Cleve ,
vice chairman are fully up to their
responsibilities. We are fortunate to
have such people deeply involved in
our governance , for an active, well led
Board of Trustees is absolutely essential
for a successful univerSity.
This last year has seen Provost W.
Maxwell Cowan leave to take on a
major responsibil,ity for developing the
research policy of the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute. All of uS at
Washington University wish him well. 1
am deeply indebted to four individuals
for taking on major administrative rol es

William H Danforth
during a time of trans ition: Ralph
Morrow for returning to his old
position as provost; Ronald G . Evens for
assuming the position of vice
chancellor for Financial Affairs; Martin
H. Israel for serving as acting dean of
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and
Bernard Reams for serving as acting
dean of Library Services. Without these
individuals many functions would have
come to a halt and my job wo uld have
been impossible.

1987-88 has been an eventful year <L~
described in the subsequent pages. It
has been a year of change, of success
and of new challenges. People wonder
how Washington UniverSity has com e
so far in what appears to be a short
period of time . Often I am asked about
the key ingreclients for our progress
There are, of course, many, but for me
the most important factor has been
persistence in holding to the task of
building a great institution of higher
education. Over 40 years ago, in 1946,
when Arthur Holly Compton came to
Washington University as chan cellor to
lead our institution into a new era, he
saw education as essential to avoiding
disaster in the nuclear age. He began
the task of building Washington
University into a model modern
univerSity. His goal was embraced
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eagerly by faculty, trustees and alumni
and has continued to be our major
motivating force. In the late ''50s and
early '60s, dormitories were
constructed. The undergraduate
student hody was recruited nationally.
Throughout the '60s, Was hington
University continued it'; progress
adding new buildings and new faculty
of energy and talent. During the 1970s
and 1980s these dTorts continued. Now,
after 40 years of persistence, has come
increased national recognition, hoth of
the accomplishments of individual
faculty and students and of the
institution as a whole.
The key to a successful future is no
different than that of the past. If we
hold to our goals, if we maintain our
standards high, if we work hard and
patiently, if our community continues
to support us generously, Washington
UniverSity will come ever closer to
reali Zing the ideals that we hold for it.

William H. Danforth
Chancellor

The University
in 1987-88:
Noted Events
A few of the many highlights of the year
are descrihed in the folloWing
paragraphs.
Howard Nemerov, Edward
Mallinckrodt Distinguished University
Professor of English, was appointed
Poet Laureate of the United States and
Consultant in Poetry to the Library of
Congress for 1988·89. Nemerov is the
third poet to be so honored.
The Gallery of Art, directed by
Gerald Bolas, in cooperation with the
Japan Foundation of Tokyo organized
"Paris inJapan: The Japanese Encounter
With European Painting." The exhil)it,
which premiered last fall at the gallery
in Steinherg Hall and then traveled to
major showings in New York and
California, was one of the most critically
acclaimed art event~ of the year. Most of
the featured works had never before
been seen in the United States. In 1"lay,
the University was host to an
international conference, the first in
North America, on Czech composer
Leos Jan{lcek. The six-day event, which
drew 40 scholars from six nations
including Czechoslovakia, included
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North American premieres ofJanacek's

Danube Svmphony, performed by the
Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra, and a
film hiography of./anacek by Czech
director Jaromil Jires The con ference ,
organized hy Michael Beckerman,
assistant professor of music, was
cosponsored by the International
Research and Exchanges Board (lREX).

Faculty Honors
Two faculty members were elected to
the National Academy of Sciences. Carl
Frieden, professor and interim head o f
biological chemistry at the School of
Medicine, and Patty Jo Watson ,
professor of anthropology, join 19
colleagues at the University as
members of the nation's most
prestigious honorary society for
scientist';. Frieden, director of the
Medical Scientist Training Program, is
known for his work on the structure of
protei ns; Wat<;on 's archaeological
research has unlocked a new
understanding of prehistoric societies.
Sarah C R Elgin, professor of biology,
was named a Fellow of the American
A';sociation for the Advancc:ment of
Science , the nation's oldest science
organization, for her work with
chromosome structure in relation to
genetiC traits. Philip W. Majerus,
professo r of medicine, was elected to
the prestigious Institute of Medicine of
the National Academy of SCiences,
joining 13 other UniverSity faculty
members. Majerus was also one of
three faculty elected to the American
Academv of Arts and Sciences. The
others a~e GeraldD. Fischhach, Edison
Professor of Neurobiology and
professor and head of anatomy and
neurobiology, and Stuart A. Kornfeld ,
professor of medicine. The University
now has 18 current and emeritus
faculty memhers of the academy. Petcr
H. Raven, Engelmann Professor of
Botany and director of the Missouri
Botanical Garden, hecame the second
current faculty member elected to th e
American Philosophical Society.
Kathleen F. Brickey, professor of law,
was elected to the American Law
Institute, whi ch comprises 2,000 judges,
lawyers, and law professors selected on
the basis of their achievements and
standing in the profession. Paul Michael
Lutze ler, professor of German and
chairman of the Department of
Germanic Languages and Literatures,
was awarded the Austrian Cross of
Honor for Arts and Sciences (First

Class). The award, presented hy the
Austrian government, recognizes
Lutze ler's work o n the Austrian-born
author Hermann Broch. John Walter
Clark, professor of physics , received the
second Feenberg Medal at an
international meeting of physicists in
Finland; Clark \vas a student of Eugene
Feenherg, the Washington University
nuclea r physicist for whom th e medal
and a memorial lecture at the
University are named.

Student Achievements
For the 11th straight year, a team of
undergraduates placed among the top
10 in the nation in the William Lowell
Putnam Mathematical Comretition.
SorhomoreJapheth Wood placed
among the top 10 individual students in
the competition, while senior Daniel N.
Ropp ranked 18th and junior David S.
Shohe ranked '59th The University's
College Bowl team competed in the
College Bowl National Championship
for the second straight year. Team
members included freshmen I{obert A.
Skinner and Robert Corey 1300th, and
juniors Mark A. Ramsey and Paul
Wen -Sin Cheng; freshman Mark Zackin
was an alternate. Two student teams
from the School of Law made it all the
way to the national hn ~rls in skills
competitions. Third-vear law students
Debbie S. Champion, Tim Holstein, and
Peter C Sisson comreted in the final
round of the National Moot Court
Competition in New York after winning
the regional competition held in Kansas
City. The mock trial team of AJlison A
Hart, Michael B. Katt.:, and John F.
Medler,Jr. , all tbird -yea r law students,
competed in the National Trial
Competition in Dallas. The University's
athletes enJoyed their most successful
year of NCAA Division 1II, with
conference championships in six Sports
during the inaugural se~l,;on of
University Athletic A~sociation, four
teams qualitying for postseaso n
tournaments , and 13 individual athletes
qualitying for national championships
In another kind of sports comretition,
nearly 1,000 students volunteered to
work at the 19m, Special Olympics,
organized by Zeta Beta Tau fraternity
and held on campus in February The
students ' efforts were recogni/.ed in a
rroclamation Signed hy Vincent C.
Schoemehl,Jr., mayor of St. Louis.

Voluntary Support
The gen erous response o f the
Univers ity 's alumni and fri ends to the
Al UAN CE [70R WASHINGTON UNIVERS ITY

continued throu gh the cam pa ign 's
close. The record-setting total o f
$630.5 millio n in gifts and
commitment'; rece ived by Decem ber
3], ] 987, included several signifi ca nt
grants announced during th e last few
months o f th e effort The George
Warre n Brown School o f Social Wo rk
rece ived a $'500,000 com mitment last
fall to establish the Bettie Schroth
Johnson Program in Social Servi ce
Manage ment to train wom en fo r
adm inistrati ve ro les i n social servi ce
age ncies. The gift inclu des a $400,000
com mitment from Betti e and Jam es L
Johnson,Jr. , and $100,000 from an
anonymo us do nor. Mr. Jo hn son is a
trustee emeritu s. A grant o f $1.8 mill io n
fro m the James S McDo nn ell
Foundat ion in November is enabling
the University to establi sh th e Center
fo r Genetics in Medicine at the Sc hoo l
o f Medici ne. Th e center w ill b e a focus
fo r resea rch in human genet ics and a
resource in the effo rt to map the
h uman geno me. The twO large
commitments to the All .IAN C E during
th e fln al months o f th e ca mpaign we re
anno unced in December. The John M.
Olin Found atio n o f New York , fo unded
by and named fo r the late Jo hn M. O lin,
University benefacto r and fo rm er
trustee, anno unced a grant o f
$1'5 millio n to the School o f Busin ess,
w hi ch was named fo r th e St. Lo uis
b USin ess leader. Under the terms o f the
grant, the Unive rsity must raise a
matching amo unt o f new gift suppo rt
fo r the Business Sc hoo l ove r th e next
fi ve yea rs. Ano ther m ajor grant 0 ( $] 2. 1
m illion from the Luci lle P Mark ey
Charit able Trust o f Miami will enable
the Sc hool o f Medicine to establ ish the
Markey Center for Resea rch o n th e
Mo lecu lar Biology o f Human D isease.

Sponsored Projects and
Research
The UniverSity signed an ag ree m ent
w ith the Insti tu te o f Physica l and
Chemi ca l Resea rch ( IUKEN ) o fJ a'p an to
share experti se that may eve ntu all y
enabl e scientists to map th e entire
hu man geneti c st ru cture. The three
yea r agreement, signed in Octo ber,
involves the Tsukuba Life Sciences
Center of Rl KEN and the new ly
established Center for Geneti cs in

Medicine. Fo ur more SCientists in the
School o f Medicine have been ho nored
with MERIT ( Method to Extend
Research in Time) status by the
National Institutes o f Hea lth this yea r ,
bringing to nine the number o f
UniverSity resea rchers w ho have gain ed
the hono r. MERlT awa rd s p rovid e lo ng
term , uninterru pted fin ancial suppo rt
to scientists w ho have demo nstrated
superi or ac hievement du r ing previ ous
pro jectS.
Many additional prog ram and proj ect
grant'> we re rece ived during the yea r.

Administrative Changes
Fo llow ing the reS ignatio n o f
W. Maxwe ll Cowa n, p rovost and
executive vice chance ll or, to beco m e
vice president and chief sc ientific
o ffi ce r o f the H owa rd Hughes Medica l
Institute, Ralph E. Mo r row, Universitv
histori an and fo nner p ro vost, was
named acting provost. Edward S.
Macias, pro fessor and chairman o f the
Department o f Chemistry, was named
associate provost fo r sc ience an d
techno logy to continu e initi ati ves in the
sciences begu n by Cowan. David A.
BenSinger, interim dean o f the Schoo l
o f Dental Med icine, was appo i nted
dea n last fall ; he w ill se rve until hi s
planned retirem ent in June 1989.
William C Kirby, assoc iate professo r o f
history and di rector o f the Intern atio nal
Affairs Prog ram, was appo inted dea n of
University Co ll ege. He succeeds
Edwa rd N. Wilso n, w ho w ill return to
his full-time responsibilities as dea n of
the Gra du ate Schoo l o f Arts and
Sciences; Wilso n took on the additio nal
post o f University Co ll ege dea n two
yea rs ago when form er dea n Ro bert C
Willi ams left the Unive rsity. Stuart D.
Yoak, form erl y assoc iate law librari an
for administrati o n and public servi ces,
was appointed U ni versity reg istrar to
succeed Ri chard E. Young, w ho di ed
lastjul y; You ng had bee n reg istrar since
] 976.Joseph D. Ketner II , cu ra to r and
registrar o f the Washingto n University
Gall ery o f Art, was named acti ng
director fo ll ow ing the res ignati o n o f
Gerald D. Bo las to become director of
the Po rtl and , O regon, Art Museum .
Ronald G. Evens, director of the
Mall inckrodt Institute o f Radiology, has
been appo inted y ice chance ll o r for
fi nancial affairs. Evens, who is Eli za beth
E. Mallinck rod t Pro fessor o f Radio lom'
and head o f the rad io logy departm ent
in th e School o f Medicin e, recentl y
com pleted a two-and-a-half-yea r term as

president o f St. Louis Children 's
H os pital at the Washington Uni ve rsity
Med ica l Center. Gl ori a W. White,
associate vice chance ll o r for personnel
and affi rmative action, was pro mo ted to
vice chance llo r. White, hea d o f th e
personn el o ffi ce since 197'5, was
nati onal pres ident of the Co llege and
University Personnel A~soc i a ti o n in
] 987 L Thomas H ussey was appo inted
associate vi ce chancell o r fo r physica l
plant.

Around Campus
In Septem ber , th e Uni versity
anno unced that a new $14 milli on
med ica l library would be constructed at
the Schoo l o f Medicin e by fall] 989,
w ith the major ity of fu nding provided
by an ano nymo us $10 millio n gift. [n
April , the De partment o f Bio logy
ded ica ted its new I)lant Growth Fac ility ,
ho using a greenhouse and labo rato ry
space and connected to the main
depa rtmental buildings.
Fin all y, the University communi ty
was saddened by the death s o f seve ral
we ll -known and well -loved indi viduals.
Dea n o f Wo men Emeritu s Adele C
Starbird d ied August 2 at the age o f 96.
The Women's Soc iety of Was hingto n
Unive rsity established an annu al lecture
to hono r her; the inaugural speaker was
actress and University alumn a Mary
Wickes. Fl orence Moog, Charl es
Rebstock Professo r Emerita o f Bio logy,
died December ] 2. Co lleagues and
friends established an endowed
SCho larship in her name upo n her
retirement in 1983. Lo ng-time athl etic
trainer, phys ica l educatio n instru cto r ,
and form er athle tic directo r Bru ce
Melin died March 29. After his
retirement in 1977, he continued to
work part time as athletic trainer and
instructo r and received th e
Interfraterni ty Council Performance i n
Teaching Awa rd in 1986. Kenneth E.
Hudson, retired dean o f the School of
Fine Ar t~, died March 31 During his 3 ]
yea rs as dean, he is credited w ith
expa nding the fin e arts curri cu lum and
bri nging artist Max Beck mann to the
facul ty. Fo rm er Director o f Admissio ns
and Registrar Oliver Wagner di ed May
2] . He worked in admiss io ns and
student records at the Unive rsity for 2'5
yea rs, retiring in ] 973, and was active in
national organ izati ons.
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Arts and Sciences

T

he 1987-88 academic year was a
year marked by significant
achievements of our students
and faculty. It was a year in
which our undergraduate division , the
College of Arts and Sciences,
experienced the effect of Washington
University's increased national
.
prominence and attractiveness to hIgh
school students.

Freshman Admissions
In the fall of 1987, the College of Arts
and Sciences enrolled the largest
freshman class in its history-810
students. We expected a class size of
approximately 720 students, and we
were therefore surprised by the
percentage of admitted students who
chose Washington University over other
schools to which they also had been
admitted. By increasing the number of
faculty advisors, and by adding sections
to some of the larger introductory
courses, we were able to accommodate
the influx of students. This freshman
class has had an impact on the campus
beyond just its numbers. Academically
it has been comparable to others
before it, but in extracurricular
activities this group has been especially
active and talented.
While freshman applications for
entrance to the College of Arts and
Sciences in the fall of 1987 were up by
about 20 percent from the previous
year, this year we experienced a further
40 percent increase in appltcatlons over
last year. Since we have not increased
our target size (720) for incoming
freshman classes, we are becoming
increasingly selective as we admit
students. The happy result in fall 1988
will be a class with outstanding
academic credentials.
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Student Awards and
Activities
Again this year students earned a .
number of national awards, tncludlOg
Fulbright and National Science
Foundation fellowships for graduate
work, and NASA awards for graduate
research. For the 12th consecutive year
our undergraduate math team placed
among the top 10 schools nationwide
in the William Lowell Putnam
Mathematics Competition. This record
for the past dozen years is one which
only Washington University, Harvard,
and Princeton can boast.
The Council of Students of Arts and
SCiences, under the leadership of
junior Wendy Armstrong, set up plans
for a much enlarged peer advising
program for freshmen, to complement
the work of the faculty advisors. The
Council of Students also continued its
tradition of annually honoring four
faculty members for outstanding
teaching. The process of selecting
honorees is careful and exhaustive and
the student panel carefully reviews
nominations submitted by students.
This year's teaching awards went to
David Hadas, associate professor of
English, Mark Kornbluh, assistant
professor of history, George Pepe,
associate professor of classics, and
Owen Sexton, professor of biology.

Faculty Honors
Just a few days before commencement,
Howard Nemerov, the Edward
Mallinckrodt Distinguished University
Professor of English, was named by the
Librarian of Congress to the position of
Poet Laureate of the United States. This
distinction led to a memorable feature
of the spring commencement
ceremony-an unscheduled reading by
Professor Nemerov of one of his
poems.
Patty Jo Watson, professor of
.
anthropology, was elected in the sprtng
to the National Academy of Sciences in

Martin H. Israel

recognition of her accomplishments in
archaeological theory,
ethnoarchaeology and the origin of
horticulture in North America and the
Near East. Clifford Will, professor of
physics, earned the American Institute
of Physics' Science Writing Award for
his book, Was Einstein Righf?, a popular
account of the research of the past 25
years that has tested and verified the
general theory of relativity-the basIS
for our understanding of gravIty.
Paul Michael Lutzeler, chair of the
Department of Germanic Languages
and Literatures and director of the
Western European Studies Program,
was awarded the Austrian Cross of
Honor for Arts and Sciences (First
Class) in recognition of his extensive
work on the Austrian-born author
Hermann Broch. Sarah C. R. Elgin,
professor of biology, was elected a
Fellow of the American AsSOCIatIon for
the Advancement of Science in
recognition of her research on the
relationship of chromosome structure
to gene expression in Drosophila.
John-Stephen Taylor, assistant
professor of chemistry, is one of 90
young scientists across the country
receiving a 1988 Sloan Research
Fellowship. Sloan Fellows are selected
for their exceptional promise and
originality of research.

The Music Department was host to a
conference on Czechoslovakian
composer Leos Janacek in coordination
with a festival of Czech music on
campus and in St. Louis.
The Biology Department held a
symposium in conjunction with the
dedication of the new Plant Growth
Facility, as did the Departments of
Chemistry and Physics, in connection
with the dedication of new facilities for
nuclear magnetiC resonance. Our
Performing Arts Department attracted
national attention with its production of
Equus, which brought the playwright
Peter Shaffer here for a pre-production
public discussion of his work.
This year's Lewin Distinguished
Visiting Professor in the Humanities, Sir
Oliver Wright, a distinguished British
statesman, delivered a series of
lectures, including a major address in
Graham Chapel, in which he provided
insight into the British problems in
northern Ireland.

Alumni Support

PattyIo Watson, right, professor ofanthropology, was elected to the National
Academy ofSciences. She joins 20 colleagues at the University as members of the
nation's most prestigious honorary society for scientists.
We honored one of our own faculty
by appointing Carl P. Wellman,
professor of philosophy, the first
Hortense and Tobias Lewin
Distinguished Professor in the
Humanities, in recognition of his
scholarly accomplishments in ethics
and the philosophy of law, and for his
dedication to excellence in
undergraduate teaching.

Major Conferences

With the exceptionally successful
conclusion of the ALLlANCE campaign,
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences can
look back on a period in which six new
professorships were endowed, major
building renovations took place, and
the annual giving of our alumni and
friends increased dramatically. During
the 1987-88 fiscal year, which included
the last six months of the AlLlANCE and
the first six post-Ail.lANCE months,
annual giving to the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences for the first time exceeded
$1 million dollars. This new level of
support for our annual operating
budget offers great encouragement as
we continue to develop our teaching
and scholarly activities during the
coming years.

Several departments in the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences hosted significant

Martin H. Israel

national and international scholarly
conferences during this past year. In
many cases the conferences were
supported by gifts and grants from
friends and foundations.
The Philosophy Department
organized a conference on the
philosophy of Willard Van Orman
Quine, perhaps the greatest living
philosopher of science. The German
Department hosted the ninth in its
series of biennial symposia on German
literature, titled "Disenchantment of the
World: German Literature 1200-1500."

Acting Dean*
Faculty of Arts and Sciences

*Appointed DeanJuly 1988

Howard Nemerov, Edward
Mallinckrodt Distinguished University
Professor ofEnglish, was appOinted
Poet Laureate ofthe United States and
Consultant in Poetry to the Lihrary of
Congressfor 1988-89
Annual Report
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School Architecture
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deas, discussions and efforts of
recent years on many important
issues seem to have come to
fruition in a converging manner to
make the 1987-88 academic year a
rewarding one and full of promise for
the future of the School of Architecture.
A most significant project that
upgraded the physical facilities and the
academic offerings of the School will
be completed at the beginning of fall
1988. The remodeled west end of the
second floor of Givens Hall with its
new mezzanine will accommodate
expanded computer facilities, which
will enable us to offer at the graduate
level each semester a computer-aided
architectural design studio. This major
remodeling, which , tOgether with the
cost of equipment, amounts to nearly
half a million dollars investment will
obViously have significant teachi~g and
research implications for the future
directions of the School.
The School of Architecture also has
been a benefiCiary of the tremendous
increase in numbers and quality of
undergraduate applications to
Washington UniverSity. The fall 1988
freshman class will be the product of an
all-time high of 511 applications. The
presence of this excellent class in Room
116 of Givens Halls when they
assemble for the first time on
Wednesday, AugUSt 31, will be
promising much about the School as
well as of the architectural profession.
After many years of labor, another
one of the recommendations of the
Task Force of the early 1980s may come
to be a reality: A Missouri Architectural
Fellowship program. Much has been
accomplished towards this goal during
1987-88 Although details and a comract
are still ahead of us, this innovative
agreement funded by the State of
Missouri will provide fellowships for a
number of Missourians who will be
admitted to the professional studies
program of the School to benefit the
State, the architectural profeSSion, and
the students in the School of
Architecture.
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Faculty Distinctions and
Activities
Professor Irving Engel published a
second book, Structural Steel in

Architecture and Building Technology,
by Prentice-Hall, Inc. It will be used as a
college-level text book by a national
audience, as well as a professional
reference.
During the academic year Associate
Professor lain Fraser was granted
tenure. In addition, Fraser served as
judicial administrator with University
wide responsibilities.
Ruth and Norman Moore Professor
Udo Kultermann gave a series of
lectures and seminars at the
Architectural Association School of
Architecture in London, England during
March. The lectures and seminars were
under the general theme "Soviet
Architecture in the 1970s and 1980s," an
area of interest in which Kuhermann is
recognized to be an international
authority.
Adrian Luchini, visiting assist:lnt
professor, was selected from a pool of
837 architects for his competition entry
in the New York Chapter of the
American Institutes of Architects (AlA)
exhibition. His entry is entitled
"Westside Waterfront Proposal, New
York." Ten of the leading critics writing
on New York architecture each selected
10 projects for the exhibition, called
"Ten on Ten. " The exhibition will take
place at the Urban Center in New York
and a catalogue of the projects will be
published. In addition, Luchini's
architectural projects were presented in
a solo show in Seattle at the BluePrint:
for Architecture gallery, which sponsors
and promotes works from leading
architects worldwide.
Brian Mclaren, visiting assistant
professor, presemed a paper titled
" Re/Pre.sen .ta.tionlRe!Pro.duc.tion" at
the annual meeting of the Association
of Collegiate Schools of Architecture
(ACSA) in Miami, Florida.
Also, at the same meeting, lain
Fraser, associate professor, and Rod
Henmi, affiliate assistant professor,
presented a paper titled "Visionary
Drawings: Memories of the Future." In

Constantine E. Michaelides
addition, Henmi received the first place
award for table design in the "Circles
and Squares Into Tables and Chairs"
competition sponsored by the St. Louis
Design Center.
Lorens Holm, assistant professor, and
Brian Mclaren, visiting assistant
professor, presented a paper titled
"Site; Surface; Field" to the West Central
Regional Conference of the Association
of Collegiate Schools of Architecture.
The conference was held in October
1987 at Iowa State University in Ames.
Trevor Dannatt, visiting professor
during spring 1987, was named an
Honorary Fellow of the American
Institute of Architects for his " esteemed
character and distinguished
achievements." The Washington
UniverSity School of Architecture
nominated him for the honor. A
London architect since 1952, Dannatt
was professor at the University of
Manchester, editor of the British
Architects Yearbook, and a frequent
visitor to the faculty at Washington
University.

Enrollment and Student
Activities
Enrollmem in fall 1987 was 213
undergraduate and 104 graduate
students. Stronger undergraduate
enrollments and greater selectivity in
our admissions poliCies are the current
reality for the School. Graduate

enrollment has remained relatively
even during the last few years. We
anticipate stronger enrollments
through increased selectivity at this
level, too, as the present larger
numbers of undergraduates will seek
admission to the graduate professional
programs of the School in the near
future. Our expectations are, however,
that total enrollment will remain at the
315-plus level proportioned in a 2-to-1
ratio between undergraduate and
graduate students.
The 1988-89 recipienr of the
Fitzgibbon Scholarship selected from
more than 100 applicants and six
finalists is Dale Riedl of Kansas City,
Kansas.
Although this is a career discovery
rather than a recruitment program, we
were pleased that seven of our fall 1987
freshmen were from the 36 participants
of the] 986 Architecture Discoverv
Program. Again during the summ~r, 46
high school juniors representing 18
states participated in the ADP/1988
program under the talented leadership
of A~sociate Professor lain Fraser, who
was assisted by four of our recent
graduates.
Cindy Petheram was our first MArch
graduate in May who came through the
Cooperative (3 + 4) program. Four
more students from Grinnell,
Augustana, Agnes Scott, and Macalester
Colleges were enrolled during the
academic year. We are expecting three
additional students to enroll in the
program in the fall 1988 from Agnes
Scott, Cornell and Knox colleges.
Many students individually or
through the Architecture Student
Council contributed their time, talents
and energies to give the academic year
a distinctive character. Contributions
varied in kind and spirit, but the most
distinguished must be mentioned: The
Monday Night Lecture Series, which
was run for the fourth year in a row by
graduate students, and the design and
publication of the sixth issue of
Approach, our well-established annual
documentation of student work in the
School.

Other Events
The School held "Steedman Week" last
February, which included a lecture,
submission review and selection of a
winner from 108 entries, and a display
and panel discussion by the jurors for
the benefit of the Givens Hall
community. The winner of the $11,000

Jim Harris, righi, affiliale (Issislanl professor aild assislanl deail, 0/ 'en'ees a class

pro/eel.
award was David T Mayernik from
Philadelphia. Members of the
competition jury were William Morgan,
FAlA, Jacksonville; Chairman Stanley
Tigerman, FAlA, Chicago; Clark Davis,
AlA President, St. Louis AlA Chapter,
Neal Payton, viSiting faculty,
Washington, D.C Both the number of
participants and submissions were
substantially reduced this year in
comparison with recent years. We
assumed that this was primarily due to
the drop of the value of the dollar
versus European currencies. The
Steedman Governing Committee is
currently reviewing the situation and it
is likely it may decide to hold the
competition bi-annually to include a
substantial increase in the award.
The Steedman Governing Committee
also proceeded to implement an earlier
decision to establish a $3,000
Steedman II Traveling Fellowship for
summer study on the basis of a specific
proposal by a Washington University
graduate student. The summer 1988
winner is Martha Lewis, who will travel
to Berlin to study inner-city housing
development. We are confident that
Martha will provide an excellent model
for future Steedman 11 Fellows.

Alumni
The Annual Fund again experienced
unprecedented growth in ] 987-1988.
Giving in support of the Scholarship
Program has increased dramatically,
making more financial assistance
available to a greater number of

students. Gifts from alumni and friends
exceeded $130,000 for the fourth
consecutive year and alumni
participation in the Annual Fund
topped 27 percent.
Under the initiative and
chairmanship of Eugene). Mackey III,
RS '60, BArch '62, a committee of
alumni secured pledges and gifts in
excess of $40,000 to fund the Joseph R
Passonneau Endowed Scholarship. The
scholarship, to be awarded annually
beginning in 1989, will honor Joe's
service to the School as dean from 1956
through 1967, and celebrate his
Distinguished Professor Award for 1988
received at the annual meeting of the
Association of Collegiate Schools of
Architecture (ACSA) in Miami, Florida.
During 1989, the School will be
publishing a directory of alumni for
the first time in 14 years. This
comprehensive directory will be
published in conjunction with the
national meeting of the AlA to be held
in St. Louis in May 1989
This academic year would have not
been what it was without the talented
and spirited contributions of students.
staff, faculty, alumni, alumnae, and
friends to whom lowe unlimited
gratitude.

Constantine E. Michaelides, FA/A
Dean
Scl:ool of Architecture
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nJanuary 7,1988, William E.
Simon, president of the John
M. Olin Foundation, and
Chancellor William H.
Danforth announced a challenge grant
of $15 million from the Foundation to
Washington University to name the
John M. Olin Schoo l of Business. This
marvelous grant , when earned, will
move the Schoo l even closer to its goal
of natio nal recognition for the highest
quality in bUSiness education. The grant
is the largest ever to be made by the
Foundatio n and one of the largest gifts
of endowment ever received by a
business school. It will be placed in the
Schoo l's permanent endowment to
advance teaching and resea rch.
The Olin grant reinfo rces and builds
on the recommendation of the
Business Task Force o f the Commissio n
on the Future o f Washington University
that Wash ington University develop a
nationa lly recogn ized business school.
In everything we do, this
recommendation is our beacon.

Progress in the Faculty
Above all else, the School must have a
faculty of the highest calibre if it is to
succeed. We continue to seek the best
scho lars who may be available. Philip
Dybvig, currently professor of finance
and economics at Yale UniverSity and
one of the foremost scholars of finance ,
will visit the School for the 1988-89
academic year as the John E. Simon
Visiting Pro fessor of Finance. Dybvig is
making major contributions to portfolio
theory, the analysis of financial markets,
and banking research.
Chakravarthi Narasimhan joins the
faculty in the fall as associate professor
of marketing (With tenure). He
previously was o n the faculty of the
University of Chicago. His principal
resea rch interests are on pricing, price
promotions, market share models, and
competitive strategies in marketing. His
paper, "A Price Discrimination Theory
of Coupons," was voted the best paper
of 1984 by Marketing Science.
Narasimhan is one of the most
promising younger scholars in the field
of marketing today.
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Another new appointment is William
Bottom, PhD expected 1989, UniverSity
of Illino is, as ass istant professor of
o rgani zational behavior. He is an
excellent addition to our organizational
behavior group.
Two faculty were recognized for
their outstanding scholarship and
teaching by being named to endowed
professorships in the School. Gary
Miller is now the Reuben C. Taylor,)r.,
and Anne Carpenter Taylor Professor of
Political Economy. Professor Miller, a
member of the faculty since 1986, is the
author of awa rd -winning research
articles in the leading journals of
political science. He also has written
severa l books on the topiCS of
ad ministrative refo rm and American
government.
Dean Kropp is now the Dan Broida
Professor of Operations and
Manufacturing Management. Professor
Kropp, who jo ined the faculty in 1987
from Dartmouth College, is well known
nationa lly for his path-breaking
research o n instability in production
schedu ling. He was named Teacher of
the Year by students in the MBA Class of
1989.
Four other members of the faculty
also hono red were Ron King, assistant
professor of accounting, who earned
recogn itio n from the freshman and
sophomore classes; Mitchell Crusto,
adjunct lecturer in business law, who
received the John W. Bowyer, Jr.
Teaching Award from the junior and
sen ior classes; Sterling Schoen,
professor of management, honored by
the MBA Class of 1988; and Scott Davis,
a<;sistant pro fessor of marketing,
recognized by students in the evening
MBA.
In other achievements among the
faculty, Seth Norton was promoted to
the rank of associate professor of
marketing. At the annual Eliot Hono rs
Day Ceremonies in May, Professor
No rto n was one of two Washington
University faculty members to receive
the Burlington Northern Foundation's
faculty achievement award in
recogn ition of outstanding college and
university teaching.

Robert L Virgil
Other faculty deserving recogn iti on
include Joyce Berg, assistant professor
of accounting; Katherine Warne,
assista nt professor of finance; and
Stephen Lawrence, assistant professor
of operatio ns and manufacturing
management, each of whom completed
the requirements for the PhD.
Two faculty members, each of whom
has given tireless service for more than
30 years, retired in 1988 Arthur
Carlson, who joined the faculty in 1952,
now is professor emeritus of
accounting. Sterling Schoen, a member
of the facu lty since 1950, is professo r
emeritus of management.

Progress in Admissions
The success enjoyed in recent yea rs in
BSBA admissions continued in 1987-88.
Our target was to increa<;e total BSBA
app licatio ns for fall 1988 by 15 percent
to achieve an entering class of 150. A
19.2 percent increase, for a total of
1,137 applications, doubled the number
of applications received as recently as
1985. Offers of admissions rose only
three percent over the preceding year
thus offering significant gains in
admissions selectivity. Average SAT
scores for fall 's entering freshmen will
be above 11 90, or the 95th percenti Ie
nationa lly. Nearly 98 percent rank in
the top quarter in high school , while
some 65 percent rank in the top 10

percent. We believe that no
undergraduate business school in the
country has entering students with a
stronger class-rank profile than ours.
Freshman enrollment in the fall will be
150, up from 142 in 1987, and will
include 31 minority students, 15 of
whom are black.
The marked improvement in MBA
admissions that began in 1986 has
continued. This year's prospect pool
exceeded last year's by 34 percent,
producing a total of 8,800 domestic
inquiries and another 960 foreign
inquiries. Applications number 700 for
140 places in the Class of 1990, up from
580 applications just two years ago.
Applications from minorities rose by 35
percent, a significant improvement over
the previous year. The average GMAT
test score of 596, compared to a
national average of 487, now has
reached the threshold of the nation's
leading MBA programs. The average
college grade point average of the
incoming students is 3.24.
In the PhD program that enrolls 22
students, nine passed the preliminary
exam, three achieved candidacy, and 10
will complete the comprehensive exam
in the coming year.
In placement, our students continue
to find the opportunities and
challenges they are seeking, reporting
an average of 2.2 job offers for each
graduating student.

Special Events
Century Club breakfast meetings
continue to be attended by an average
of 300-350 persons, the highest
participation rate among the schools of
the University. The roster of exciting
guest speakers included Michael W. J.
Smurfit, chairman and chief executive
officer of The Jefferson Smurfit Group;
Dr. P. Roy Vagelos, president and chief
executive officer of Merck & Co.;
Thomas C. Melzer, president of the
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; and
John W. Bachmann, general partner and
firm director of Edward D. Jones & Co.
Receiving the second annual
Distinguished Business Alumni Awards
were George E. Egger, BSBA '25, Sam
Fox, BSBA '51,Joon Bum Lee, MBA '61,
and Robert W. Frick, MBA '62. Hubert C.
Moog, trustee emeritus of Washington
University and a member of the
Business Task Force, was awarded the
Dean's Medal in recognition of his
dedicated service to the School.

MBA student discussion group in the Lopata Courtyard a/Simon Hall

Results oftbe ALliANCE
Great confidence in the Business
School was expressed by alumni and
friends in financial support during the
AlLIANCE FOR WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

development campaign. The total of
gifts, pledges , commitments, and
bequests credited to the School during
the Au.JANCE was $56.7 million as of
December 31,1987.
The total amount raised includes
$20.4 million from alumni and
individuals, $8.9 million from
corporations, and $27.4 million from
foundations, primarily the Danforth
Foundation and the John M. Olin
Foundation. About 84 percent of the
commitments to the School were for
endowment, facilities and capital
purposes. The remainder, primarily
Annual Fund gifts, was in support of the
School's operations and ongOing
programs.
Throughout the AlLIANCE, alumni and
friends recognized the need for
continued annual support. For the
fourth consecutive year, annual giving
by alumni , individuals and corporations
exceeded $1 million during fiscal year
1988. Over 100 persons became Eliot
Society members, many in response to
the Weston Challenge Grant.
One of the most gratifying results of
the AlLIANCE campaign and the most
dramatic sign of the School's progress
continues to be John E. Simon Hall ,
the School's fourth home since its

establishment in 1917. Simon Hall is a
modern spacious bUilding handsomely
serving the School's need for expanded
facilities given the requirements of
high-quality business education and
our growing faculty and student body.

Two New Centers Planned
As the John M. Olin School takes its
place among the nation's leading
centers of teaching and research in
business, two opportunities will be
pursued that will distinguish the School
and set it apart. First, we will develop a
research and teaching program at the
conjunction of business with law,
economiCS, and politiCS. Second, we
will establish a management center to
supplement student learning in the
classroom in the exciting, fast-moving
current developments in management.
These wonderful developments are a
tribute to our thousands of alumni and
friends. Their generoSity and trust have
supported the progress that has
brought us to this point. Their
momentum 'vill take us forward toward
our goal. I anI inspired by their
confidence and deeply grateful for their
support.

Robert L. Virgil
Dean
John M. Olin School of Business
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School

Dental Medicine

I

na period of time in which the
nation's dental schools are
struggling with enrollment and
economic issues, I am pleased to
report upon a year in which the School
of Dental Medicine experienced many
encouraging signs. A great measure of
credit is due to a faculty dedicated to
the School and its future, and to the
student,> and their educational success.

Enrollment Update
Enrollment patterns nationally continue
a gradual deterioration, emphasizing
the need for effective and aggreSSive
recruitment programs in the effort to
fill classes with bright, capable students.
Among dental schools it is the
remaining private schools experiencing
the most serious challenge. The cost of
educating a student in dentistry is
probably greater than most other
educational opportunities, and is in
part the function of a labor-intensive
endeavor with remarkably high
physical plant and equipment costs.
Tuition levels become reflective of
these costs, and lacking state subSidy,
become borne by the student. In the
face of these formidable challenges the
School has a freshman class of diverse
composition achieving an academic
record of worthy note.
In recent years the responsibility for
enrolling an entering class has been
capably undertaken by Richard Brand,
assistant dean for student services and
director of admissions, and Marie
Cuccia Liddy, director of recruitment.
Annually, they travel the country
developing contacts with career
counselors in other universities and
interviewing students. They carry with
them audio-visual materials touting
Washington University, the School of
Dental Medicine, and St. Louis. It is
their tireless effort that keeps the
School's attractiveness visible to
counselors and potential students. Time
and again the School's successes relate
to the dedication of its faculty.

The School's enrollment continues to
reflect the attractiveness of its
educational program. Thirty-four
percent of the student body is from the
West Coast, Rocky Mountain region and
Hawaii; 44 percent from the Midwest;
18 percent from the Eastern seaboard;
three percent from foreign countries;
and 11 percent from states without
dental schools. Twenty-three percent of
the student body is female, six percent
black, 16 percent Asian and eight
percent Hispanic.
Upon graduation many of our
students enter specialty training
programs and residencies. This year
approximately 65 percent of the class
has been successful in competing for
positions in surgery, periodontics,
pedodontics, and general practice
residencies. These programs vary in
length from one to four years,
depending on the specialty. Harriett
Steuernagel, librarian emeritus and
consultant in dental education has
counseled students and guided their
application process for several years.
Through her tireless efforts our
students continue to place well in their
selection of programs.

Faculty Honors and Awards
Paul Henry Schlesinger was this year
awarded tenure and promoted to
associate professor in the Department
of Biomedical Science. SchleSinger
teaches biological chemistry at the
School and conducts research centered
around understanding the basic
mechanisms by which eukaryotic cells
organize and control physiological
activities. He is primarily interested in
the biochemistry of receptor-mediated
endocytosis.
William F. P. Malone will join the
faculty as tenured professor of
restorative dentistry and associate
chairman of the department. He
received his dental and PhD degrees
from Northwestern University, and his
master's degree from the UniverSity of
Illinois. He has authored and co
authored several text books.

David A. Bensinger
Research continues to blossom at the
School both in the biomedical and
clinical diSCiplines. To accommodate
the growth, new facilities are being
created. National Institutes of Health
has funded a $300,000 grant for Paul
Schlesinger establishing the School as a
multi-user center for individuals
throughout the University interested in
subcellular imaging. The grant provides
for the installation of a quantitative
laser imaging system allowing
extremely sensitive quantitation of
fluorescent probes. Schlesinger has
also received NIH funding for research
into acid vesicle biogenesis and
regulation, and a study of endocytosis
and phagosome acidification in
mammalian phagocytes from AJDS and
from normal controls.
Philip Osdoby, acting chairman of
the Department of Biomedical SCience,
has received renewal of an NIH grant
titled "The Cell Surface and Osteoclast
Development," providing $460,000 in
support.
Thomas Schiff, associate professor in
the Department of Diagnostic Service
and Samuel Holroyd, chairman of the
Department of PeriodontiCS, received a
commercial grant for $75,000 to
perform a study of dentifrice additives.
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Patricia Parsons, cbainnan oftbe Department 0/ Pediatric Dentistry, witb a palient at tbe School's dental clinic.
Rebecca German, assistant professor,
was awarded a $60,000 grant
continuing the study of "Oro-Facial
Coordination During Feeding. "
Robert James McCune, chairman of
the Department of Restorative
Dentistry, has negotiated a program
with the School of Dentistry of the
University of Manchester, England,
providing for the exchange of several
senior students of each school for a
lO-week period annually.
Transportation and living expenses will
be supported by commercial grants.
McCune continues to supervise four
commercially sponsored research
project'> involVing clinical studies of
restorative materials.
The faculty continues to carry a heavy
teaching load while finding the time to
publish and assume responsible
professional obligations. Samuel
Holroyd completed the fourth edition
of his "Clinical Pharmacology in Dental
Practice," (C.v. Mosby), and was
appointed chairman of the Council on
Dental Therapeutics of the American

Dental Association. Richard Brand,
assistant dean for student services and
director of admissions, was appointed
secretary of the Student Affairs Section,
American Association of Dental
Schools. Marie Cuccia Liddy, director of
recruitment and financial aid
administrator, has been appointed a
member of the Financial Advisory
Committee and is chairman-elect of the
Financial Aid Section of the AADS.
The School's dental clinics provided
care through almost 50,000
appointments this year. Patients from
Missouri and adjoining states are
treated by students under faculty
supervision with the latest techniques.
Patricia Parsons, chairman of the
Department of Pediatric Dentistry,
provided examinations for 300 children
in local day-care centers. She was
awarded contracts through the
Jefferson-Franklin and St. Charles
County Headstart Programs, which
provided complete dental care. Donald
Huebener, professor of pediatric
dentistry and director of the Division of
Pediatric Dentistry at Children 's

Hosp ital, received a $10,000 grant from
the hospital's Spoehrer Development
Fund to provide equipment through
which to expand treatment of children
with special problems. Huebener has
been notified by the National
Foundation for Ectodermal Dysplasia
that the Division of Pediatric Dentistry
has been selected as the eventual site of
a diagnostic and treatment center for
children affected with the disease.
As the School ente rs its 123rd year,
the essential academic trinity , students,
alumni, faculty is healthy and intact.
David A. Bensinger

Dean
School of Dental Medicine
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School of Engineering
and A
Science
uring the 1987-88 academic
yea r, the Schoo l of
Engineering granted 256
bachelor of science d eg rees in
eight different nelds o f eng ineering and
applied sc ience. These degrees were
ea rned by 238 stud ents who ca me from
42 states and seven foreign countries.
Students fro m the St. Lo uis area
constituted 34 percent o f the
graduating class. Women made u p 15
percent and mi norities, black, Spanish
and A'iian America ns, 13 percent.
Fo rty -eight students earned more
than o ne degree. Th e most pop ular
degree combinatio n remains the
com puter engineering o ptio n, w hich
requires a student to ea rn bachelo r of
scien ce degrees in bo th co mputer
science and electri ca l engin eering.
Fourteen s tu d ent~ co mpl eted this
rigorous p rogram. Combined
bac helor's and master 's degrees we re
also popular, w ith eight students
receiving BS and MS degrees and w ith
nine receiving BS and MBA degrees.
At Washingto n University, electriG11
engineering co ntinu es to be the most
popular neld o f engineer ing, as it is
nationally. This year, 9'5 BSEE degrees
were granted, down fro m 98 last yea r
and from 106 two years ago. No majo r
change in engineering enro llments, o r
in the di stributio n o f student') amo ng
the va ri o us engineeri ng disc iplines is
fo reseen fo r the next several vea rs.
The Schoo l granted 1 07 m~,~te r of
science degrees, up from 98 the
previous year and an all -time record. In
addition , 16 master o f constr uction
m anagement degrees and fo ur master
of structu ra l des ign degrees were
granted. Th rough its School o f
Techno logy an d Inform atio n
Man age ment, the first m aster o f
engin eering manage ment degre e an d
27 master o f data p rocess ing d egrees
were awarded.
At the doctoral leve l , 17 doctor o f
science degrees were granted , up from
16 the p reviOUS yea r. Over the past fi ve
years th e School has granted 81 DSc
degrees, o f which '57 were earned by

D
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foreign students. Hence, over the past
five yea rs 70 perce nt of the Was hi ngto n
UniverSity engineering docto rates have
been ea rn ed by fo reign stu dents. Mo re
than half of th ese students w ill rem ain
permanently in the United States,
entering both academi c pOSitio ns and
industrial resea rch positi o ns. These
figures illustra te the grow ing
dependence of Am erican tec hnology
o n fo reign talent.
The School o f Technology and
Info rmatio n Management awarded 57
bachelo r of sc ience degrees in systems
and data process ing, 10 in the intensive
data p rocess ing program, and fi ve in
industrial p rodu ction management. The
School also granted 32 bachelo r of
technology degrees, as well as 21
cerrin cates, rep res enting the eq ui valent
of two years of study, in variou s
engineering techno logy areas.

Successful Recruitment Year
Recruit ment of new freshman students
and Three-Two Progra m stu dents fo r
entry in fall 1988 was q uite success fu I.
The target range for new freshm en was
200-220. Anticipated enro llment is
about 215 The Three-Two Program
also had a successful recr uiting year.
With a ta rget enrollment o f '50 new
students, it appears th at ahou t 5'5
students will actually be enro lled .
These results are parti cularl y grat ifying
conSidering th e general decline
nationall y in interest in engi neering o n
the part o f co.llege students.
The success of the School o f
Engineering in attracting students is, o f
course, rel ated to the growing natio nal
recognition of th e Un iversity for the
academic excell ence of it<; programs.
This growing institutional reputatio n is
critical to the Schoo l of Engineering in
the coming years in w hich the
population o f coll ege-age students is
declining.

James M. McKelvey

Cooperative Education
Program
This past yea r , the School o f
Engineering submitted a successful
proposal to the u.s. Departm ent o f
Educatio n fo r a grant to suppo rt th e
expansio n o f its cooperative euu cat ion
activities. The grant p rovides the Schoo l
w ith fund s to increase its ad mini st rati ve
support o f coope rative edu cat io n w ith
the intent o f having a majo r increase in
the number o f students i nvolved .
Susa n Felps, fo rm erly associate
directo r o f engi neering ad miss io ns, has
been named director o f coo perative
educatio n, and a COOP o ffice,
te mporarily located in Urbauer Hall ,
has been established. The coope rative
ed uca tion program w ill be an o ption
open to stud ents w ho have co mp leted
the nrst twO yea rs of thei r study. Fo r
those students entering th e program ,
their remaining two years o f stud y w i II
he spread over three years , w ith
semesters o f academi c wo rk alternatin g
w ith periods of work at coo perating
compa nies . Upon grad uation , th e
student w ill have the eq Ui valent o f o ne
year o f industrial ex perience. Abo ut '5 0
students w ill be invo lved in the
program in the faII se mester of 1988.
The grovvth p lan for the p rogram
antiCipates aboLl t 2'50 parti cipating
students in about fo ur yea rs.

•

Faculty News
Four members o f the engineerin g
facul ty rece ived special ho no rs dur ing
the 1987-88 academic yea r. Kevin
Truman, assistant professo r of civil
engineering, received the Universi ty's
Burlingto n No rthern Award for
exce llence in undergraduate teaching.
Mil orad Dudukovic, pro fessor of
chemi cal engin eering , rece ived the
Catalys t Award o f the Chemi ca l
Manufacturers A'isociatio n fo r
exce llence in chemical education . Bj oy
Ghos h, associate professo r of systems
SCience, received the Eckman Awa rd fo r
his o ut'itanding contributio ns to
automatic control theory , and Jero me
Cox, professo r and chai rman of
computer science, was recognized at
the Washington Uni versity Founders
Day program for his m any
contributions to the University.
At the start of the 1987-88 academ ic
yea r, the Schoo l had 75 regul ar full
time faculty members. D uring the
acade mic year, a total of 10 new
individuals w ere recruited to the
facul ty. These new arpo intment<; are
offset by three resignat ions from the
facu lty during 1987-88, giving th e
Schoo l a net gain of seven. Additionall y,
two faculty members are presentl y
appo inted o n a visiting bas is, pen d ing
receipt of their permanent resid ency
status from the U. S. Im m igration
Service. H ence the School starts th e
1988-89 acade mic year w ith an effecti ve
faculty roster o f 84.
The Five-Yea r Plan of the Schoo l
p rovides fo r the facul ty to in crease to
93 by the start o f the 1991 -92 academi c
yea r. Anticipating six retirements and
fi ve reS ignati ons during this peri od, a
toral o f 20 new appo intm ents will have
to be made in the next three aca demic
yea rs. This is an average o f just und er
seven per yea r.

New Engineering Building
The new eng in eering building, H arold
D. j o lley Hall , design ed by architects
Robert En tzcroth (of SM P-Smith
Entzeroth ) and Constantine
Michaelides ( dean o f the Washi ngto n
University School of Architecture) will
have 54 ,000 sq uare feet o f gross space
located on five tl oors and a basement.
The buil d ing w ill be attached to the
east end of Bly an Hall and will p rovide
expa nsi o n space for the De partm ents of
Computer SC ience, Elect ri ca l

Jerome Car, stand ing, p roFessor a lld cba irma n oFcol1ljJuler sci ence, I(lill! a
sludenl in Ihe 8 iomedical Compul in,!!, l ah. Cox {(laS hOJ1ored a llhe { lllil 'ersi/ ),':;
1987 Founders Day

Engineering, and Mechanical
Engineering. Th e anticipated cost of the
bUilding is about $8 milli o n, of which
approx imately half will be p rovid ed by
the bequest o f H arold j o lley, a civil
eng ineering graduate of the class o f
1911 . Constr uction sho uld be startin g
in late summer 1988, w ith occupancy in
j anu ary 1990.
Jo lley Hall is a key co mpo nent o f the
School's Five-Year Growth Plan , as is
the ex pansio n of the fac ul ty. Th e
Schoo l's plan, w hi ch was approved by
the Washington Uni versity Hoard o f
Trustees in sp ring 1987, has been
prese nted to the Schoo l o f Engi neering
National Council , under th e
cha irmanship o f Trustee George Pake.
The National Council , w hich has fall
and spring meetings eac h year, w ill
review progress of the School towa rd
th e goal s set by (he plan and w ill help
in planning strategies to ac hieve the
goals.

The incremental costs o f
implemen ting the Fi ve-Yea r Growth
Plan amount to about $20 million over
th e five-year period , incl uding
constructi o n cos ts, new endo wments,
expend itures for new eq uipment, and
start-up costS associated with new
resea rch initiati ves. A~ o f july 1, 1988,
th e School has rece ived abo ut $13
million o f the required mo ney and w ill
be seeking the remaining fund s ove r
th e next several years. It w ill look to
corpo rati o ns, fo undations, alumni , and
special fr iends o f the Sc hool fo r
ass istance w ith this im po rtant project.

James M. McKelvey
Dea n
School of Engineering and Appli ed
Science
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School

Fine Arts

O

ver the past decade, the School
of Fine Arts has experienced a
drop in population from a high
of 330 undergraduates during
1976-77 to a low of 232 during 1986-87
The decline has been gradual and the
pattern constant. Undergraduate
enrollment for fall 1987-88 rose sharply
to 270 and current projections for fall
1988-89 are that 280 undergraduates
will be enrolled in the BFA degree
program at the SchooL
The numbers of students enrolled
contributes directly to the School's
fiscal well-being and to its educational
mission as well. Given current physical
capacity, and the faculty mandate
regarding the School's educational
mission , the upward population swing
is having a very positive impact. The
ideal size would be 325 undergraduates
and 40 graduate students (38 graduate
students are projected for 1988-89).
Most importantly, the School is
consistently attracting high-calibre
students with both excellent academic
and artistic skills. This across-the-board
student prohle is unique and provides
the faculty with a wonderful challenge
to address the highest educational
standards. These are gifted and highly
motivated students, and they are all
extraordinary for the proven track
record in academics and for their
enormous artistic potential.
In our efforts for effective
recruitment results, two new strategies
are in place at the School. An
independent him producer under
contract to the School during the spring
semester scripted, directed, and
produced a 12-minute film that
captures the unique spirit of the
School. Students leave the School with
not only the skills of their craft, but also
with the ability to problem-solve
creatively complex issues. These are

the leaders of the future, and this film
will communicate- in videocassette
form mailed to prospective students
Our special combination of a
professional education in art and the
outstanding academic curriculum at
Washington University.
DuringJune, 19 high school students
(about to enter their senior year) were
on campus working with faculty and
staff to experience an intensive study of
photography and design for their
career potential as well as for personal,
creative expression. This program,
called Explore, requires the
participant.:;' commitment to
discovering the possibilities of survival
a~ an artist/designer in today's world
and the implications of expanding
technologies for future artistic
contributions.
It is not unusual for Washington
University student artists and faculty to
embark on field trips. Students in
photography traveled as far away from
Bixby Hall a~ New Orleans and San
Antonio this past year looking for
"photo opportunities." Sculptors
traveled en ma~se to Vincennes,
Indiana, to install an exhibition of their
art and to confer with counterparts
from other regional institutions and to
Memphis, Tennessee, to partiCipate in
the Mid-America College Art
Association (MACAA) conference.
Chicago and New York City were the
focus of held trips by graphiC designers
and advertising designers, respectively.
An art contingency of 17 fashion
deSigners from the School invaded
Paris last December to participate, by
invitation, in a hrst international
competition among fashion design
students. Leader of the expedition,
Associate Professor Jeigh Singleton,
remarked that "we didn't win the
competition, but the experience was
fantastic and I was proud that our
designers' work compared strikingly to
most." Participation in this dynamiC

Roger I. DesRosiers
opportunity is just one indication of
Singleton 's leadership that brings new
vigor and excitement to the fine
tradition of fashion design at the
School.

Faculty
This year's Louis D. Beaumont
Distinguished Visiting Professor of Art
was Michael Hall, who is the sculptor in
residence at Cranbrook Academy of Art.
As one critic remarked "Michael Hall
can challenge everything you think you
know about sculpture, about art, and
leave you feeling that there are worlds
of thought on art you haven 't yet
explored. " Students, faculty, and
viewers of Hall's show at the St. Louis
Gallery of Contemporary Art would
most likely concur. The installation,
"Reasoned to Believe," wa<; put together
with the assistance of our students. The
exhibit also provided the opportunity
for the School to collaborate with an
outside gallery in reaching out to the
community.
Faculty members Joan Hall, Peter
Marcus, and Bill Kohn, former faculty
Kim Strommen and Wiktor Szostalo,
and alumni Scott Brandt, Carol Carter,
Jane Sauer, Steven Teczar, and John
Paul Wolf were among the artist'; who
exhibited work in "St. Louis
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A computer grapbics cLass at tbe Schoof ofFine Arts teaches illu.strating hy computer.

Contemporary Works: An International
Exchange" in St. Louis' sister city, Suwa,
japan. The exhibit will also travel to
China, Italy, Ireland, France, and
Germany.
Other faculty highlights include
james McGarrelJ's painting, "Crossing
Move," which is part of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art 's
collection being displayed in the newly
opened 20th Century wing; Herb
Weitman received the Grand Gold
medal award in the "Photographer of
the Decade" competition sponsored by
CASE (the Council for Advancement
and Support of Education); William
Kohn received the Distinguished
Faculty Award from Washington
University; and William Quinn just
completed 30 years of teaching at the
School.

Annual Fund
Gifts to the School of Fine Arts Annual
Fund topped the $100,000 mark for the
third year in a row. Membership in the
William Greenleaf Eliot Society is at an
all-time high as more friends and
alumni recognize the importance of
supporting the School. Alumni
participation reached the highest level
in the history of the School's Annual
Fund. A number of additional Annual
Fund Scholarships were made available
to students through the generous gifts
of our friends. Prize funds were
established in both the photography
and graphics programs. These cash
prizes are awarded to students who
exhibit outstanding abilities in these
areas.

A unique program was initiated
within the School's Contract Print
Workshop which allows donors to the
Workshop to add their personal print
collection and at the same time provide
financial assistance to the workshop.
Donors receive three prints from the
collection, membership in the Eliot
Society and an invitation to observe the
collaboration between a visiting artist
and the master printer.
Roger I. DesRosiers·
Dean
School of Fine Arts

'Left the School of Fine Arts Sept. 1,
1988 to become president of the
Cleveland Institute of Art. Acting Dean
for the School isjames Davis, professor
of political science.
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School

Law

I

t is a great pleasure to write my
first annual report for the School of
Law. The year has been an eventful
one, so much so that it is
impossible to encapsulate everything of
significance in the allotted space.

Faculty
The retirement of Gray Dorsey and
Hodge O'Neal, together with existing
vacancies, made the search for new
faculty members of paramount
concern. We have been extraordinarily
successful in that effort. Three new
faculty members and three visitors will
be joining us this fall.
The faculty has been active on many
fronts during the year. Mert and Joan
Bernstein's book, Social Security. The
System that Works, has been widely
reviewed in the national media. Dan
Mandelker lectured extensively in
Yugoslavia, Israel and London this year
and published a revised edition of his
highly regarded book, Street Graphics
and the Law. Charles McManis was the
only American law professor selected
to participate in an international
conference on the teaching of
intellectual property law in Beijing; Ron
Levin lectured to new federal judges at
the Federal Judicial Institute in
Washington; Mike Greenfield spoke to
the National Association of Attorneys
General; and Kathy Brickey delivered a
paper at the ALI national conference
celebrating the 40th anniversary of the
ModeJ Penal Code. Susan Appleton,
Kathy Brickey and Bob Thompson were
all elected to membership in the
American Law Institute, and F. Hodge
O'Neal was inducted into the LSU Hall
of Fame.
SpeCial issues of the Washington
University Law Quarterly honored our
retiring faculty. An international
Festschrift for Gray Dorsey, initiated by
his students, was published in June, and
a corporate law symposium in
recognition of the scholarly work of
F. Hodge O'Neal is forthcoming in the
fall.
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Students
The student body continues to grow in
quality and diverSity. They possess, on
average, better academic credentials
than their predecessors. The 1987
entering class also included the largest
number of women, the largest number
of minority students and the largest
number of black students in the history
of the School.
Student teams continue to excel in
interscholastic competitions.
Washington University law students
qualified for national competitions in
New York City and Toronto. The Mock
Trial team also advanced to the National
Trial Competition.
Washington University law students
competed successfully in the quest for
employment. A record 168 employers
interviewed at the School of Law. As of
February, 93 percent of the 1987
graduates had obtained legal
employment, of whom 15 percent held
judiCial clerkships.

Dorsey D. Ellis, Jr.

and a National Planning Law
Conference, co-sponsored with the
American Planning Association was
held in December. A spirited panel
featuring University Professor Tom
Eagleton discussed the pros and cons of
the nomination of Robert Bork to the
Administration
Supreme Court in the fall. Judge
A number of changes have transpired in Thijmen Koopmans of the European
the law school administration. Suzanne Court oflustice, William Bradford
Reynolds, associate attorney general of
Prosser, formerly registrar for
the
United States, Peter Stein, regius
Fontbonne College, became registrar
professor of Civil Law at Cambridge
for the School in February. Assistant
Dean Susan SulJivan brought increased University, and William Brock,
professor emeritus at the University of
visibility to the School by serving as
Glasgow
were among a number of
president of the National Association
distinguished lecturers and visitors at
for Law Placement. She will now
the law school this year.
become assistant dean for external
Members of the judiciary from
affairs, with expanded responsibilities
throughout the nation have participated
for alumni relations. Sue Ghidina
in activities at the School. Judges for the
formerly associate director of
'
placement and admissions, will become fall Wiley Rutledge Moot Court
competition were Walter Cummings of
director of career services. Annette
the United States Court of Appeals for
Pedersen, assistant dean for the last six
the Seventh Circuit, Warren Beatty of
years, resigned to become assistant to
the United States District Court for the
the president of St. Cloud State
Southern District of Illinois, and Joseph
University in Minnesota.
Cunningham, LW '52 , of the Illinois
Conferences and Lectures
Supreme Court. In the spring, the panel
included Judge Jon Newman of the
The law school hosted a number of
United States Court of Appeals for the
conferences, panel discussions and
Second Circuit, and Judge Andrew
lectures during the year. A
Jackson Higgins, LW '48, of the Missouri
constitutional bicentennial conference
co-hosted with the Center for JudiCial ' Supreme Court, as well as Alan C.
Kohn, LW '55. Howard Markey, Chief
Studies, was held in September 1987

judge of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit spoke to
students and faculty. A panel from the
United States Court of Appeals for the
Eighth Circuit composed of judges
Theodore McMillian, Richard Arnold,
and Pasco Bowman, heard argument<; at
the School in November.

Asian Legal Studies
Under the leadership of Professor
William jones, the School of Law is
moving into the forefront of the area of
Asian law and legal institutions. Injune,
Mei Mei Fu became the first student
from the Peoples Republic of China to
receive ajD from the School. This fall ,
the School of Law will initiate a joint
degree program with the East Asian
Studies Program of Washington
University.

Alumni
In my first year, I have made a special
effort to become acquainted with
graduates of the School, especially
those residing outside St. Louis. We
held gatherings in Chicago,
Philadelphia, New York, San FranCiSCO,
Washington, D.C.,]efferson City, Mo.,
Belleville, Ill., Miami, and Kansas City.
Distinguished Alumni Awards were
awarded to Lon Hocker, LW '34, and
Edith Spink, LW '45, at the Annual
Alumni Dinner. Although Phoebe
Couzins, LW 1871, was the first woman
to graduate from an American law
school , not until this year did we
recognize the achievement<; of our
woman graduates by honoring a
woman with a Distinguished Alumni
Award. Another of our outstanding
graduates,jean Hamilton , LW 71 ,
became the first woman to be elected
to Honorary Membership in the Order
of the Coif by the Washington
UniverSity chapter.
To recognize the importance of
exceptional teaching, the Law Alumni
A<;sociation established an Alumni
Distinguished Teacher Award, to be
conferred no more than once in every
three years upon a tenured member of
the faculty who has been at the
University for 10 years or more. The
first award was presented to Professor
David Becker by Law Alumni
Association President Larry Brody,
LW '67, at the School of Law
commencement in May.
Alumni and friends of the School
have continued to give generously in
support of our programs and

Professor E Tbomas Sullivan witb a law stu.dent in Mudd Hall.
aspirations. Thanks to the leadership of and the entire membership of the Class
Tom Lowther, LW '62, and the members of 1963 did a superb job. The Reunion
Weekend was a sterling success thanks
of his committee, we had a record
number of new members join the Eliot
to the efforts of Bert Tremayne, LW '38,
Society this year. Dick Hetlage, LW '50,
chairman of the Reunion Weekend for
and his Scholars-in-Law Committee also the law school and Fred Kuhlmann,
did an outstanding job in increasing the LW '38, chairman for the UniverSity.
number of Scholars-in-Law awards
We established a National Council,
funded .
chaired by William Van Cleve, LW '53,
The class gifts by the 25th and 50th
to advise the School on such matters as
long-range planning, financial strength
year reunion classes set records. The
class of 1938 donated $42,429 to the
of the School and the relation of
School, the largest amount raised in a
finances to aspirations, adequacy of
single year since reunion projects were physical faCilities, student recruitment,
fund raising goals and the prospects for
begun. We are grateful to Harry
Deckert, 50th Class chairman for his
achieving the goals, and relations to the
leadership and members of the Class
community and community outreach.
for their generosity. The Class of 1963
Initial appointments have been made,
donated and pledged a total of $60,000
and the Council will hold its
over a five-year period to establish a
organizational meeting in October.
judge-in-Residence Program at the
School. Their gift constituted the largest
Dorsey D. Ellis,Jr.
amount given and pledged by any
Dean
reunion class. Chairman Harold
School
of Law
Goodman, Co-Chairman Alan Popkin,
members of the Steering Committee
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School Medicine

A

Pproximately four out of every
five of our medical students
receive some financial aid.
Therefore, for many students,
tuition , room and board become a
long-term debt that follows them into
their medical careers. In some cases the
large debt discourages students from
pursuing lower-paying specialities or,
worse yet, the prospect of such
indebtedness discourages students
from even selecting medicine as a
career.
Traditionally, our School's tuition has
been well below the average of the
other 51 private U.S. medical schools:
this past year our fee ranked 39th. In
1986-87, we increased our tuition only
three percent; for 1987-88, there was no
increase at all.
As some of you have already heard,
the Executive Faculty this year
recommended a tuition reduction for
1988-89. Now approved by the Board of
Trustees, next year's tuition will be
reduced five percent to $13,400. I am
delighted with the Executive Faculty's
recommendation and hope it will help
our students better manage the
financial burdens of medical education.

Faculty News
Carl Frieden, professor and interim
head of the Department of Biological
Chemistry, was elected to the
prestigious National Academy of
Sciences this year. Frieden is best
known for his research on the
relationship between protein structures
and function, and spent much time
recently describing the kinetic
properties of proteins that act as
catalysts. He also studies actin-an
important protein found in all cells of
the body- and its relation to certain
cellular functions.
Samuel A. Wells , Bixby Professor and
head of the Department of Surgery was
elected to the National Academy of
Sciences' Institute of Medicine. As a
member of the Institute, Wells will
occasionally be called upon to help
examine policy issues and advise
members, branches and committees of
the federal government.
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I am greatly pleased to report that
Henry ]. Kaplan has joined us as the
new head of the Department of
Ophthalmology. Bernard Becker, who
retired as department head, will
continue teaching and conducting
research at the School of Medicine.
Henry Kaplan had been the director
of research in the ophthalmology
department at Emory University School
of Medicine. He has done extensive
research into the development, control
and consequences of inflammation
within the eye, and is now
concentrating his efforts on how viral
infections, especially AIDS, affect the
tissues of the eye. His expertise in
immunology dovetails nicely with
existing strengths in the department
and will enable him to make
interdepartmental contributions to a
field of research that has become one
of this School's strengths.

Research
A recent grant of $12.1 million from the
Lucille P. Markey Charitable Trust has
enabled us to establish the Markey
Center for Research on the Molecular
Biology of Human Disease. This
generous grant will have an enormous
impact on Washington UniverSity.
Through it, we plan to support specific
areas of collaborative, interdiSCiplinary
research in an expansive and broad
based manner. Five areas of
concentration have been designated for
the new center: molecu lar basis of the
immune response, structure and
function of animal cells, molecular
pharmacology, molecular genetiCS, and
protein structure and function. More
than 50 senior investigators
representing almost half of the School's
17 departments already direct
laboratories within these five speciality
areas.
Four funding priorities have been
established as a means for the center to
support research within those areas.
The first is a competitive research
grants program. A committee
composed of several of our senior
scientists will review proposals from
the faculty and determine the extem to

M. Kenton King
which the center should fund their
research.
Other funding priorities include
recruiting new faculty members,
supporting core research facilities, and
purchasing or supporting special
devices and instrumentation.
Our medical school has several
faculty members whose work has done
much to advance the study of genetics
and, more recently, the deciphering of
the human genome. That work has
been recognized, rewarded and further
seeded through a $1.8 million grant
from the james S. McDonnell
Foundation. Through this grant, the
foundation established the Washington
University Center for Genetics in
Medicine. The center will become a
new focus for research on human
genetics, and will serve as an important
international resource in efforts at
mapping the human genome. It will
include two units: a core facility
focusing on state-of-the-art cloning and
mapping techniques, and a faCility
devoted to developing technological
improvements in special molecular
biology problems related to genetics.
The center will also store what we hope
will become an elaborate "library" of
cloned DNA, and will be calling upon
the UniverSity's computer science
department to develop software for
handling massive amounts of data
generated by sequential analysis of
DNA.

In addition to many notable gifts and
grants from foundations and trusts, our
faculty continues to compete well for
funding from the National Institutes of
Health and other governmental
sources. The National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases this
year granted our application to become
an AIDS Clinical Studies Group. As
such, we will receive $5.5 million over
five years to develop better AIDS
treatment methods, conduct basic and
clinical research, and improve public
and physician education. At least 20
Washington UniverSity physicians and
researchers will participate in the study
group.
NIH has also provided the School
with another Program Project Grant,
this one for $900,000 over five years to
John A. McDonald. McDonald and his
research team are trying to determine
the mechanisms by which a variety of
growth factor-like substances increase
selective protein production in lung
tissue. Their work impacts on a variety
of serious illnesses including
pulmonary fibrosis and adult
respiratory distress syndrome.
Total government support was $80
million for the 1987-88 fiscal year,
topping last year's total by several
miJlion. Our school this year received
409 NIH grants and contracts. The fact
that we continue to improve our status
in competitive grants received each
year is a credit to our fine faculty. Their
combined character and strengths
uphold the traditions and guarantee the
future of our school.

Students
Our ratio of applicants per spot in the
120-member 1987-88 entering class was
nearly 30-1. While that ratio is certainly
large enough to ensure the privilege of
selecting and admitting only the finest
students, we continue to observe with
concern the shrinking pool of medical
school applicants. Competition for the
best, brightest and most well-rounded
students has become quite keen .
Again this year I have the pleasure to
report that the ranks and reputation of
our jOint MD/ PhD program continue to
rise. Over the last three years our
enrollment has risen from 92 to 100 to
116 students (as ofJune '88) We
announced last year the Spencer T. and
Ann W. Olin Foundation gift of $30
million to support MD/PhD fellows, and
it was especially pleasant this year to

see that gift begin to come to frUition as
the first 12 fellows were selected.
Beginning this year, a new two-year,
fully funded post-graduate research
experience will be available to all MSTP
graduates so that they may continue to
hone skills and interests in basic or
clinical research.
The Division of Biology and
Biomedical SCiences, with a total of 201
enrollees, had nearly 20 more students
this year. Enrollments in the Physical
Therapy Program rose from 109 to 119
The Occupational Therapy Program
had 58 students this year and the Health
Administration Program had 64.
During graduation ceremonies in
May, the MD degree was conferred
upon 124 new physicians. Their plans
to seek and select post-graduate clinical
training closely paralleled those of past
graduates, according to Match Day
results. One-third of the graduates have
chosen to continue their clinical
education in St. louiS; one-fourth of
them chose Washington University
Medical Center hospitals.

Gifts and Alumni Support
The generOSity of our benefactors
continues to be as gratifying as it is
appreCiated. Raymond H. Wittcoff, a
member of the Board of Trustees, has
through a $1 million gift established an
endowed professorship in biological
chemistry. Wittcoff is president of
Transurban Redevelopment
Corporation.
The Norman]. Stupp Chair in
Neurology has been established with a
$1 million endowment from the
Norman]. Stupp Foundation. Previous
contributions from the foundation have
greatly helped our Alzheimer's Disease
Research Center and this new chair will
support further research related to
cognitive disorders.
We are also thankful to Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Portnoy. Through a $1 million
commitment they have established the
Saretta and Allen Portnoy Coronary
Artery Disease Research Unit. The
commitment was made in honor of
Alan N. WeiSS , associate professor of
medicine.
Total gifts to the School of Medicine
from all sources for fiscal year '88
exceeded $24 mnJion. Such remarkable
suppOrt is absolutely necessary if we
are to continue to maintain high-quality
research and teaching, recruit and

Carl Frieden, proJessor and interim
head ojthe Department ojBiological
Chemisll]" wa~ elected to the National
Academy ojSciencesJor his work on tbe
structure ojproteins
retain the most talented faculty and
students, and continue to improve our
physical plant and environment
through such additions as the new
seven-story library and bio-medical
communications center. Our alumni
have again been extremely generous:
they contributed $490,994 of this year's
$766,769 Annual Fund with almost 42
percent of MD alumni contributing.
Total giving from our alumni, including
both restricted and unrestricted gifts,
exceeded $2.3 million.
Thank you all for your continuing
support of the Washington UniverSity
School of Medicine.

!

M. Kenton King
Dean
School of Medicine
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George lfilrren Brown

School

Sociallfbrk

F

or the George Warren Brown
School of Social Work, the
1987-88 academic year
represented a continuation of
ongoing program activities as well as
the initiation of steps that will better
interpret its mission to the larger
community.
Following an exhaustive review by a
team of four prominent social work
educators who examined every aspect
of GWB's MSW program, the Council
on Social Work Education reaffirmed
our accreditation for the next seven
yea rs. It was gratifying to read the
highly complimentary report about the
School by nationally recognized
experts.

Students and Alumni
Thirty states and 14 countries were
represented in the 275 students
enrolled in the MSW program last fall.
Minority students constituted 16
percent and international students nine
percent of the total student population .
As in the past, four out of five students
were women. The trend toward part
time studies continued, with 38 percent
of the students enrolling on a part-time
basis. The placement record of the 96
students who received the MSW degree
was excellent.
The Alumni Association published its
first Alumni Network Directory. More
than 600 alumni from 48 states and 14
countries participated in the network in
1987. Alumni support reached new
heights both in terms of the amount of
alumni donations and the percentage of
alumni making contributions. An
impressive 70 percent of the graduating
class participated in the class gift-giving
project. George Eberle,jr. , MSW '58,
president of Consolidated
Neighborhood Services, Inc. in St. Louis
was the reCipient of the Alumni
Association's Outstanding Alumni
Award.
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New Scholarships
The establishment of five new
scholarships for students intending to
practice social work in health care
settings was made possible by a
bequest of more than $400,000 from
the estate of Myrtle Blanck Larson, who
attended GWB during the 1930s. This
substantial bequest will make it
possible for GWB to continue the
tradition of educating superior
practitioners in this increasingly
important field of service.

Faculty
After serving the School for nearly ten
yea rs, Helen Graber, assistant dean for
field education, resigned to accept a
Si milar post at the Columbia University
School of Social Work in New York.
Therese Dent has been appointed the
new head of GWB 's field instruction
program. She brings with her a wealth
of experience in clinical social work
practice as well as in social policy
analysis.
The faculty continued their
customary involvement in scholarly and
research activities. The Ford
Foundation provided grant funds to
Associate Professor Michael Sherraden
to study the performance of national
service policy and programs in China,
Costa Rica, and Israel. David Cronin,
assistant dean, directed two training
grants from the Office of Human
Development Services of the
Department of Health and Human
Services to train and upgrade the staff
of the Missouri Division of Family
Services. Martha N. Ozawa, Bettie
Bofinger Brown Professor of Social
Policy, and Nancy R. Vosler, assistant
professor, began their study of the
Opportunity System of the
Consolidated Neighborhood Services,
Inc., and the LearnfarelWelfare-to-Work
project initiated by Governor John
Ashcroft of Missouri. Enola Proctor,

Shanti K Khinduka

associate professor, and Nancy Mo rrow
Howell, assistant professor, completed
their research studies on effective
discharge planning under the Medicare
Prospective Payment System. Their
research was supported by the MRP
Andrus Foundation and the National
Center for Health Services Research .
Wendy Auslander, assistant professor, is
continuing her study of the family
coping patterns and resources of
diabetic children. Her research is
supported by a grant from the National
Institute of Health to the Washington
University Diabetes Research and
Training Center.

External Relations
Under the Barbara Bailey Program on
International Social Welfare established
two yea rs ago, GWB hosted in
November 1987, a conference to
discuss common issues of aging
populations in Japan and in the United
States. Titled "Planning for an Aging
Society: US.(Japan Comparison," the
conference featured speake rs from
both the United States and japan in the
fields of social work, law, political
SCience, psychology and sociology.
While inquiry and instruction remain
the twin preoccupations of the School,

communication with significant
external constituencies has become a
key ingredient of our strategy for future
growth. Even more than other
academic units, a school of social work
must forge a close nexus with the
community. To a remarkable extent we
already enjoy the cooperation of the
social service agencies. The faculty have
deCided, however, to go beyond
traditional modes of collaboration.
Thus, the School devised a mechanism
under which each concentration and
specialization in the MSW curriculum
now has an advisory committee
comprising faculty, agency executives,
practicum instructors, and other
leaders in the field. Each of these
advisory committees has held several
productive meetings; the advice,
suggestions, and feedback from the
practice community have been
welcomed by faculty and are used to
enrich and refine our curriculum.
For several years the School has
attempted to strengthen its relationship
with the human services departments
in the state. Visits to GWB and meetings
with faculty last year by Michael Reagen,
director of Missouri Department of
Social Services, Keith Schafer, director,
Missouri Department of Mental Health
Services, and William F. Siedhoff,
deputy director for field operations of
the Missouri Department of Social
Services, have paved the way for a more
frequent and closer interaction
between the faculty and the human
services departments in the state.

National Council
One of the most significant events this
year was the formation of the Social
Work National Council. Under the
sagacious leadership of Edwin S. Jones,
the Social Work National Council,
composed of 18 highly respected civic
leaders, bUSinessmen, volunteers, and
social work executives, held two well
attended meetings. Quickly
appreciating the challenges before
GWB, the National Council will focus its
attention next year on the marketing

Roher! Pierce, center, associate professor ofsocial work, talks with two M5W
students in Brown Hall.

needs of the School, with special
reference to student recruitment and
corporate and community relations.
ALLIANCE FOR WASHINGTON

UNIVERSITY

review of the impact of the ALLIANCE
FOR WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY campaign
on GWB suggests a number of
conclusions: (1) the gap created by the
drastic cutbacks in federal training
grants, the traditional source of
financial aid to social work students,
has not been filled by alternative
sources of assistance; (2) in the absence
of significant additional resources,
GWB will find it difficult to remain at
the forefront of social work education;
(3) while alumni have been generous
with their donations, GWB must also
discover and cultivate new sources of
financial support; and (4) frugality and
fiscal prudence must remain a habitual
mode of operation rather than a
concession to some short-lived
financial exigency.
As one reflects on the conditions of
the most needy and vulnerable

A

members of our society, one begins to
appreciate the critical role social
services play in mitigating human
misery, in providing care and succor to
fellow human beings, and in improving
the quality of human relations. One of
the tasks facing the School is to
effectively persuade people of good
will that support for high quaJity
training of human services personnel is
crucial for the delivery of high quality
human services. The formation of the
Social Work National Council and the
sensitivity with which its members have
grasped the challenge confronting
GWB lead me to believe that a
significant initial step has been taken to
communicate our story to an important
and influential segment of the St. Louis
community.

Sbantt K Kbinduka
Dean
George Warren Brown School
of Social Work
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n accelerated emphasis on
improving services and
establishing new vehicles for
delivery of information
characterized the major activities of the
University Libraries during the 1987-88
academic year.

Planning/or the Future
It was exciting throughout the year to
watch the University Libraries National
Council become a reality. After two
productive meetings it is apparent that
we have assembled a distinguished and
capable group of nationally recognized
individuals to help the Libraries
prepare to meet the needs of a major
research university as it approaches the
21st century.
Toward this end , the Libraries
undertook two significant studies. The
first study is a comprehensive year-long
coIlection assessment project which
helps identify our collection's strengths.
This project was part of a national
cooperative effort called the North
American Collections Inventory Project.
NCIP has as its goals the development
of an online record of research
collections which assists scholars in
locating materials to support their
research, and the formation of an
organized coordinated management of
national research collections to help
determine shared responsibilities for
their maintenance. The current
relevance of the project to the
University community, however, is the
evaluation of the collections we hold in
approximately 40 subject categories.
This will serve as an essential tool and
foundation for sound collection
development planning in the future.
The second study is a thorough
review of space needs and physical
expansion opportunities. The resulting
report from this study combines a
detailed analysis of the existing space
limitations facing Olin Library and the
departmental libraries, as well as a
summary of the issues that need to be
resolved before planning can begin.
Presently, the central libraries house
approximately 1.5 million volumes and
10,000 journals, plus millions of units of
microform, maps, audiolvisual
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materials, and manuscripts. These
collections are fast outgrowing the
Libraries' functional space capaCity.
Through this study we will be properly
prepared for growth for years to come.

Grants/Gifts
Preservation efforts at Washington
University have received a very valuable
boost by a grant from the Burlington
Northern Foundation. The $200,000
grant covers a three-year period and is
being used for 1) preventative
preservation; 2) restoration of selected
materials; 3) replacement of brittle
books in original or alternative formats;
4) staff development for preservation
and general patron/staff education of
proper care and handling procedures;
and 5) equipment and supplies. The
need for preservation efforts cannot be
overstated. Thanks to the Burlington
Northern Foundation, the Libraries are
addressing this problem with the
proper techniques, equipment, and
education.
Two additional organizations have
recognized the Washington University
Libraries' contributions over the past
year with the awarding of grants. The
East Asian collection was again
enhanced by a grant from the Japan
Foundation. The Bookmark Society, the
University Libraries ' literary and
support group, received a grant from
the Missouri Humanities Council, the
state arm of the National Endowment
for the Humanities, for its programs.
The value of our collections has also
been recognized and further
distinguished through individual gifts
from friends and donors. This year the
mUSic, Russian, urban studies, and
audio-visual collections were
strengthened. In addition, the
University Archives received a special
gift last fall when a historically
significant document establishing the
corporate charter date of Washington
University was discovered amid old
accounting files. The letter was from
State Senator Wayman Crow to William
Greenleaf Eliot, written from the
Missouri State Chambers inJefferson
City ami dated February 2, 1853. This

Bernard D. Reams, Jr.
exciting discovery is important to the
history of our institution and serves as a
good example for the need to restore,
preserve and make available
documents for future research.

Services/Bibliographic
Improvements
Important steps were taken during the
fall and spring semesters to enhance
existing services and to institute new
ones to suppOrt the ever-expanding
interests of the student and faculty
bodies. Technology has emerged in
many forms and has provided the
Libraries with valuable aid in the
collection and dissemination of
information. One such technological
advancement growing in popularity is
the CD-ROM (compact disc-read only
memory). Thanks to the new database
services now available on CD-ROM,
indexes such as the MIA International
Bibliography and the Humanities Index
can now be searched in electronic
format, greatly accelerating the time it
takes for the citation-gathering process.
The burgeoning interdisciplinary
relationships between various hilltop
departments and the School of
Medicine have made necessary the
ability to access each other's
bibliographic records. This has been
accomplished through the installation
in Olin of BACS, the medical library's
computer catalog; likewise, the medical

campus is now linked to LUIS (Library
Users Information Services), the
computer catalog for the hilltop
libraries. As part of our expanded
access plan, most of the departmental
libraries received additional LUIS
terminals this year.
LUIS was enhanced last year to
provide an additional searching
capability that allows researchers to
"browse" the online catalog , much the
sa me way one would browse the
shelves. Called Library of Congress call
number searching, the enhancement
permits users to search LUIS by Library
of Congress subject categories, thus
improving a patron's intellectual access
to holdings records and saving time by
remaining in one location while
tracking materials scattered throughout
the libraries on campus.
Behind the scenes, we are using
technology to improve many o f the
processes involved in getting the
materials on the shelves. A good
example is the circulation automation
and barcoding system , insta lled a year
ago. The latest statistics indicate that
more than 50 percent of monthly
transactions involve barcoded items,
which means patrons are now receiving
faster service. A special computer,
called an OCLC-CJK ( Online Computer
Library Center-Chinese, Japanese,
Korean), will also make an impact in
the cataloging and loan ing of materials
published in these languages.
While technology is showing us new
ways of assisting users in locating
materials, we remain committed to
giving our patrons the most
fundamental service we can provide for
them-a talented and enthusiastic staff.
We are especially proud of our staff
members, Holly Hall and Julie E. Arnott.
Arnott, conservation librarian, currently
is serving an internship at Yale
University to study preservation
techniques. Hall, head of special
collections , is the reCipient of a
Fulbright Fellowship. She will spend
several mo nths next yea r at the
University of Reading, England, to ass ist
with the cataloging of the Samuel
Beckett Collection. Another noteworthy
achievement is the election of
Nicholas C. Bruckel, Director of Public
Services and Collection Development,
to the CounCil of the Society of
American ArchiviSts.
Realizing that the vital role of human
interaction wa~ missing at a critica l
point-the entrance of the five-story

A new capability of LU/!:J~ the Library Users Information Ser{)ices system, alloU's

users to search for infonnation by Library ofCongress subject categories.
Olin Library-an info rmation desk was
placed in the lobby last September.
That the informatio n desk is providing
a needed service is borne ou t by these
statistics: staff at the desk assisted 17,678
patrons in the 1987-88 academiC year.
Combined with the user statisti cs
compiled in General Reference
Services, which helped almost 37,000
patrons during the year, more than
50,000 patrons (nearly 1,000 a week)
received a~sistance from our staff just at
these two servi ce point~.

Special Events/Special

Opportunities
The Bookmark Society's fourth sea~o n
of literary activities concluded on
April 24 with a special program that
paid tribute to the University's
outstanding semeiol ogy collection and
to the man responsible for its creation
and instrumental in it') ongoing
development, Philip M. Arnold. Other
Bookmark Society-sponsored activities
this yea r included an examination of
the art of book collecting, a read ing by
Autho r Glenn Savan, and the third
annual film/discussio n series which
centered o n the Constitution and its
effect on individual liberties.
The University Libraries had the
pleasure of sponsoring the first an nual
Carl Neureuther Student Book
Collection Competition. On April 8,
Chancellor Danforth presented the
first- and second-place awards to the
winners in the undergraduate and
graduate categories at a reception held
in their honor. We are grateful to
Mr. Neureuther for the opportunity to
reward students for developing good
read ing and book-collecting habits.

The final and perhaps most
mean ingful special activity wa~ the
fo rmation of the Library Eliot Society. At
a reception for prospective members
held at the home of Mrs. Kenneth
Kranzberg, chairperson o f the Library
Eliot Society, we made many new
friends and are optimistiC that the
current support level for the University
Libraries can be increased.

Facing the Future
Of the many challenges faCing the
Univers ity Libraries, none affects us
more than the continued increase in
the cost of books and journals. The
rising prices in journal subscriptions
pose a significant concern to
scholarship, for these materials take the
lion 's share of the acqu isitions budget.
The devaluation of the dollar, inflation
rate, and unfair pricing practices among
foreign publishers are facto rs that
could raise the average cost of buying a
serial subscripti on by as much as 18
percent next year. Despite these
challenges, we have been able to lift a
two-year spending mo ratorium for new
journals and have o rdered 450 new
subscripti ons during the last fiscal year.
The past year's achievements have
been Significant. I am delighted with
the progress that has been made. We
thank all of our supporters who are
helping the University Libraries reach
full potential. With their help , the
University Libraries will be ready fo r
the 21 st century.
Bernard D. Reams,Jr.
Acting Dean
University Libraries
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Financial Condition
the Universi

T

he University en ded fiscal ',ear
1988 wit h income in exce;s of
expenditures. The income
increased 9.8 percent over the
preceding year, with the largest
percent~lge increases heing from
current funds investm ent in come ,
private gifts, grants and COJ1[r:lcts,
government grants and co ntracts, and
endowment income.
Below is a hrief analysis of total
income and expend itures , operations
of sepa rate fiscal units, and l lniversity
assets and investments.

Total Income and
Expenditures
Income
The Un iversi ty has four major sources
of support for activities represented hy
its expenditures. These :Ire:

Operating Revenue
Total operating incom e, primarily from
payments hy those wh o benefited
directly from the University's ope rati on,
amo unted to $30,),')27,000. Stu dent
tuition and fees accounted for
$92,644,000. Patient and laboran )ry fe es
for medical se rvices provided by faculty
and staff amounted to $8'),888,000.
Income from organized patient-care
activities, such as the Edward
MalJinckrodt Insti tute of Radiology, was
$')8,')')7,000 The au xiliary enterprises,
inclu ding res id ence hall s, food service ,
ane! bookstores, had income o f
$22,8')9,000. Sa les and se rvices of
educational activi ties amounted to
$21 ,730,000. Current fun ds investment
in co me was $11,230,000, wh ile other

miscellaneous ope rating income
tota led $12,619,000.

Government Grants and Contracts
A large rortion of the research done by
the University is sponsored b\' grants
and contracts from government:iI
agencies, mostly federal, for specifi c
sponsored projects. Tota l income ['rom
governme ntal sources expended in
fi sca l year 1988 was $100,')61,000, an
increase of $11,876,000 over fiscal y e~lr
1987. Scholarships and trainee .~hips
accounted for $7,7')6,000 of th e total
and $')34,000 of the increase. In
add iti on, 90 percent of the toral
$3,463 ,000 student Joan fu nds issued
under the Perkins and Health
Professions Loan Programs was fu nd ed
hy the federal govern m ent.

Private Gifts, Grants, and Contracts
Washington University received a total
of $')0,623,000 in gifts and grants from
private sources for various purposes.
Major sources include alumni,
individuals, business corpo rati ons, and
foundations. The c hart.~ helow present
a breakdown of the tota l gifts, grams,
and bequests received by source and
purpose. The tota l $')0,623,000 was
divided as follows $29,768,000 for
operating purposes which includes
$2,,)73,000 in unrest ricted gifts and
$27,19'),000 for sponsored research,
other sponsored programs, and
schol arsh ips; $13,936,000 for
endowment; $6,670,000 fur plant
in cluding gifts in kind; and $2 49,000 for
student loans In the chans, $9'54,000 in
scholarships is combi ned with $249,000
in loa ns for total student aid of
$1,203,000.

in add ition to these private gift
sou rces , the University also receives
fun ds th ro ugh private contracts for
sponsored projects. In fis ca l year
1988 these contracts amounted to
$14 ,036,000 which, when added to the
$27,19'5,000 referred to above, brings
the total for sponsored programs to
$41 ,23 1,000. Of th is towl, $6,931,000 is
IJeing held for future expenses on
sponsored programs. Th e rem~lining
$34,300,000 was ex rend ed for current
operat ions in fisca l vear 1988 ancl ,
comb ined with the $2 ,'573,000 in
unrestricted gifts, brings the lotal
private gift, gran t and co ntract income
utilized for operat ing purposes to
$36,873,000. The 10-year chart on the
next page ret1ects a large beq uest in
1981

Private Gifts, Grants and Bequests Received-$50,623 (Thousands of Dollars)
Source
Agencies and Groups
Alumni

Purpose

$ 5,002
14717

Student Aid
Current Unrestricted

Individuals

7 000

Sponsored Research and Ot

Business Corporations

9593

PI

Trusts and Foundations

14,311
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Endowment
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Endowment

Endowment Resources Appropriated
for Operating Purposes

Ten-Year Comparisons

The investment of endowed funds
resulted in $33,263,000 of income used
to support operating expenditures.

Operating Income by Source

Expenditures

Revenue from Tuition and Services

The total operating expenditures of
Washington University in fiscal year
1988 amounted to $443,723,000. In
1987 this figure was $39,),694,000.
Approximately 47 percent of the
increased expenditures was attributahle
to instruction and student aid.
Research, primarily supported by
outside agencies, accounted for another
19 percent; and another 10 percent was
attributable to academic support.
Included in operating expenditures
is student aid (scholarships,
fellowships, and stipends) amounting
to $3'),6')6,000 from University income
and from governmental and private
sources, hut excluding College Work
Study and the State of Missouri Student
Grant Program. The summary on page
30 reflects undergraduate financial aid
for the past three years.
Student loans and capital
expenditures for huildings are not
expended from current funds-their
sources are separate fund categories.
All student loans issuecl during fiscal
year 1988 totaled $4,488,000, compared
with $4,819,000 in the prior year. Net
capital expenditures for buildings were
$17,397,000. Investments in all physical
facilities, including buildings, land,
equipment, and library acquisitions,
increased $39,,,)')1,000.

Operation ojSeparate

Millions of Dollars
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The Trustees of the University have
adopted a policy requiring each of the
schools to operate as a distinct fiscal
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Summary of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures, Transfers and Changes in General Reserves for Separate Fiscal Units
of the University for Fiscal Year 1988
Facully
Thousand s of Doll ars
Central
School
School
School
of Arts
School
School
of
Fiscal
of
of
of
of
and
Engineering
Fine Arts
Law
Unit
Sciences
Architecture
Business
Total
Revenues:
$
92,644
$15,172
$3 ,227
$ 6,989
Tuition and Fees .. .. ..
. .......... $
531
$ 37,070
$3,770
$11,159
Government Grants and Contracts
100,561
36,873
33,263
11 .230
21,730
22,859
85.888
58 ,557
12,6 19

(Researc h. Tra ining . Financi al Aid
10 Siudent s. and Olher Purposes) .....

Private Gifts ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Endowment Income (A)(8) .........
Current Fund s Investment Income
Sales and Services
Educational Activities ..... . ... ....
Sales and Services
Auxiliary Enterpris es .....
Pati ent and Laboratory Fees
Organized Patient Care
Activities
Sales and Services ......... .......
Other Income and Additions

$ 476.224

$ 167.007
76.905
36.386
10.768
17.807
32,778
27.810
46,268
20,404
71
7,519

Total Revenues ... . ..

Total Expenditures and
Mandatory Transfers.

124
1,978
587
108

2,904
4,276
2.046
76

44
242
211
(16)

16
548
588
127

1,224

672

27

89

2.792

20

28

2,518

1.124

54

273

339

17
--

35

$ 36,491

$ 65,892

$4 ,371

$14.318

$27.605

$3.745

$ 8.331

$ 25.225
9.277
7,355
3.793
3,560

$2,121
31
482
163
156

$ 6.201
56
3,477
933
604

$12,445
3.032
3.150
1.328
1.062

$1 .770
643
188
165

$ 2.701
2
2.446
421
460

6,298
13,087

315
948

962
2.061

1.829
4.152

468
763

775
1.367

58

410
$27,408

$ 29,247

Total Expenditures and
Transfers.

Net effect of revenu es.
expenditu res , and transfers on
General Reserves ... ....... ....
5.940

7,128

... $ 36,375

$

116

--

2
267
$ 68,862

$4,216

$14.352

$ (2.970)

$

$

$ 65,892

$4.123

$14 .3 12

$27,421

$

$ 248

$

$

0

(93)

(40)

6

$

13

184

$

$3.999

$ 8,172

$ (555)

$

$3,444

$ 8.203

301

$

31

128

""'

(A) Endowment at Market Value with Income for:
Support of Current
$ 945.166
Operations ..... .. .... .... .. .... $338 .200
196,136
Other Purposes ............... 130,434

$105.292
23.583

$5.282
1.168

$19.626
10,114

$39 .313
3,080

$6 .040
482

$15 .140
14 .517

$1,141,302

$128 .875

$6,450

$29.740

$42 .393

$6,522

$29.657

Tota l Endowment .... .. ..... ... .... $468,634

(8) A portion of the Central Fiscal Unit Endowment
Income is Di stributed to Severa l Schools.

28

36
186
257
41

20,467

Transfe rs to committed reserves
planl , and other funds from
revenues and prior years '
26,561
acc umulated reserves ..... ...... ... $

$ 470,284

$

11 ,961
5,012
9,851
202

Expenditures and
Mandatory Transfers:
517
Instruction ... .. .......... . . . . . . .... ..... $
Research .. .. ......... . . .. ... .. . . . .. . ...
54
Academic Support ...... ... ......... ..
952
Student Services ... ...... ... ....
1,576
3,437
Institutional Support ......
Operation and Maintenance of
Physical Plant .. .........
(1,221)
Scholarships and Fellowships .....
2,208
Organ ized Patient Care Activities .
18,117
Auxiliary Enterpri ses .... ...... ..
Miscellan eous Se rvices . . . . . . .. . . . .
66
Mandatory Tran sfers.
3,541

$ 443 .723

$

1,895
1,841
4,785
3,230
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School
of
Social Work

School of
Dental
Medicine

School of
Medicine
and Related
Activities

$ 1,628

$3,858

$

222
47
601
30

498
231
28
116

80 ,160
22,444
14,309
7,275

2,701
68

4('

97

16,715

26

1,730

2,392
84,158

49

58,557
8,156

50

$ 2,572

$6 ,607

$303.406

$2,886

$

727
118
736
271
168

$2,958
319
1,665
250
338

$112,204
62,185
15,201
1,844
7,782

$

201
208

708
170

22 ,170
2,846
46.268
2,287
3
3 ,24 3

4

$ 2.429

-

-

$6.408

9,240

$276 ,033

Institute of
Biomedical
Computing
$

41

138
1,831
279
1
75
273

$2,597
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University Assets
lnstitutions of higher education and
other not-for-profit organizations keep
their financial resources in the form of
funds to comp ly with the wishei of
donors and to account properly for
government grants and contracts. A
separate fund is estab lished for each
project or purpose. The thousands of
funds for wh ich Washington Universiry
is accountable are handled in four
major groupings: current funds, student
loan funds, endowment funds, and
plant funds. With the exception of
income from the investment of
endowment funds, the operating
revenue of current funds may not
include resources of the other three
fund groupings. The Summary of
A~sets, Liabilities and Fund Balances as
ofJune 30, 1988, presents the assets and
any claims against them for the four
fund groupings.
Current funds are sepa rated between
unrestricted and restricted funds. The
unrestricted current funds consist of
revenu es from the various income
producing operations of the University,
plus unrestri cted gifts and unrestricted
earnings from endowment.
Expenditures of these unrestricted
funds is left to the ciiscretion of the
Universiry. Other funds available for
current operations restrict
expenditures to a given department or
school , or for specia l, deSignated
purposes such a..':i research in a
specified field or by:1 specified per')on
Unrestricted and restricted funds are
combined in the overview of current
operations of the separate fiscal units
presented previously. They are kept
distinct in the accompanying Summary
of A':isets, Liabilities and Fund Balances.
A~ ofJune 30, 198H, the total assets of
the current funds were $244,93 1,000,
including restricted current funds of
$37,114,000 and unrestricted current
fund s of $207,817,000. Accounts
payable and other such liabilities
against unre.':itricted current funds
amounted to $45,119,000. Another
$9'),540,000 of the unrestricted current
fund assets was encumbered or
otherwise adm inistratively committed
for specific future purposes. The net
uncommitted general reserves were
$67,158,000.
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Summary of Undergraduate Financial Aid
(Excluding Loan Funds)
Thou sa nds of Dollars

Fiscal
Year

Tuition
Remission

. Restricted
Scholarships

College
Work
Study

1986
1987

$10,822

$3,169
3,538
4,277

$1,200
1,059
1,011

1988

12,,044
13,453

Pell
Grants
$732
606
564

State 01
Missouri
Grants

Total

$828
770

$16,751
18,017

686

19,991

Summary of Assets, Liabilities and Fund Balances as of June 30, 1988
(Excluding Agency Funds)
Thousands of Dollars

Current Funds
Unrestricted

Student
loan Endowment
Funds
Funds

Restricted

Plant
Funds

Total

Assets:
Cash and
secu rities
maturing
within thirty
days ............ $ 22,502
Investments at
book value
94,392
Receivables
81,988
Plant facilities
Other .... ............
8,935

$ 5,350

Total Assets .. $207,817

$37 ,114

$35,579 $836,858 $643,942 $1,761 ,310

$

$

Liabilities and
Fund Balances :
Liabilities .... ... .. $ 45,119
Deferred
undistributed
investment
income .....
Encumbered
and
committed
reserves
95,540
General
reserves.
67,158
Balance of
funds ...........
Total
Liabilities
and Fund
Balances .. . $207,817

$ 1,573 $ 17,235$ 16,467 $

22,443
9,204
117

511

3,457
30 ,103

811,088
1,924

446

6,611

50 $

57,512
1,970
566,112
1,881

63,127
988 ,892
125,189
566,1 12
17,990

6,611 $149,685 $ 201 ,976

19

19

95,540
67 ,158
36,584

$37,114

Student loan funds totaled
$3'),579,000. The total student loan t-und
receivahle:s we re $30,103,000, of which
notes rece ivab le from current and
form er students amo unted to
$29,941,000. Outstanding loan.') to
students included $23,747,000 under
the Perkins and Health Professions
Loan Proge.JlllS , which were 90 percent
funded by th e federal government.
The total assets of th e endowment
fund at book va lue were $836,W)8,000 ,
including $H28.323,000 in cash and

35,529

830,247 494 ,257

1,396,617

$35,579 $836,858$643 ,942 $1 ,761 ,310

illvestmellts. The market value of
endowment investments associated
with each of the separate fiscal un its is
presented along with the summary of
expenditures and income for each unit.
Plant funds totaled $643 ,942,000. Of
t))Jt amou nt, $566,J 12,000 was invested
in land, buildings, hooks, and
equipment. Totall}orrowing.~ for
physical plant facilities as ofJun e 30,
198H, were $1 43,724,000, of which
$6,153,000 represents J-JOUSillg and

Market Value of Endowment Funds
Fiscal Years Ended June 30
Mi"ions of Do"ars
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Urban Developmen t bond~ for student
hous ing and dining facilities; and
$1 36, ')4') ,000 represents bonds issu ed
by th e H ea lth and Educational Facilities
Auth o rity of th e State of iVlissouri to
partially finance the construction and
improvement of ce rtain educational
faCilities.

Investments
Income (interest, diVidends, rents, etc.)
from all investments for the year ended
June 30, 198B, totaled $')9,942,000
compared to $')3,4') 1,000 for last year.
End owmen t in co me for the same
period was $42,')61,000 compared to
$37,852 ,000 for last year.
The market value of all investm ents
( endowm ent, current, plant, student
loans, etc.) including interfund
advances ( loans) and those securities
matur ing within 30 days totaled
$1,386,761,000 compared to
$1,444,932,000 for the preceding yea r.
The market va lue of endowment
funds was $1,141,302,000 o n June 30,
1988, compared to $1,218,884,000 th e

preceding year. A comparison of
endowment funds over the past ten
years is prese nted in the accompanying
cha rt.
The dec rease in market valu e of
endowment funds of $77,'5B2,000 is the
net resu lt of gifts, grants, and net
transfers of $17,007,000, reali zed
market gains of $4'),64 1,000 and a
market decline of $140,230,000. Th ese
last two numbers indicate a net
portfo lio loss fo r the year of
$94,')89,000.
On June 30, 19B8, the endowm ent
and total investment portfolios were
d iversifi ed as follows:
Endowment

• • • • •• Equities

Fi xed
Income
• •••

-

-

-

~

Shor l-le rm

Real Est ale

Total
Investments

C ish alld Shorr-Term
Sl'curiti(:."

Fixcd I n(OnlC

t:<..juiries

Kea l E""le and Ol her

~.!N,

16.7W,
76.0%
15 W,
100.0%

14.4%
21.1l%
62.2%
1.0')';

100.0%

Net income from securities lending
was $')6,000 co mpared to last yea r 's
$48,000.
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Cool and compassionate,
Calvin Edwards helps
shepherd thefield of
corrections into the
modern era.

by Greg Holzhauer
-photographs by Bill Stover
erre Haute Federal Peniten
tiary, on the o utskirts of Terre
Haute, Indiana, looks, at first
glance, like a Southern army
base, with that vague Spanish look of
1930s government architecture sur
rounded by barbed-wire fences-three
layers, by my count, o ne tilted inward on
the top and two mo re ro lled menacingly
inside at the base; the effect is convincing.
Though from the edge of the property
the penitentiary looks almost pastoral,
it's difficult not to feel a rush of appre
hension approaching its periphelY,
particularly when the voice on the other
end of the intercom - presumably a man
in a tower with a gun or two-asks what
you're doing there and whether you
have any guns or drugs in your car.
No matter how innocent you feel,
you can't help but wonder if you're
going to have a problem.
To pass through the barbed-wire
fence you must get clearance at the
main gate. Across the road , outside the
prison walls, is a construction site
where several more men with what
appear to be submachine guns are
standing, looking very businesslike. \Xlhat

T

"ljprisoners complain about
overcrowding because they have
to share a room, I'm not overly
concerned. I shared a room in
college, and had to payjor it. 1ivo
individuals sharing a reasonably
sized room is not considered
overcrowding. "

kind of place, you can't help but won
der, must this be to work in, and what in
the world is a master's degree holder in
social work doing here? What kind of
person wo uld want to be a prison
warden in the first place, you wo nder, as
your mind wanders through all the
prison-movie images of wardens roaming
the halls of the Big House , billy-club in
hand, gruffly barking orders, What kind
of person would want to come to work
each day past gun-toting sentries, and
have under his charge nearly tvVo tho u
sand people who have been incarcer
ated for all sorts of ami-social behavior?
The answer, at least in this case, is
Calvin Edwards, M,S,W, '72 , in whom the
roles of bureaucrat, reformer, business
man , ombudsman , healer, and tough
cop all seem to merge, Impeccably
tailored in blue blazer, slacks, c risply
starched, blue, dress shirt, and conserva
tive tie and very much in command ,
Edwards has a resume about a mile long
and a career in the Federal penal system
that's moved very quickly He is the
compleat professional in a profession
whose very idea gives me the willies ; a
man with a mind that seems to groove
on accounting systems, facilities man
agement, and personnel administra
tion- al l ofthe boring stuff that keeps
large organizations rolling.
Before I met Edwards, I figured he
would be an updated version of the
Hollywood warden, SOrt of a Robert
Redford as "Brubaker" type, He was,
after all, at the age of 43, a man who
came of age during the 1960s, with a
degree from the George Warren Brown
School of Social Work Surely such a
man would be a compassionate reformer
who didn 't think prisons were very
good ideas in the first place, who would
feel that his inmates' problems all came
about because they were misunderstood,
and a man who had dedicated his life to
making the system better,
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So much for preconceptions,
Seated in his large, well-decorated
office, Edwards seems like any other
successful executive, even though the
barbed wire and hundreds of men with
a record of failure are on ly a few steps
away "People are intrigued by the
occupation," he says when I ask him if
he's cons idered an oddity in Terre
Haute's social o r academic circles; if
there's an aura of "cop" aro und him that
might put people off or make them
uncomfortable, " People don't tend to
shy away from you necessarily," he says ,
"but there is a mystery to it. The first
thing they say is 'Is there any danger?' or

'Do you feel comfortable with the
environment?'"
He looks puzzled at the thought, and
says, with an air of dismissal, "I feel very
comfortable with the environment,"

C

alvin Edwards had his first con tact
with corrections while still in grad
uate school. He was chosen to take part
in a new program at the St. Louis County
Court in which he evaluated people
who had been arrested and decided
whether or not they cou ld be released
o n their own recognizance, "It was
amazing to me at that point just how
many people were arrested every night,"
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Leading the field: Previously warden at
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, the 43-year-old Edwards'
career thus far has been "a bravura performance."
Not yet at his peak, Edwards continues to work
on his doctorate and teaches at a local university.
Above, the main administration building at
Terre Haute Federal Penitentiary

he says. "And rel eas ing them on their
own recognizance was a new concept."
It was part of Edwards' job to see if a
professional social worker could accu
rately pred ict who would fail to appear
for J court date o nce released .
He liked the work, and liked getting
paid for it while still pursuing his
studies. But after getting hi s degree, he
took a job as a social worker at a mental
health faCility in Cleveland, and later as a
project director for the YMCA in Kan sas
City. By 1974, though, he was into the
corrections fiel d fu ll time, as a case
manager at Leavenworth Prison. He had
300 "cl ients."
" That m ay have been the best jo b I
ever had, " he says. " It was a lot of work,
but it was very enjoyable, and I really
began to learn the system. I classified all
the inmates when they came into the
facility - assigned them jobs , worked
out a plan fo r ed ucation, vocati ona l

training and the like, and wrote all the
progress reports for inm ates when they
were up for parole. Fo r those who were
paro led, I had to prepare all th e
paperwork, as well as arranging for a
halfway ho use and all the other release
details. It was a mountain of paperwo rk,
but I really began to learn the system. A.<;
a case manager you might not lea rn
whether or not the system is working,
bu t you learn how it operates. You learn
the w riting style of the government; you
learn the cha in of command; you learn
management by being part of the
process ."
Edwa rds also began to see the career
potentia l in the field. "I saw for the first
time that ther e was a need for profes
sio nals in correcti ons," he says. "1 saw
so much potential for a ca reer that
involved bringing corrections into the
modern era. The field of correcti ons at
that point was beginning to be a dynamic
one, engaged in an effort to bring
prisons from uncons titutional kinds of
Bastilles to more humane trea tment. I
felt, " he says, "that I could make a
difference, for fairness, and humaneness."
H e also knew that it was a place
where he could rise to the top, an
ambition of his Sll1ce he started school.
To do so, he picked his arena ca refull y,
choos ing for his ca reer the federal
prison system, which was borh progres
sive and political Iv incl epe nd ent. " I
wanted to he J pan of a progreSSive
svstem, " he savs, " not one run by local
po l itics. The federal system is free of
politiCS, and has had o nly five directors

in 50 years. Being apo litica l , I felt it
offered the greatest oppo nunities for
change and ad van cement. I neve r felt I
wanted to go to schoo l to remain at the
lower leve ls of an organi z<Ition. I was
always determined to achieve higher
leve ls o f respons ibility."
After Leavenworth, Edwards moved
quickly through the Fede ral Bureau of
Prisons system, selving in a Michigan
facility for youthful offenders; ho lding a
high Jevel staff job as Executive Assista nt
to the Regional Di rector, North Central
Region (Kansas City, Missouri); beco m
ing associate warden at Lompoc, Cali for
nia; superi ntendent ()f the Federa l Pris()Jl
Camp at Eg lin Air Force Base, Florid a ( a
place that received some notorietv on
60 Minutes as a pr ime exam ple of
" country clu b" prisons where, th e sug
gestio n was, convicted stockbrokers anei
poli ticia ns do nothing but trim hedges
and play tennis); going back to Michigan
to become warden of the Fed era l Cor
rection Instituti on of Milan , i'vlichig<ln ;
ward en o f th e U.S Penitentia ry at
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania; and fin ally,
warden of the U.S. Penitentiarv at Terre
Haute.
Considering he's on ly 43 years o ld
and already has been a warden for
several years, it 's a bravura performance,
one of w hich Edwa rds is quite proud
Along the road, he's managed to keep
up his man agement and sc holarly stud
ies, and is currentl y work ing on a
doctorate in Public Administration at the
Washington Publi c Affairs Cen ter (lf th e
Universitv of Southern Ca ljfornia, fl ying
into Washington, D.C periodically for
severa l days of intense work.
dwards wears two hats, basica llv, as
a warden. On the one hand, he's a
chi ef execu ti ve of a large and comp lex
business operation, administering a $15
mill ion annual budget, p lus the $18 mil
lion in sal es from Terre Haute's Priso n
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"Your reputation precedes you to
a new assignment," he says when
asked how qUickly the inmates
come to know him. "They know
me real well."

Industries operation; supervising the
work of 430 emplovees, from guards,
case workers, and chaplains to comptrol
ler and secretaries; and maintaining and
rehabilitating properties that hold nearly
2,000 inmates, one quarter of whom
reside in a low-security satellite camp
outside the penitentiary walls. Terre
Haute itself is considered a maximum
security facility, one of 47 prisons nation
wide administered bv the Federal Bureau
of Prisons, a division of the Justice
Department. Federal penitentiaries are
graded according to security precautions.
Marion, Ulinois, which has been in lock
down for several years, is off the scale.
Lompoc, Leavenworth, and Lewisburg
(where Edwards was previously) stand
alone at the top of the list. Terre Haute is
in the next highest category.
A prison is a bus1l1ess, in a way,
especially this one whose Prison Indus
tries' output includes everything from
rebuilding diesel engines for all the
Bureau of Prisons' vehicles across the
country to making and dyeing clothing
for a diversified market. The repair shop
functions as a vocational training pro
gram, repairing engines from all around
the country; the textile operation pro
duces cotton towels and washcloths as
well as wool blankets, selling on a
competitive basis to government agen
cies, going so far as to employ a
marketing division in Washington. Everv
one in the prison works, at an average
wage of 69 cents an hour; the textile
factory alone employs 600 workers.
"We've got guite an operation here,"
Edwards marvels, as he talks about his
weaving and dyeing operations with the
pride of a garment man from Sevemh
Avenue.
Edwards' other hat is as a corrections
official, in which he makes sure the
operation is secure and orderly, that
opportunities for rehabilitation are pres
ent, and that prisoners' constitutional
rights are safeguarded. To a visitor there
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for just the day, Edwards' role seems a
curiously personal one. Although there
are many levels of bureaucracy below
him, from three associate wardens on
down to the newest case manager, much
seems to hang on Ed\vards' personal
touch. He makes i~ a point to walk
through the "yard" every day, and a
visitor can see his eyes taking in every
thing, from the physical condition of the
plant, which doesn't look all that differ

un-jiveable.) To inmates who come to
him with a problem, he tries to be as
responsive as he can, knowing that
many of these men feel they've never
gotten good responses from societal
institutions all their lives.
"This is a people business, basically,"
he says of his work. "When you've had
bad experiences all your life, and along
comes a component of the government
that's reachable, and that can do some

Playing dual roles: Calvin Edwards, M.S.W.
'72, wears two hats as warden, overseeing 2,000
inmates and 430 employees on a $15 million
budget while running Prison Industries, a textile
manufacturing operation and diesel-enghe
repair shop. The textile operation produces
almost $18 million annually in sales.
Above, Edwards inspects the looms with, on
the left, Associate Warden Randy Barton and
Bill Jones, textile factory manager.

ent from a rather spare college dormi
tory, to how well the guards are per
forming their responsibilities.
Inmates, too, are very conscious of
his presence, and a surprising number
approach him with some request or
other; a couple trv to mouth off a little,
or give him a little jive. (Edwards is

thing for you without two years of study,
it gives you confidence in the system and
is maybe the boost you need to start to
get your life in order. I don't have a specific
solution about how to achieve rehabili
tation for prisoners, but I know people
respond well to fairness." Edwards seems
to know most of the prisoners fairly
well, and they, of course, know him.
"Your reputation precedes vou to a new
assignment," he says when I ask him
how quickly the inmates come to know
him. "They know me real well."
There seems to be an odd respect
between warden and inmates. The
inmates can respect Edwards for being a
responsive and fair jailer, or just because

he's th e guy who control s all the ways
out, but Edwa rds seems to have respect
fo r th e inmates in rurn - h is " clients."
Perhaps it's the social work backgrou nd
in him , perhaps it 's a compass io n he's
nor quick to let on, bu t he seems to have
the ability to neither pity nor have
contempt for men who have either
never don e we ll in life or who have
made some big mistakes along the way.
"I look reality in the face," he says.
" These are peop le w ho have made
many mistakes, and who have I,een
placed here by th e cour t That 's the way
it is. I don't find it sad or depress ing to
be here myse lf, as you suggest I might.
I'm a professional corrections officer;
I'm a public administrator do ing a job.
There are a lor of peo ple in here who
aren't nice people, but then , there are a
lor of people outside thi s pbce who
aren't nice. I JUSt don't see them.
"We are nor here to puni sh people ,"
says Edwards in discussing his philoso
ph y o f the prison environment. " The
confinement itself is the punishm ent;
the extraction from soc iety is the pun
ishment. We have no au th ori ty to punis h
peop le. We do have aurho ritv to main
tain rules and regula tions. We do main
tain an orderl y environment. And I
think th at as a priso n warden, I am firm
but fair. Th at's how I like to view myself,
and I thi nk that's how the inmates
wou ld describe me.
"As for rehabilitation, th e norion o f
corrections that we follo w is that you are
extracted from society when convicted
of a crime and given a term of con fine
ment. Th at's the puni shment and that's
the reas on you 're here. Within that
environment we can offer rehabilitatio n
oppo rtuniti es . But we can o nly offer
opportun ity for rehabi litati o n. I can 't
cure bank-robbing behavior. AliI ca n do
is offer voca tion al , ed ucational, and
counse ling opportunities, and hope that
some of these offenders wi ll come to
grips with their problems."
Edwards on ly laughs when it is
suggested that maybe some o f the
white-collar criminals taking up crowded
u.s. pri so n cells are in the wrong
place-thar p rison is an excessive pun
ishment tha t costs too much and keeps
some prisoners, at least, fro m contribut
ing to society while atoning for their
crimes. "Well , there are a lot o f prison
ers out there who w ill tell you JUSt that ,
that society would be much bener o ff if
they were teaching read ing in the gheno
than doing tim e in prison. But I don't
agree at all . I think prison i~ an appro

priate punishment for w hite-collar and
no n-vio lent criminals. They have vio
lated the law just like any guy who has
gone in and held up a bank. Extraction
from society and confinement is an
appropriate pu nishment fo r them.
"As far as the humanen ess of the
prison philosophy is concerned, we'r e
not bu ilding new prisons ju st to meet
the demand. When we do build, we
think we should be building hum ane

p laces. There are standards we recog
nize in this count ry, but if prison ers are
co mplaining about overcrowding ju st
because they have to share a room with
anoth er inmate, I'm not overly co n
cerned. I shared a room in co llege, and
I had topa}' for ir. Two individuals
sharing a reasonably sized room is not
considered overcrowding.
" Prisons aren't necessa ril y as bad as
peop le think they are, but I guess that
the pub li c's perception of them is good,
since it acts as a deterrent to cri me.
Nobod y wa nts to come here, after all.
Bu t in reality, movies I ike Brubaker are
mosrlv Holl ywood. I've never seen a
pl ace that bad. And in most p laces, you
don't have to be at risk in prison. Jf vou
mind your own business, and keep away
from people and situ ations th at are
likely to cause troubl e, yo u can do your
time and get ou r.
" Prisons take on th e character of
their inmates. If you 've got a lor of
violent inmates, vou're going to have a

Although there are many levels

ofbureaucracy below him, much
seems to hang on Edwards' per
sonal touch. He makes it a point
to walk through the "yard" every
day, his Eryes taking in everything.

reallv unpleasa nt environment. If you
don't, it doesn't have to be so bad . It's
certai nl y not our job to make it bad."
Edwa rd s, who feels that neither the
public no r eve n man y teaching profes
sionals totall y understand corrections, is
teaching some courses on the profes
sion in a Jocalun iversi ry. It's panly tile
academic in him, an d partly the reform er.
He wants the public to know more
about wh at it is that he and others in the
field do; he al so knows it 's a criti ca lly
imponant iss ue for tile country. " It's
imponal1t that peop le like myself wh o
are in the profess io n do some teaching
ourse lves ," he says. "We've gOt to bring
the pragmati Cview into w hat is o ften
just a theoretical field ." 0

Greg Ho lzhauer is afreelance wn'ter
andpublisheroJSt. Louis Dining
magaZine.
Bill Srover,Jormerly on tbe staff ojthe
Sr. Louis Globe-Dem ocrat, is afreelance
photographer based in St. Louis.
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OUR MAN IN

ISTANBUL
Ottoman expert and MacArthurfellow,
Cornell Fleischer employs a personal approach
in bringing Islamic history to life.
byJoanBray

~

ince the age of 20, Cornell Hugh Fleischer has relentlessly
pursued rhe object of his intellectual passio n - rhe
history of the Islamic world from rhe late-13th rhrough
rhe early-20rh centuries, and particularly the history of the Ottoman
Empire (which at its height extended from the Red Sea to the gates of
Vienna)-a subject that might seem obscure to those nor familiar
with non-Western cu ltures.
But this past summer, at age 37, he received the kind of recognition
rhar even the leasr scholarly person can apprec iare.
Fleischer was rapped fo r a MacArthur Fellowship - often referred
ro as a "genius" grant. He will receive $48,000 a year fo r five years,
for a tora l of $240,000. He may use the money any way he wants; his
benefacror- the John D. and Catherine T MacArrhur Foundation
requires no reports or accounting of the gift.
Many people, hearing of the generous, no-strings-atrached manna,
might fantasize about raking the award and heading posthaste to an
exoric island, emerging on ly when the money had been expended.
Bur, Fleischer says wirh a chuckle, there's no reason to worry about
a hasty escape on his part: "These grants are probably on ly given to
compulsives, like me."
Before Fleischer became a faculty member in Washington Universiry's
hisrory department in 1982, his life had been that of the itinerant
scho lar. The raw material for most of his research lies in archives
abroad, requiring trips between the Un ited States and Turkey, Egypt,
and Iran.
Kay Fleischer, his wife of 16 years , is presently an insrructor at
Washington University. She has built a career in teaching English as a
foreign language rhat allows her to be equally mobile.
Wirh rhe university as home base for rhe last six years, rhe couple
has spent academic years ar Ohio Stare University in Columbus-where
she earned a masrer's degree and he taught-and in Istanbul , where
she taught at the University of the Bosphorus and he did research. And
every summer si nce 1983-except rhe present-they have lived in
istanbul.

ili Arabic so a company could export its
JJ
~ prod uct. And he arranged to teach a
S wealthy Armenian jewele r to speak Arabic,
~ gathering the change to ride the bus to
Z the jeweler's house, hoping the man
would remember to pay him so he would
have e nough mo ney to catch the bus
back home. Meanwhile, she appeared
in commercia ls that were shown o n
televis ion and in movies theaters.
When the Fleische rs managed to
collect e nough mo ney beyo nd basic
living expenses, they bought books
books uniqu e to his study ofTslami c
societies th at he feared he might never
find in a university library and might
never again have the o pportunity to buy.
Practical considerations contributed
greatly to the Fle ischers' recent decision
to put down roots in St. Lo uis. They
bought a roomy, three-story house in
the City's Central West End. ''I'll have
a library for the first time," Corne ll
Fleischer sa id. "We've had very limited
resources and not much space."
The house has large, high-ceilinged
rooms, freshl y painted white by Kay
Fleischer. A two-room suite on the second
fl oor was occupied by 14 newly built
floor-to-ceiling bookcases standing in
pairs and clusters and facing each othe r
at various angles. "Now they all have to
be painted ," Kay Fleischer o bserved.
A third-floor room held seve ral piles
o fiv[iddle Eastern carpets, richly colo red
in reds, oranges, and blues. Some will
hang on walls, she sa id . Others will be
scattered o n the hardwood fl oors. Copper
and clay vessels - necessities in Middle
Easte rn life- sat waiting arra ngement in
the dining room.
Select company: Associate Professor of History Cornell Fleischer, 38, joins Engelmann Professor
For Kay Fleischer, 36, investing in what
of Biology Peter Raven as recipient of a MacArthur fellowship, the so-called "genius" grant for
could be long-term residence is not so
which individuals must be nominated by an anonymous network of advisers.
unusual ; he r famil y has lived in McLean ,
Virginia, fo r more than 25 years . But her
mj/self in it, partly to understand why I
husband grew up in the transie ncy o f the
Fleischer's attachme nt to the Middl e
Army and the Foreign Service. "] tho ught
East began at an early age. His father's
like it so much and partly fo r pure intel
that having a home was going to horrify
career with the Army and then the Fore ign lectual curios iry
me ," he said. "Actually, ] find I like it a
Service took the family all over the glo be.
"To beco me acquainted with the
At age 7, Fleischer moved with his fam il y mores, th e history, the literature o f
lot. I like the sense o f s pace, o f refuge."
to Egypt and two years later, to Traq.
a nother society is a very exciting thing ,"
"] grew up traveling around the world," he said . "To do it with a persona l attach
ornell Fleischer was born
_,
to Hugh and Florence
Fleischer said. "There was something in
ment is a more wonderful thing."
.
Fleischer on October 23,
The career he chose , he said, "allows me
parti cular about the Middle East and
Muslim societies that clea rly touched
to ind ulge those emotional attachments: ' 1950, in Berkeley, California. His father
something ve ry profound in me.
During an interview at the couple's
had just finished his co llege deg ree in
"] have always been very comfo rtable
Russian and Slavic studies under the G]
ho me, they recalled with amusement
Bill. The elder Fleischer's work as a
there . And when I bega n all ofthis ... all
the lengths they went to during ea rly
] know is I wanted to do something
political officer in U.S. embass ies took
stays in Istanbul (b'etween 1976 and
the family to Germany, Egypt,Japan , and
related to this part o f the world-some
1979) to make enough mo ney to suppo rt
thing that would give me the linguistic
themselves: He tra nslated instructi ons
Iraq , with an occasional posting in the
United States.
for cooking macaroni fro m Turki sh to
skills and cultural skills to immerse
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~ he growing demand for accurate
infornlation about the \vorJd's
Islanlic population has led to the

~

.:.

:!:
:!:

recent establishment of the Center for the
:i:
Study of Islamic Societies and Civilizations
...;•
at Washington Universil}, "We're going to see .. ·.i•·
a growing center of power in this part of
..':.'
the world," says Robert Canfield, professor .:•
of anthropology. "The Center offers a tre:~:
mendous opportunity to look at the inter:~:
section of the various regions and how thev. 'i'
will interact under an Islamic resurgence."
Canfield worked \\1th Cornell Fleischer,
:::
associate professor of Islamic history, to
:~:
devise the comprehensive approach to area :::
studies used at the Center. Fleischer is now :i:
directing the Center, which serves as a focus ·i·
and clearinghouse for acth-ities and research :i:
on this region of the world.
:::
"The Arab lands with which Americans :~:
~
tend to identifv, IsIam constitute a mere
.:.
fraction of the Muslim population of the
:!:
world, " Fleischer explains. "Muslims num- ~:
ber nearly 800 million people and inhabit
.:.
~
an area stretching from North Africa to
-:.
~
Indonesia and from Central Asia to West Africa. .'.
"The established (area studies) pro.:~
grams historically have been based on
:!:
language studies, with representatives from :!:
other disciplines being added later," he says.
.:.
h
"The result has tended to be programs that .}
Y
stress cultural identity, but lack methodo.)
1ogicall
-:•
co lerence.
~:
"We hope to avoid this by forging links .:•
between the humanities and the social scien.:.
~
tillc disciplines our members represent .:.
t
history, anthropolog); literary criticism, and '.'
political science-and building on a sound
~
methodological base.
.:.
"The new generatiOli. of Islamicists,
~:
from which our young faculty is largely
~:
drawn, tends to have disciplinary as well as
area-specific training. We are, therefore, in .:.
a unique position, as a group, to bring to
t~
Ollr studies and teaching questions and per- ):
lihas
spectives that tra(Iiliona I Orienta'sm
.:.!.
ignored as irrelevant, and to engage nonspecialist colleagues and students in intel.!.
lectually meaningful dialogue."
:!:~
After Fleischer and Canfield received
.:.
~
approval to proceed with their plans, the
.:.
~
Center received two major grants. Approxi- -:.
mately' 60 percent of a $650,000 grant from .:.
the Mellon Foundation to the Faculty of the
:!:t
Arts and Sciences is earmarked for faculty
:~
expansion and program development in the .:.
~
Islamic area. A $225,000 grant from the
.:.
Rockefeller Foundation has enabled Center

..
+

.

:i:
:i:

:t

:i:

.:.

faculty to sponsor a major research project
from 1988 through 1991.
One of Fleischer's goals for this year
is to bring together W;L~hington University
faculty and faculty from other area institu
tions to disCllSS long-term activities for the
Center. According to Fleischer, ,·It is very
important to create an active corps of people
interested in exchanging ideas ;md in helping
to make the societies and cultures of this
pa.1 of the world better known -l1ot only
within the University, but within the COIll
munity at large." 0

:~: State ofthe Empire: In the court
.:. scene above, the adviser wearing (/ turbal1
to tbe right ofthe centmljigure repre
:!: sents aI/oman scholar Mustafa Ali, the
subject ofFleiscber's most recent book.
.!..:. Tbis illustration and the detail on page 22
.:. are taken from an illumillated histor)"
:i: courtes), the Topkapi Palace Museum, of
~: a 16th-century Ottoman campaign to
~: impose control over neigbbol'ing
.:.
.:. provinces.

i

:t

t

~

Cornell Fleischer recalls being in
Baghdad, Iraq, during th at country's
coup of 1963 He was 12. "That was
exciting," he said. "I thoug ht it was great
fun watching the Ministry of Defense get
rocketed"
The famil y had a perfect view from
the rooftop ofth eir ho me, he sa id . "We
could tell w hi ch way the revolution was
going when the Russians, w ho lived
behind us, peri od ica ll y pack ed up and
took off to their embassy," he sa id . "My
parents always made a po int of not li ving
in the (US.) embassy compou nd. Th ey
preferred living with the inhabi tants of

§ "My parents made a point ofnot

§ living in the embassy compound.

~

They preferred living with the
inhabitants ofthe country where

I
I

I

I

'"

I

we were. That was important for

'" "

the view ofthe world I developed. "

the country where we were. That was
impo rtant for the view of the world, the
kind o f preferences, I developed."
Fleischer spent three years of high
school in California but graduated
from Gen. HH Arnold High School in
Wiesbaden, West Germany After two
years at Brown University, he deCided he
didn't like college and didn't know w hat
he wanted to do. "I was a miserable
sophomore," he said. "All of this came
out of the blue. All o f these memories o f
a happy childhood in the Middle East
spontaneously came back."
He transferred to the Critical Language
Program at Prin ceton Uni versity, w here
he sta yed to earn bachelor 's, master 's,
and doctoral degrees. At Prin ceton, he
m et Martin Dickson, a professor in the
Department o f Near Eastern Studi es.
Dickson " is a consummate scholar and
an amazing human being," Fleischer
sa i d.
"H e forced me to expand my vision
by add ing Persian and Turkish to Arabic,
and he taught me to feel the breadth ancl
beauty of history Most importantl" fm a
19-1'ear-old child of the Sixties, he
showed bv exa mple that one could at
once be a meticulous scholar and pass ion
::ue, adventu rous, mo ral person I heSitate
to Gdl him a role m odel because he is
unique. But had it no t been for him , 1
wou ld probably not have entered ,1Gl 
demia. If 1can do for one student what
Martin did for me, I will feel fulfill ed
as a teache r."

~

----- ..... ,

"

Extensive holdings: The Ottoman Empire in the late 16th century.
A trip to the East Coast by either of
the Fleischers always includ es a visi t to
Dickson.
In a phone interview from his ho me
in Princeton, Dickson sa id Fleischer was
" precocious as an undergraclu ate." His
senio r paper was a comparison o f Turkish,
Persian, ancl Arabic versions of tales o f a
picaresque folk character w ho appears
to be the butt of a situati o n but \vhose
slv w isdom often enables him to triumph.
Fleischer 's ability to catch the ethni c
humor "was advanced stuff," Dickson
said. "Eve n as an undergraduate, hi s
work was professional enough it co uld
have been a PhD."
He said Fleischer's knowledge bridged
all th e cultures of the Middle East, and
he en vis ions his former student gr ow
ing into a wo rld historian . " He has thar
bread th of visio n. He 's capabl e o f much
m o re."
In 1972 , after gracluating from
Princeton , Fleischer went to Ca iro to
stud\' Arabic There he met Kay Fryklun d,
who was o n vaca tio n visiting her sister.
Th e cwo soon married and plunged
deep into their multicultural life. Kav
Fleischer developed her own profess io n
but h as maintained an active interest in
her husband's. Dickson recall ed th m
alth o ugh Kay Fleischer W~l~ nut enro ll eci

at Princeton, she attended his classes,
learning the Turkish language and history.
For sc ho lars to immerse th emselves
perso nally in the Middle East, as he has
done, is relativelv new, Co rn ell Fleischer
said. The traditional approach to studving
Islamic societies - ca lled Oriental ism 
deemed " persona l experience not
necessary or deSirable," he explain ed.
"Th e ass umption is that these peop le
don't have a historv." And it is "only in th e
last couple of decades that an\' substantial
American iVliclclle Eastern studies have
begun, through the efforts of people
who have wider personal exreriences,"
he sa id. " But the underdevelopment of
the field is also one o f its attractions.
"What developed was a partly deliberate
m ystifi cat io n o r exot icism that was
immune to criticism from other sc ho lars.
The myth developed that somehow
Islamic stud y was a di scipline of its own
that has its own reqUirem ents fo r
entrance, its own set of skills and
techn iques.
"Bu t the notion that [vliddl e-Eastern
stud v is a separate discipline is co m
p letelv fallacious. You're dealing w ith
another culture but with th e same
phenomena as in our culture.lb u shou ld
be ab le to use the same analvtical sk ill s.
Orienwlism savs that somehow this other
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culture is so different you can't import
those analytical techniques -of history,
sociology, anthropology, Iiterature 
because they were developed for our cul
ture and this one is by implication both
different and inferior," Fleischer sa id.
The first important lesson in studying
Islamic cultures, Fleischer said, is that
"these are people just like us, no better,
no worse. I will have done my job if
students, taking one course, leave with a
sense of their psychological horizons
having been broadened and a sense of
sympathy for other cultures-that other
cultures have to be taken se riously,
that we have no monopoly on truth or
on right. Years down the line there might
somehow be a soft spot in their hearts,
a spark of interest for something or
someone from this part of the world that
they have spent a se mester st udying,"
he said.
His goal for students who speC ialize
in Islamic studies is to "develop a feel
for ways of trying to understa nd the past
from within and recognize that although
we cannot in good conscience impose our
own values and analytic categories o n
another SOCiety, we can use them to study
that society as well as our own."
The task of his generation of Islamic
historians "is to get (students) to see
Islamic history as normal, as part of the
history of the world rather than as an
aberration that inconveniently intrudes
itself into real history every now and then.
Ideally, I would like my students to be
well-versed in the languages of the area
and have a first-hand cultural feel, " he
said. "But ultimately I would like them
to be historians first and Middle-Eastern
or Islamic specialists second."
Scholars of the Middle East must
learn the languages of the reg io n,
Fleischer said , and research must be
conducted from the voluminous docu 
mentation produced by a highly
developed bureaucratic and literary
tradition, only a s mall portion of which
is cataloged. Fleischer is fluent in modern
Turkish , Ottoman Turkish, Arabic, PerSian,
French, and German. He reads Azeri,
Chagatay, modern Uzbe.k, RUSSian , Latin,
and Italian.
A5 a Fulbright-Hays scholar, he spent
three years in Turkey, Iran , and Egypt.
Before coming to Washington University
in 1982, Fleischer taught PerSian, Turkish,
and Arabic for three years at Ohio State
University, where he helped establish a
Middle Eastern Center.
His most significant contribution so
far to the literature and the understand
ing of the region's history, Bureaucrat
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Realm of the scholar: The interior of the
Siileymaniye mosque in Istanbul, in tbe library
of which Fleischer spent two-and-a-half years
doing research for his book. The wires in the
foreground support oil lamps suspended from
the mosque's ceiling.
Right: An exterior view.
and Intellectual in the Ottoman Empire·
The Historian /vlustaja Ali, 1541-1600
(Princeton, 1986), grew out of his doctoral
disse rtation. The book is dedicated to
his father, who died of Alzheimer's
disease in 1982. "He encouraged me to
read and learn ," Fleischer said.
For the book, he drew on the writings
of Mustafa Ali , an Ottoman scholar who
was trained for a religious career, but
instead worked as a bureaucrat. Ali
chronicled the latter half of the 16th
century Ottoman Empire, when eco

nomic , political, and social changes
were taking place rapiellv. "Ali com
bined his personal expe ri e nce with his
theoretical view nfthe state to produce
the first pragmatic analysis and critique
of Ottoman administrative pr~lctice,"
Fleischer wrote in the introduction to
the book.
In person, he explained further "I
will admit to a prejudice in favor of per
sonal history. It's the kind of hiStory 1
find most congeniaL" A stud y based

so lely on bureaucratic statistics-such
as the [aX records of the era - "makes it
look like nothing else was happe ning. I
wanted to show that this was a creative,
self-aware, and self-questioning soc ie ty,
like man v o thers. This was also a highly
cultured soc iety that was not static," as
previous hi storians have POrt raved it ,
he sa id.
"I Llsed very diverse sources - narrative,
archival, literary, biographical - in order
to build a portrait of an educated
Ottoman and to analyze the sociery that
produced him and with whi ch he inte r
acted. The result, I hope, is a study that
~; h o ws how life was lived, rather than
how we think it mUSt have bee n li ved.
"Our humanities and socia l science
curricul a largely disregard the history of
Islamic socie ties as culturally alien and
irrelevant to 'real' history, that is, our

~ "/ wanted to show this was a
creative, self-aware, and self
§ questioning society, not static,
§ with a positive role in history. "

§

own as we have defined it. By even the
crudest of quantitative criteria, Islamic
civili zation has had far greater im pact
on the history of the world than has
Western Europe.
"While the Ottoman Empire is IslamiC,
it is nor Arabic; it is European as well as
Middle Eastern. And it should be seen as
one o f the premier early mod ern states
that must be studied within a broader
perspective. I hope that by making an
important slice of Ottoma n intellectual
and social history accessible to non
specialists -especially historians of
Europe and of o ther parts of the Islamic
world- I might have taken a step toward
making meaningful compa ri son and a
broader, more reasonable historical
vis ion poss ible.
"The studied ignorance of the region,
which is deep ly rooted in our ed ucational
system, leads p eople to think it has no
positive role in history," Fleischer inSisted.
"If I ho pe for any pOSitive reverbera
tions from this grant other than the effect
it will have on my own resea rch program,
I would hope th at this would he lp to
estab li sh the impo rtance of this area of
study.
"AJJ kinds of things happen in thi s
part of the world , and we don't know
anything abo ut it, " he said. "Our diplo
mats and o ur ed ucation al institutions
have seen this part of the world as passive
in hi story - expecia lly for the past two

Settling down: CorneU and Kay Fleischer on
the back porcil of the home they recently pur
chased in St. Louis. Previously they had led
itinerant lives typical of young scholars, spending
most summers in Istanbul.

centuries. We do n't have to worry about
it except when there's a crisis.
"American foreign policy fiascoes in
the Middle East show how much this
co ntinu es to be the case."

F

le ischer plans to use his
MacArthur grant -and a
similarly eclectic approach
-to write at least two more books, which
will require trips to Turkey at least every
summer. "Everyone in my field is there
during the s ummer," Fleischer said .
"There's a generat ion of us. We all get
kind o f antsy if we're away toO lo ng. The
need to renew that link is very strong.
''You don't know if you'll get back in" to
the archives and manu sc ript libranes,
he said. "History is always a political
to pic" in develo ping countries. "There
is a compu lsion to protect, to control
access. Foreigners have the lowest
pri o rity, the least a\cess."
Both Fleischers enjoy the life in ISla nbul ,
which is s ituated on th e Bosphorus
the strait th at flows between the Black
Sea and the Sea of Marmara. " It's hilly;
it's wooded. There's good food- grea t
.

fish restauran ts," Kay Fleisc her said . "We
eat out all the time."
"We like s impl y being there in the
cu lture and functioning in some mea
sure," her husband said. "There's a
warmth , a sense of humanity."
Back in St. Louis, hoth are consumed
by their careers. She ~Ie s igns her own
courses on the Hilltop Campus, and has
created a specialized program for stuclents
at the School of Dental Medicine. Some
terms, she teaches up to three classes a
day to fo reign students who need to learn
more English. He has focused his ene rgy
o n building his field within the historv
department and developing the Center
for the Study of Islamic Societies and
Civi lizations (see sidebar) , which co
ordinates research activities across
diSCiplines "I take my teaching serio uslv,"
he said . "Consequently, I ca n't get as
much done in writing and research
during the school year."
But, in additi o n to the expectatio ns
he places on himself to produ ce aca
demica lly, new demands have e ntered
his life: The necessity for bookcases
called fur him to take saw, ham mer, and
nail to wood and learn from a friend ;
and when the sun deck coll apsed into
the bach.)'ard , he became an app re nti ce
deck-builder as well.
The coup le can reca ll one real vaca
tion in th e past nine yea rs - a week in
Northern Cyprus in the summer of 1987
And only an occasional evening is spent
w ith their noses away from the grind 
stone- us uallv at Blueberry Hill , th e
hamburger joint and rock 'n' roll nostalgia
bar in the University City loop.
Kay Fleischer's affinity fo r baseball
her allegiance easily adapting to the
Card inals- ca lls for trips to Busch
Stadium, even in a lasing season. Both
are avid readers, and he admits even to
Iiking "trash nove ls."
The Un iversity is generouslv comple
menting the money from the MaCArthur
Fellowsh ip with additional time for
research and writing; therefore, his
teaching load will be reduced. "May be
now," Fleischer sa id , "for the first time,
we'll even have some time to do some
relaxing."
But the like lihood is eve n in relaxa
tion, the Fleischers' activities Ivill retain
the sense of determination and order
of dedicated compulsives. 0

Joan Bray is a staJfreporterJor Ibe
St. Louis Post-Dispatch , wbere Ibis article,
in a sLigbtl), different cersiOJ1, preuiousl),
appeared 
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A recent study at the Central Institute for the Deaf suggests that
deaf children taught to speak acquire better reading skills.

Speaking to Learn
by Joni Westerhouse
o speak or nor to speak. That is
a question teachers of the deaf
have hotly debated for more
than a century. Is it better for the deaf
to be educated and to communicate
through sign language, or through the
spoken worcV
At Washington University Medical
Center's Central Institute for the Deaf
(CID), deaf children are taught to speak,
And researchers there have compelling
new evidence that teaching the deaf to
speak-before they learn to sign-helps
them attain higher educational levels,
A nation-wide study contracted by the
National Institutes of Health and carried
out by cro researchers found that among
10016- to 17-year-old profoundly deaf
adolescents who had been taught speech,
average reading scores were a full five
grade-levels higher than the national
average (about the third-grade level) for
the deaf. It was the first time that data
have been collected on such a large
sample of orally-educated deaf youth,
"What we found especially interesting
is that 30 of the 100 were reading at or
above the 10th-grade level," says Ann
Geers, principal investigator of the
study, "That means they were function
ing for all practical purposes like
normal-hearing adolescents, which is
rather outstanding considering the
severity of their deafness,"
Profoundly deaf people, even when
fitted with the most powerful hearing
aids, cannot understand speech without
special training; however, they may be
able to hear some sounds, The CID eval
uation of oral education was accompa
nied bv separate but related NIH-funded
studies of total communication -a com
bination of speaking and sign language
carried out by Gallaudet University in
Washington, D.C
Gallaudet researchers measured read
ing skills in deaf children with deaf
parents and those with normal-hearing
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parents, Researchers at both institu
tions looked for elements, such as hear
ing ability, that set good readers apart
from those who didn't read well. Knowl
edge of the English language was the
primary factor influencing the develop
ment of reading and writing skills in
the sample of orally-educated hearing
impaired adolescents, according to co
investigator Jean Moog, principal of the
school at cro,
"The factor we were supposed to ferret
out was what most predicts reading abil
ity," Moog says, "It's not socioeconomic
status, It's not hearing loss-within the
profound range, if you have a little more
hearing, you don't read better than some
body who has less, It's not l.Q,-the very

auditory stimulation, instruction in
spoken language from an early age, and
no sign language instruction until spoken
language is firmly established,
Oral communication programs, such
as CID's, teach deaf children to com
municate by using a combination of:
hearing devices to maximize the limited
hearing capacity present (known cumu
latively as residual hearing), reading lips,
and speaking, Of the 20,000 profoundly
deaf youth under age 21 in tbe United
States, only about 10 percent are cur
rently taught through this method,
The majority of students, on the other
hand, are taught in total communication
programs, which teach a combination of
speaking and sign language,

"What appeared to make the most dijJerence, " says CID Principal
Jean Moog, "was theirfacility with English: how to form complex
sentences, how to write them, how to speak them, and how to
understand them when they are spoken. n

bright students didn't read better than
the normal students on the average,
"What appeared to make the most dif
ference was their facility with English:
the extent to which they mastered
vocabulary, understood syntactic struc
ture, and how to form complex sen
tences, how to write them, how to speak
them, and how to understand them when
they were spoken,"
Study results also showed that pro
foundly deaf persons can develop excel
lent spoken language skills, according to
Moog. She adds that in order to do so,
they should have at least average non
verbal intelligence, early educational
management, early amplification and

D

eaf children in total communi
cation programs don't read as
well, Geers says, because in
many signing programs, deaf children
are not given intensive instruction in
speech and language, and therefore don't
learn English very well,
"What we are finding in this large
population of oral deaf adolescents is
that their English language skills are, for
the most part, extraordinarily good,"
Geers says, "Their oral English language
skills-sentence structure, knowledge
of vocabulary, discourse skills-are
well-developed, I think that's primarily
what accounts for their reading skills,"
Moog stresses that although students

in total communiC:ltion programs may
become proficient at sign ing, most are
not learning to speak ,veIl. She bases
that on data from this reading study as
well as another NIH-spoll sorecl study
conducted at CID in w hi ch 300 pro
foundly deaf children - ISO from tota l
communicati o n program s and 150 from
oral programs- were tested fm spoken
Engli sh skills .
Resu Its showed that bv the age of 8,
the spoken language of children in oral
programs was 30 to 40 p ercent better
than th ose educa ted in total commun i
cation programs. In both studi es, the
ch ildren tested were co mparable in age,
hearing impairm ent, and illtelligence.
'The theory of tota l communication is to
teach signing and talking together to
give children the ben efit of taki ng info r
mation th rough w hateve r system suits
them . The imp li ca tio n is th at th ey w ill
lea rn to bOth sign and talk ," says Geers.
" But o ur studies show that children
are nor learning to talk and sign to 
gether. Some are lea rnin g to sig n, but
they are nOt learnin g to talk as well as
th ose in ora l prog ram s, and most are not

learning to ta lk well enough to be under
stood." Furthermore, Geers adds, the \'
are not learning to sign Engli sh at anv
highe r leve l than o rall y ed ucmed deaf
children lea rn ing to speak English Both
Geers and Moog Jgree th Jt using signs
and speech ca n be ve c\' helpful for a deaf
person to communi cate, but th ey IllJin
rain thm lea rning spo ken Engli sh before
~ i gning is cruci al.
dvocates o f to tal co mmunication
have criti cized CI D's res ults,
saying the reading levels were
high beca use CID tested econo mically
advantaged chil dren w hose parents had
th e money to get them the best edu
ca tio n poss ible i'vIoog does auribute the
small number of children in o ral pro
gra ms partly to financial reasons. "Speak
ing is ex treme ly hard for a deaf person,
and it's hard to do we ll. It is also expensive
to do we ll. Jt takes ve l'\' highly trained
teachers to teach deaf children to talk,
and I think th er e are probably not a lot
of peop le w ho wa nt to finance it."
On the o ther hanu, Geers savs, the
expense is approx imatel" equivalent in

In the beginning: Researchers at the Central
Institute for the Deaf (CID) say teaching deaf
children to speak is most effective when instruc
tion is begun before the child learns to sign.
Above, four-year-old Asilley Vickers learns
her ABCs with ClD teacher Betsey Brooks.

both methods of teaching. Children
depende nt on sign language, Geers
points o ut, are either required to stay in
special educa tio n th rough adulthood or
have an interp reter accompan y them in
a normal-hearing setting .
Many people also are under the misim
pr eSS ion that it is not possible to under
stand deaf people when they speak ,
according to Moog. "Ninety percent of
the teens studied at Gallaudet were rated
as being proficient at speaking English,
which I think is important, " she says.
"Speaking proficiently improves their
ability to interact and participate in the
hearing world if they so choose." 0

.Toni Westerhouse is a writer in tbe publiC

relations office at tbe Scbool ofMedicine.
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AT THE KEYBOARD
by Paul Wagman-photographs by Herb Weitman
n one corner stands a pai r of tall fi Ie
cabinets from which nearly every
drawer has been pulled most of the
way out, and left o ut, too. Every desk
and table is littered with papers. One
piece of paper attracts attention because it
looks like a certificate. Slumped against a
lamp, unframed, is a certificate for the
completion of a course at the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology. The
chaos in this whirlwind of an office-but
more than that, the evocation of industry
combined with a complete disregard for
order and convention - is world-class.

I
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With enthusiasm and
inventiveness, Mike Miller
and his devoted group of
graduate students play at the
frontiers of computer science.
Facing the disheveled pair of cabinets
on the edge of the sea of papers is a
blackboard. Every square inch is covered
with mathematical symbols, nudging and

squeezing one another into odd angles,
mad-scientist style. In the blackboard's
center, an assertive grad uate student has
wiped a clearing where he ha') chalked a
message in foot-high yellow letters: ·'TIM,
9 A.M " Tim knows from experience that
his teacher, MichaellVliller, associate pro
fessor o f electrical engineering and
biomedical computing, often needs to be
reminded of his appointments.
Kurt Smith, one of Miller's graduate
student'), has a nice vvay o f thinking about
the atmosphere of gentle anarchy that
surrounds his adviser. Washington

Hacking crew: Associate Professor of
Electrical and Biomedical Computing
Michael Miller with graduate students
(clockwise, from upper right) Tim Schaewe,
Badrinath Roysam, Rugang Huang, Anders
McCarthy, and Kurt Smith,
University's electrical engineering depart
ment, he says, offers graduate students a
choice of role models, "Snyder," says
Smith, referring to Donald L Snyder, a
mid-career professor of electrical en
gineering with a world-wide reputation,
"is Leonard Bernstein. Miller iSJohn
Coltrane."
The combination of jazz saxophonist
and electrical engineer seems improba
ble, but it clearly works fo r lVli11er. In five
years at Washington University, this loose
and exuberant, but ambitious and in
tensely hard-working scientist has
achieved a ,,'ell-deserved reputatio n in
the field of medical imaging-the field o f
making better pictures o ut of computer
axial to mography (CAT scans), nuclear
magnetic resonance, and the other new
techno logies that have revolutio nized
medical research and diagnosis. The
work is important enough to have wo n
Miller, in 1986, a Presidential Young In
vestigator award from the Natio nal Sci
ence Foundation. Given to only abo ut
100 scientists a year, the award provides
up to $100,000 a year in resea rch funding
for five years.
At the same time, the 33-year-o ld
mathematician-engineer has scored an
othe r kind of achievement. Through the
attraction of his personality and his pas
sion for his field, he has helped make
Washington University's electrical en
gineering department a drawing card for
some of the University's best academic
talent, persuading gifted students to de
vote their energies whole-heartedly to
sophisticated computing projects and
prodding them to giddy heights of
achievement. And he 's helped them
have fun in the process.
r4'l#liliiiUI/;"#o'{tf]miiIW~

no one advises as
many graduate students as Miller. Many of
them are brilliant, with the papers to
prove it. Among Miller's charges, for ex
ample, are three students who have re
ceived Natio nal Science Foundation fel
lowships for their graduate study- Tim
Schaewe (he of the nine a.m. reminder
on Miller's blackboard), Anders Mc
Carthy, and Michael Turmon . Given that
o nly about 600 such fellowships are
awarded each year nationwide in all the
sciences, that's a remarkable COl1centra

tion. In addition, Badrinath Roysam, who
assisted Miller in a project relating to the
metabolism of heart attacks, recently won
an award from the Electron Microscope
Society of America fo r his work in elec
tron microscopiCauto-radiography.
Miller's strategy is to spot top talent in
the undergraduate classes he teaches,
then offer them jo bs on some o f his re
search projects. The approach often re
sults in decisions to continue in school by
studenL~ who had planned on leaving
Washington Un iversity after a bachelor's
or master's degree. Schaewe, a 23-year
old native of CinCinnati, is an example.
Coming to Washington as an undergradu
ate, Schaewe had intended to go no fur
ther than a bachelor'S o r master's degree.
Absent Miller, he figures," I'd have gotten
a joh and he driving a nicer car by now. "
Instead, Schaewe is seeking his PhD.
Some students travel long distances to
study with Miller: Roysam, 27, is from
Bangalore, India; Rugang Huang, also 27,
is from the People's Republi c of China.

Unconventional and spontaneous,
Miller often becomes totallyab
sorbed in projects; he admits he's
not good at "the details of life_ A
11

colleague describes him as someone
who can penetrate the secrets of a
computer, but can't figure out how
to buy one_

of the engineer as nerd-par-excellence,
although they sometimes like to playoff
the image-Miller himself wears a tee
shirt identifying him as "Super Geek."
The fact is that Smith is a strikingly hand
some young man who mino red in col
lege in jazz guitar; that Schaewe looks you
straight in the eye and tells you that he
can playa little baseball ; that Turmon
reads not o nly algorithms, but novels; and
that Huang is adventureously lapping up
American culture.
That's not to suggest that the students
don't work hard. They do 60- and
70-hour weeks are the norm. But the im
preSSion conveyed is one of multi
talented young people who know they're
smart and who are having a very good
time proving it. In large measure, the re
sponsibility fo r this atmosphere seems to
go back to Miller. "He's a very up, outgo
ing person ," Donald Snyder notes , "who
is very humo rous and positive in his in
teractions. He just creates a good atmo
sphere around him, and in our lab." One
way Miller does that is simply by giving
students more attention than they nor
mally get, and huge dollops of encour
agement. "He loves to talk ',"\lith vou, just
hang around with you," says Schaewe.
"And if you get a good result, it's more
exciting to him than if you gave him
$100,000."
His rather ungainly six-feet-fo ur-inch
frame crowned with flo ppy curls, his
manner distinctly casual and unstintingly
friendly, Miller often gives the impression
of being a human St. Bernard. Easv-going
and friendly as he may be, however,
Miller often works lO-hour days, SL,,{ days
a week-when he's not panicuiariy ab
sorbed. When he is engaged, as he was
recently when he d iscove red the work of
Noam Choms ky, Miller pauses only to
sleep and eat. Perceiving that the iclea-; of
the noted linguist might he lp him in his
quest to program computers to better
grasp visual imagery, Miller became ob
sessed. "] just got into a frenzy," he says. "]
got frantic, reading and reading and read
ing. Really excited. The ho use became a
shambles." The casual visitor could con
firm Miller's observati on, noting Christ
mas cards propped about his apartment
well into summer.

Roysam, a likeable man with enormous
enthusiasm for his wo rk, says he came to
Washington University because "I've al
ways prospered in sma ll places." Huang
was bright enough to be sent by he r
country to study here.
Among these students, ca lled "M iller's
Mafia" by o ne of lvliller's colleagues , there
isn't a hint of the kind of gradu,lte student
miseries that were in fashi o n a generation
ago - self-doubt, alienation, and other
fungi from the slough of despond. ]n fact,
Miller's students seem to have taken their
cues less from Fyodor Dostoyevsky than
from Robin Hood and his Merry Band:
they're fond of one another, upbeat,
G1t6'witt'i'itW£*'(,Jj1[iJ\Zi~ in life, but it
poised-and in some cases, even a little
helps to be smart. Intellectually, faculty
cocky "I don't knovy of any conflicts in
colleague Robert E. ivlorley says, iVliller is
the lab," says graduate student Kurt
"a big potatoes man," an excelle nt ab
Smith, who hesitates as if puzzled by the
stract thinker who has the abilitv "to ho ne
question. "Everyone enjoys o ne another.
in on the real essence of a problem and
It's just a big collaborative effo rt " They 're put the other stuff as ide " The image is ap
also nothing like the popular conception
propriate in more than o ne wa\', because
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way that produces the
m uch of what Mi ller does
desired meaningful result
has to c10 with filtering out
noise ancl interpreting the
Once devised, it is built
into the computer's soft
essential message.
ware. Although the m:L'Ci
In t['\'lI1g to interpret
mum likelihood estimmio n
the electromagnetic infor
mation that f1()WS into a
algorithm for PET is still
sensor eluring various
being tested, it appears to
sca nning and meLL'iuring
represent a "q uantum leap"
techniques, scientist') have
forwarcl , Raichle says. If it
is, it will open new hori
for years rel ied on Fourier
analysis, a mathematical
zons for PET research.
technique named for the
Mfrfl,Ii1WU;fIM,Wttfili
19th-century French
Miller, suggests graduate
mathematicianjean
student Schaewe, is a de
BaptisteJoseph Fourier.
sire to accomplish some
Fourier ana lysis sti ll is
thing great, and to be rec
used, for instance, to elis
ognized for it. But the long
entangle the raelar Signals
hours and a drive for rec
from rwo nearby airplanes,
ogn itio n don't reflect the
so that the pl,)[1es can be
kind o f voraciolls ego or
seen as separate and cor
need for power that they
rectl y identified. It's used
might, because with Miller
,L'i well in iilterpreting the
High-flying: 27-year-old Rugang Huang came from the People's Republic
the work seems informed
signa ls emitted during nu
of China to study at Washington University. Her graduate studies involve
by the joy and freedom of
clear magnetiC resonance
computer programs that help airplanes home in on airports using only radar.
discovery and achievement.
and other scanning tech
That's the Coltrane in him,
niques for the boely, so
in tissue, besides the tissue it~elf
the pan of his p ersonaliry that in high
they can be IJuilt into a picture of what'S
A kev fear-ure of PET, however, involves
5chool - in Valley Stream, New York,
inside.
For these and other aprlications, how
its reliance on radioactive tracers to pro
where he grew up the son of ~U1 accoun
ever, Fourier anal;'s is isn 't as powerfu l as
vide it with its information. Subjects must
tant- made Mi ller a class clown who
scienrisb would like it to he. As a resu lt.
swallow or be injected with a radio
loved mathematics but otherwise studied
Dona ld Snyeler helpeel pioneer the use of
pharmaceutica l which, after collecting in
only when deeply moved.
And it's the part that helped him in his
,I different mathematica l approach in in
,]reas where their biological activity is in
firs t and only "real" job, with GTElSdv<Jnia
terpreting the Signals, called "m"L'(imuI11
demanel, emits the pOSitro ns, or pairs of
likelihood estimation" theory. Related to
near Boston to fail miserablv Miller
photons, which give the techno logy its
n,]me.
probability theory, the approach involves
couldn't aprly himself to what be calls
making ,] guess as to what a ceruin an
"detclils," such as sitting down in the same
Scientists using PET therefore face a
swer shoulcl be, checki ng the guess
problem: the more radioactive tracer they office each day at the same time to do the
ag,linst the observed fact'i, rel1ning the
give the subject, tbe more information
same thing. So, clear/v not fitting in ,
guess, checking again, and rerearing the
Miller left the corporate wo rlel after 18
the;' ga in, but the mo re elamage they may
process again ,mel again, at speeds up to
mo nths and went back to Jo hns Hopkins
infli ct The problem is particularly acute
thousands of times rer minute. It W,L'i
UniverSity, where he 'd alreadv gotten hi.~
with voung patients, for whom the legal
limits o f radi oactive exposure have been
SI1\'der's presence that drew Miller to
master's degree, and took his PhD. in
W~l.~hington Universit\·. And it's Miller's
set especially low.
electr ical engineering in 1983
clevelopmem of a " m~L'Cimum Iikelihooel
The munc.iane, the routine, bother him
As a resu It, any method of deriving
estimation" app m;Jch to positron emis
equally good pictures fr0111 less dam and
in general , iVl iller says. "I'm notgoocl at
sion tomograph\' (PET) <lnel electron mi
less raclioactive tracer, or better pictures
the details of life," is how he puts it. MOr
croscopic auttJ-radiography that are proh
ley describes Miller as the kind of man
from the same leve ls, represents an im
abk his bi&~es t achievement'i to dme.
portant adv;mce, says Marcus Raichle, a
who can penetrate the secrets of a com
puter but ca n't figure o ut how to buy one.
Developed by Washington University
professor of neurology and radi o logy
physicist Michel M. Ter-Pogossian , PET is
Shoes may be another detail. "You see
with more than a decade of experience in
PET Such an advance, he says, is exactly
one of the pU~ 'erful new techniques for
him in the conference room with his hare
what the new algorithm that Miller and
feet up," Schaewe says, ''v-"hU e ever\'one
peer ing into the hody that have been in
vented in the h~t two elecades: computer
those working with him appea r to have
else is Sitting with their hands folded in
their laps, looking mannerlv."
achieved. In this Gl.~e, J\lli ll er's colleagues
;L\.ial tomography ( CAT) and nuclear
magnetiC res()Jlance are two others. An
inclucle Snyder and David Po litte, a re
From another personalic-;', such insou
extremely powerful research tool with
ciance cou ld e~l.~ily seem offensive, such
search associate in the Institute for
contempt for the mundane, sn()bb ish. But
eme rging clinical application , PET en
Biomeelica l Computing.
An algorithm is a set of mathematica l
ab les scientist~ to see not on'" anatomy,
it's e1elr that iYlill er, through his ex uber
but also phys iology. In other words, it al
procedures, or instruaions, for tell ing a
ant and sweet nature, has been abl e to
computer how to manipulate data in a
lows researchers to see w hat's going on
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carry it off, Far fro m re
senting him, his col
leagues as well as his stu
dentS express fondness fo r
him. And without the help
of his colleagues and the
universitv's administration,
Miller himself savs, he
never would have won the
Preside ntial Young Investi
gator Award , never would
have gotte n involved in
some of the projects he's
working on, Rattling off
the names of a nu mber of
administrators and faculrv
members - colleagues
such as Assistant Profes
sors Dan Fuhrmann and
Jod" O 'Su llivan, and other
members of the electrical
engineering department'S
ElectroniC Svstems and
Signals Research Labora
ROiling along: Tim Schaewe, Anders McCarthy, and Michael Turmon,
tory - he sa\'s, "they all
from
left to right , are all National Science Foundation fellows , among only
want to give me things and
600
nationwide,
If not for adviser Mike Miller's influence , says Schaewe,
involve me and help me
''I'd
have
gotten
a job and be driving a nicer car by now," Instead , he's
do things ," He is totally de
working
on
his
Ph,
0,
lighted and a bit bemused,
ONE OF THE GREAT NEW TOOLS of medicine,

NMR imaging is a "non-invasive" scanning
tech nique, enabling doctors to see inside
the body without X-rays or radioactive
tracers, In this and other ways, it repre
sents an important step forward from
CAT and PET scans, Many researchers
view NMR as the imaging tool of the
future ,
Nifty as the new techn ique is, it has itS
limitations, notes R. GilbertJost, profes
sor of radiology and chief of diagnostiC
radiology at the Mallinckrodt Instirute of
Radiology, Using Fourier analysis [0 deci
pher itS signals, the information that's
gathered is too sketchy to allow for quick
exams, Researchers are compelled to
have patientS scanned for about an hour
to get enough information to give them
sharp, reliable picrures,
The technology is also limited in what
it can image, Currently, only the hydro
gen in a patient's body can be used to
form images, because the signals given
off by other elementS in the body are [00
faint to be interpreted,
Altho ugh imaging hydrogen allows for
diagnosis of many problems, including
rumors, the capaCity to image some other
elementS like sod ium and phosphorous
would be enormously beneficial,Jost
says, If scientistS could image phospho
rous, fo r example, they could help distin
guish between healthy, sick, and dead tis

sue, which are characterized by different
levels of phosphorous, The value of such
a diagnostiC technique for survivors of
hean attacks and strokes, among others,
is obvious,
Enter Miller. Through a maximum
likelihood estimation approach that he
has developed in the last few years, he
and his graduate studentS think they may
have solved many of these problems,
The preliminary indications are that
the new method works at least two to
four times better than the current tech
niques, Miller says, One result: picrures
that now take 60 minutes to generate
would take 30 o r 15, In fact, Miller says,
the new method may be more powerful
by a factor of ten - good enough to image
phosphorous, Although Jost is cautious
"there's still a lot of work to be done as to
whether it (Miller's new approach) fitS to
gether," he says - he's also obviously
quite hopefuL
"Miller," he says, "has a great track
record, "

IWm..tI1IOJW.1:/#6'1II,f;/Wiiidown a road on
a foggy night and sees a large shape mov
ing directly in front of him, he is much
more likely to judge that shape to be a car
rather than a cow equipped with brake
lightS, This kind of common sense deter
mination is known as heuristiCS, and it

helps human beings shape
and speed their percep
tions.
Writing heuristics in En
glish is a simple matter.
But writing heuristic com
mands in the mathemati
cal equations that would
allow a computer to un
derstand them is a much
thornier process,
How do you tell a com
puter to recognize where
one object stops and an
other starts? How do vou
explain te~'ture to distin
guish more easily be
tween lungs and heartS'
How do you explain an
object's "gestalt" - the rec
ognition , for example , of
the image of the person in
the distorted shapes of a
cubist pai nting by Picasso I
Such problems are ex
tremely fundamental , en
gaging the basic problems
of perceptio n, Advances
in their solutio n cou ld
entail significant progress
in a number of areas, including speech
recognition by computers, robot viSion,
and the kinds of imaging work Miller has
already been involved in ,
i\'lille r and his graduate stu dents are
now working on mathematical models
for a large number of heuriStics, and de
veloping the W;l\'S in which these models
can be used I)\' mass ive1\' paralle l com
puters, iYlassivel" parallel computers are a
new, incre ;l~ingh' significant category of
computers in which large numbers of
sim ple processors are linked together to
solve complex problems by breaking
them up and working on them at the
sa me time,
Although Mille r says the work is "much
deeper" than his previous work, he isn 't
making manv claims about it yet. But
Donald Snyder says it mav be his most
Significant achievement to date,
"I think the thi ngs he's working on
now will have a national im pact," Snyder
says, "I think they are potentia II\' a rea l
bombshell. " 0
Paul Wagman, a fonner staffrepOJ1erfor
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch , is a writer for
Hill and Knowlton, Inc., a public rela
tionsfinn.
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By dawn's early light: Roaming the Hilltop Campus
just after sunrise during the weeks surrounding summer
solstice, University Photographer David Ki/per found the
light of an unusual quality and arriving at an angle possible
only at that time of year. Combined with a quiet left by
the wake of Commencement, that rare light allowed him to

document familiar sights in a mood most of us never see.
Above, a light-sensitive spotlight illuminating the Quad
shines through the arch of Brookings Hall moments before
being extinguished by the coming of daylight.
More photographs can be found on pages 15 and 16.
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